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FOREWORD
This report describes the work performed by the Boeing Aerospace Company from
July 1971 to N_vember 1972 under Contract NAS 3-14380. The work was
admlnlstered by Mr. James R. Faddoul of the NASA Lewis Research Center.
Structural Composltles Industries (SCI), acting in the capacity of an associate
contractor, participated in the program. Boeing had overall responsibility For the
program and conducted the experimental portion while SCI was prlmarily responsible
for overwrapped tank design and analysis, and Inconel and aluminum specimen Fab-
rication. Arde', Inc. also participated in the program in an advisory capacity and
as a supplier of stainless steel specimens.
Boelng personnel who conducted the investlgaflon include J. N. Masters, proiect
supervisor and W. D. Bixler, technical leader. Specimen testing support was pro-
vided by A. A. Oftlyk and H. Olden, and the technical illustration and art work
was done by D. Good. SCI personnel who contributed to the investigation include
R. E. Landes, program supervisor and E. E. Morris, Vice-Presldent. Arde' personnel
who contributed to the investigation include A. Cozewlth and D. Gleich.
The information contained in this report is also released as Boeing Document
D] 80-] 5296-1.
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SUMMARY'
The experimental work described herein was undertaken to establish a fracture control
method which would guarantee the service life of composite tanks with load sharing liners.
These tanks are made up of metallic liners which are overwrapped with glass filaments
with epoxy resin. The tanks are designed so that the liners carry a significant portion of
the membrane loads.
A tank design which incorporated a clrcumferentially (hoop) glass filament reinforced (GFR)
cylinder with closed ends was established for three liner materials: (1) Inconel X750 STA,
(2) 2219-T62 aluminum, and (3) cryoformed 301 stainless steel. Based on these designs,
uniaxial and biaxial (tank) specimens containing artificially induced surface flaws were
fabricated and fracture tested at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F). Uniaxlal specimens
for each liner material investigated were pulled to failure and cycled to failure. Biaxial
specimens with Inconel X750 STA and 2219-T62 aluminum liners were burst and cyclic
tested. The static fracture and cyclic life results obtained From the uniaxlal and blaxial
specimens were compared to determine the extent that the unlaxial results could be used
to predict the overwrapped tank fracture behavior. The comparison resulted _n the follow-
ing observations:
(1) Unlaxial surface flawed static fracture results can be used to predict burst test
failures for hoop GFR Inconel X750 STA tanks with surface flawed liners having
thicknesses of about 0.10 cm (0.040 in).
(2) Uniaxial surface flawed static fracture results underestimate the burst strength of
hoop GFR 2219-T62 aluminum tanks with surface flawed liners having thicknesses
of about 0.23 cm (0.090 in). This difference ranges from about 10 to 35% in
the thickness tested.
(3) The cyclic life of both hoop GFR Inconel and aluminum tanks containing surface
flawed liners are overestimated by uniaxial surface flawed specimens. The dif-
ference can range up to six times in the thickness tested.
(4) A leak mode-of-failure was observed for all hoop GFR Inconel and aluminum
tanks that were burst tested at room temperature (RT) or cycled at RT or 78°K (-320°F).
The differences observed should be resolved if an adequate fracture control method for
composite tanks with load sharing liners is to be developed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document presents the first attempt to establish a fracture control method which
would guarantee the service life of composite tanks with load sharing liners. The
type of tanks being considered have filament overwrapped metal liners which are
pressurized on the first cycle until the liner yields a predetermined amount and then
the pressure is released. The filament overwrap material (S-glass) remains elastic
throughout this pressure or sizing cycle, Upon releasing the pressure, the liner goes
into compression while the Filament overwrap remains in tension. The stress range
for the metal liner on subsequent operating cycles is from compression at zero tank
pressure to tension (always less than the liner stress at the sizing pressure) at tank
operating pressure. The liner as well as the filament overwrap operates elastically
during an operating pressure cycle. The sizing operation and subsequent operating
cycles are schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
In general, the service life of all-metal tanks can be guaranteed by an effective
proof test based on the application of linear elastic fracture mechanics. Such is
not the case for composite tanks with load sharing liners, where the sizing cycle
takes place well above the yield strength of the material; beyond the range of linear
elastic fracture mechanic concepts.
It is anticipated that as wlth a proof test of an all-metal tank, the sizing cycle of
a composite tank with a load sharing liner screens out flaws larger than a specific
size. In doing so, a certain amount of flaw growth potential would be available
for cyclic operation. This approach to assessing the allowable service life of
composite tanks with load sharing liners is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.
Since no theory or fracture data was available for surface flawed materials stressed
well above the material yield strength, a empirical approach was taken to develop
static fracture data in this stress region. In addition, cyclic life data for liner
materials which initially received a plastic sizing cycle were developed. Static
fracture and cyclic life data were generated using semi-elliptical surface flawed
uniaxial specimens of candidate liner materials; specifically Inconel X750 STA,
3
2219-T62aluminum and cryostretched301 stainlesssteel. Burst and servlce llfe
testswere also conductedon non-overwrappedall-metal tanks and overwrapped
tanks with surface flawed metal liners made of Inconel X750 STA and 2219-T62
aluminum. The static fracture and cyclic life results obtained from the un,axlal
and biaxlal (tank) specimens were compared to determine the extent that the
uniaxlal results could be used to predict the overwrapped tank fracture behavior.
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At the beginning of this contract a parametric design study was conducted to aid
designers in selecting weight optimum composite tanks with load sharing liners for
a specific design condition. From this study, a hoop glass filament reinforced
(GFR) cylinder design for three liner materials was established which was repre-
sentative of thicknesses and pressures covered in the design study. Uniaxlal and
biaxlal (tank) fracture specimens were then fabricated and tested in accordance with
the hoop GFR cylinder designs. The design study, hoop GFR cylinder designs and
fracture testing program are discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.1 Parametric Design Study
The design study was conducted by Structural Composites Industries (SCI) and was
published as a design guide handbook (Reference 1). GFR spheres, oblate spheroids
and closed end cylinders constructed of Inconel X750 STA, 2219-T62 aluminum and
cryoformed 301 stainless steel were considered in the parametric study. The design
crlteria for the GFR tanks is presented in Reference 1 and includes geometric para-
meters, material properties, and fabrication, sizing, operating and burst criteria.
Operating temperatures ranged from 295°K (72°F) to 20°K (-423°F) and operating
pressures ranged from 6.9 MN/m 2 (1000 psi) to 27.6 MN/m 2 (4000 psi) for these pressure
vessels. The filament winding patterns considered were (1) axlsymmetric, multiple angle
for spheres, (2) Iongitudlnal-in-plane for oblate spheroids, (3) and both circumferential
only and Iongltudlnal-ln--plane complemented by circumferential along the cylindrical
section for closed end cylinders. The closed end cylinders with only a circumferential
filament winding pattern over the cylindrical section are commonly referred to as hoop
GFR cylinders in this report.
The parametric design study was conducted using a computer program previously de-
veloped by SCI for the analys_s of filament-wound, metal-llned pressure vessels
(Reference 2). The program treats the filament shell by means of a netting analysis,
which assumes that the stresses are constant along the filament path and that the resin
makes a negligible structural contribution. The filament shell and the constant-thlckness
metal liner are combined by equating strains in the longitudinal and hoop directions
and by adjusting the radii of curvature to match the combined material strengths at
the design pressure. The filaments are assumed to have a linear stress/strain re-
lationship until failure occurs whereas the metal liner stress/strain relationship is
assumed to be bilinear. This bilinear representation is an engineering approxima-
tion to the elastic and plastic portions of the metallic stress/strain curve. The
linearization was done in accordance with the schematic presented in Figure 3. Using
the design guide one can define the GFR tank details, such as thicknesses, weight,
sizing and burst pressures, given a pressure vessel shape, size, liner material and
operating pressure requirements.
It should be noted that the GFR Inconel and aluminum tanks are sized at room
temperature (RT), while the GFR cryoformed 301 tank is sized at 78°K (-320°F) in
liquid nitrogen. Prior to sizing a 301 tank at 78°K (-320°F), the unreinforced tank
is prestressed (aps) at 780K (--32001: ) to about 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi). This straining
due to prestressing plus the straining due to sizing the GFR vessel, strengthens the
cryoformed 301 to the desired level.
2.2 Hoop GFR Cylinder Design
For purposes of conducting the experimental fracture program presented in this docu-
ment, a hoop GFR cylinder design was selected for each of the liner materials to
be investigated. The design criteria for the hoop GFR cylinders is presented in
Table 1. The cylinder dimensions used for design were 43 cm (17 in) long (cylindri-
cal section) and 16.5 cm (6.5 in) in diameter with hemispherical end closures. The
resulting liner design thicknesses were 0.10 cm (0.040 in) for the Inconel X750 STA,
0.23 cm (0.090 in) for the 2219-T62 aluminum and 0.071 cm (0.028 in) For the cryo-
formed 301 stalnless steel.
m
The material properties used for the pressure vessel design are presented in Table 2.
The mechanical properties were based on material properties obtained from the actual
heats of materials used in fabricating the hoop GFR cylinders and uniaxial specimens.
The cryoformed 301 stainless steel material properties are based on data obtained
after a cryogenic prestress to about 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi) i.n liquid nitrogen.
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Computer derived membrane stresses in the cylindrical section of the pressure vessel
are tabulated in Table 3 for the GFR lnconel tank, Table 4 for the GFR aluminum
tank and Table 5 For the GFR 301 tank. The burst pressure for all hoop GFR tank
designs are critical in the longitudinal direction in the liner, regardless of tempera-
ture. It was assumed that if a GFR pressure vessel was to be operated at a tempera-
ture other than that at which it was sized, the pressure vessel would receive a proof
test at the operating temperature. The liner stress at the proof pressure was assumed
to be equal to the offset yield point (see Figure 1) at the operating temperature.
F_gures 4, 5 and 6 present the hoop stress/strain relationships of the cylinders for
both the ambient and cryogenic operating conditions. Computer output was also used
to construct the pressure/hoop strain curves presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9 for the
three different GFR pressure vessels. Pressure/hoop strain curves are used to compare
the measured pressure/strain characteristics of the vessels with the predicted values.
The liner hoop stresses at the sizing and proof pressure (if applicable) are summarized
below For the three different GFR pressure vessels analyzed:
GFR
Pressure
Vesse I
JnCorle l
X750 STA
2219-T62
Aluminum
Cryoformed 301
Stainless Steel
Temp.
o K (OF)
295
(72)
295
(72)
78
(-320)
SIZING PROOFING
Pressure, p
MN/m 2 (psi)
19.6
(2840)
16.8
(2430)
23.9
(3460)
as, Sizing
Hoop Stress
MN/m 2 (ksl)
850
(123.3)
332
(48.2)
1442
(209.2)
Temp.
oK (OF)
78
(-320)
78
(-320)
295
(72)
Pressure, p
MN/m 2 (psi)
20.9
(3030)
17.4
(2520)
21.8
(3160)
ap, Proof
Hoop Stress
MN/m 2 (ksi)
96O
(]39.1)
381
(55.2)
1235
(I 79.0)
The stress levels presented above are valid for other hoop GFR pressure vessels having
the same dlameter-to-thickness ratio.
2.3 Uniaxial Tests
Uniaxial specimenscontalnlng seml-elliptlcal surface Flaws as depicted in Figure 10
were static fracture and fatigue tested at operating conditions equivalent to the
hoop GFR cylinders presented in Paragraph 2.2. It was the object of these unlaxial
tests to :
(1) Establish the stress-flaw size failure loci (Figure 2) and mode-of-failure_for
various flaw sizes; especially above the yield strength of the material. The
data would be used to determine the initial flaw size that would be screened
by the sizing pressure and proof pressure (if applicable).
(2) Establish the cyclic life at various operating stresses for flaw sizes that are
screened by the sizing cycle and proof test.
Uniaxial surface flawed specimens were made of base metal and weld metal of Inconel
X750 STA, 2219-T62 aluminum and cryostretched 301 stainless steel and tested at
295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F). All specimens tested were subjected to thermal and
stress environments which closely simulated the processes the actual tank liners would
experience. The primary exception to this rule was the cyclic stress condltion where
the uniaxial specimens were cycled from zero-to-maximum tension while the GFR liner
experiences a compression-to-maxlmum tension cyclic profile during a zero-to-full
tank pressure cycle.
Two thicknesses of uniaxial specimens were tested for each material; one equivalent to the
hoop GFR cylinder design thickness presented in Paragraph 2.2 and one significantly thicker.
The most emphasis during testing was placed on the thickness that was equivalent to the
hoop GFR cylinder design. A summary of the thicknesses tested is presented below:
Mode-of-failure can either be parting of the specimen (prior to leakage, and
termed a fall mode) or the surface flaw can propagate through-the-thickness
causing tank leakage (termed a leak mode).
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Base Metal and
Weld Metal
Material
Inconel X750 STA
2219-T62 Aluminum
Cryostretched
301 Stainless Steel
Thickness, cm (inch)
t 1
0.10
(0.040)
0.23
(O.OeO)
0.071
(0.028)
t 2
0.33
(0.13)
0.46
(0.18)
0.26
(0.1 O)
t
The static fracture test matrices are schematically illustrated in Figures 11 and 12.
For the Inconel and aluminum materials, the 295°K (72°F) static fracture specimens
were pulled directly to failure whereas the 78°K (-320°F) static fracture specimens
were pulled to failure after being stressed to the sizing value [_]_' at 295°K (72°F).
The procedure was iust reversed for the cryostretched 301; the 78°K (-320°F) static
fracture specimens were pulled directly to failure (after experiencing an initial
cryogenic prestress), whereas the 295°K (72°F) static fracture specimens were pulled
to Failure after being stressed to the sizing value at 78°K (-320°F). Static fracture
data was generated for flaw depth-to-length (a/2c) ratios of about 0.10, 0.20 and
0.40, with most of the data obtained at an a/2c = 0.20. The selection of initial
flaw sizes for the static fracture specimens tested at the sizing temperature were
such that the failure Iocl was determined for flaw depths ranging up to the thick-
ness of material being investigated, although the most emphasis was placed on ob-
taining fracture data in the plastic stress region. For static fracture specimens tested
at a temperature other than the sizing temperature, the selection of initial flaw sizes
was such that Failure did not occur during the sizing operation.
The cyclic llfe test matrix is schematically illustrated in Figure 13. All cyclic
specimens had flaws with an a/2c of about 0.20. For the Inconel and aluminum
materials, a 295°K (72°F) sizing cycle[_2>was put on the specimens prior to
cycling to leakage at 295°K (72°F). In addition, the specimens to be cyclic tested at
See Table in Paragraph 2.2, Page 7.
780K (-32001:) were subjected to a proof test_iJt_after sizing. The cryostretched
o o
301 specimens received a sizing cycleU_at 78 K (-320 F) prior to cyclic testing
and additionally,, the specimens to be cycled at 295°K (72°F) received a 295°K
(72°F) proof test [_:'. Cyclic flaw growth tests were conducted generally at three
different operating stress levels. These stress levels ranged from 60 to 100% of
the sizing stress or proof stress (if applicable). The number of" cycles at which the
flaw grew through-the-thickness was recorded. The cyclic data results were pre-
sented as shown in Figure 14, so that For a given pressure vessel design and required
cyclic life, the maximum permissible operating stress could be determined.
Table 6 summarizes the unlaxial tests conducted in this investigation along with the
pertinent test parameters.
2.4 Biaxial Tests
Overwrapped and non-overwrapped tanks containing surface Flaws in the cylindrlcal
section of the metal shells were burst and fatigue tested at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K
(-320°F). It was the object of these tests to establish Failure loci and cyclic life
data to be compared with the results of the uniaxial tests described in Paragraph
2.3. The biaxial specimen metal shells were made of Inconel X750 STA and 2219-T62
aluminum. The overwrapped tanks were fabricated per the respective design presented
in Paragraph 2.2. GFR tank liners were used as the all-metal tanks. The purpose in
testing all-metal tanks was to separate, in part, overwrapplng effects From cyllndrlcal
blaxial stress effects.
The burst test matrix is schematically illustrated in Figure 15. The tanks tested at
295°K (72°F) were pressurized directly to Failure or leakage, whereas the tanks tested
at 78°K (-320°F) were sized at 295°K (72°t:) pr|or to pressurizing to Failure or leak-
age at 78°K (-320°F). The GFR tanks were sized per the table in Paragraph 2.2,
Page 7. The all-metal tanks were burst tested only at 295°K (72°F). A slngie
surface flaw with an a/2c of about 0.20 was present in each metal shell; one-half
of the tank tests had flaws located in the weld metal. Flaws in the metal shells were
See Table in Paragraph 2.2, Page 7
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oriented in one of two directions; with the plane of the flaw parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the shell or at "_'/4 rad. (45 ° ) to the same reference axis.
The pressure at tank leakage or burst was recorded.
The cyclic life test matrix is schematically illustrated in Figure 16. The GFR
tanks cyclic tested at RT received a sizing cycleUL"_at RT while the tanks cyclic
tested in liquid nitrogen received a sizing cycleU_"_at RT plus a cryogenic proof
test H'J_. The all-metal tanks were tested only at RT and received a simulated
RT sizing cycle so that the hoop stress was equivalent to the GFR liner hoop stress.
Each cyclic tank test had two surface flaws; one in the base metal and one in the
weld metal. These flaws had an a/2c of about 0.20. The number of cycles at
which the flaw grew through-the-thickness was recorded.
Table 7 summarizes the biaxial tests conducted in this investigation along with the
pertinent test parameters.
See Table in Paragraph 2.2, Page 7
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3.0 MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
t
3.1 Materials
The three liner materials investigated in this experimental program were Inconel
X750 STA, 2219-T62 aluminum and cryostretched 301 stainless steel. S-glass with
epoxy resin was used as the overwrap material for the composite tanks.
The Inconel X750 was purchased per AMS 5542, Revision G, in the annealed con-
dition in sheet thicknesses of 0.10cm (0.040 in) and 0.33 cm (0.130 in). The
0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick material (heat number HT 76C7X5) was used to fabricate
uniaxial specimens as well as tank liners, whereas the 0.33 cm (0.130 in) thick
material (heat number HT 0647X) was used only for uniaxlal specimens.
The 2219 aluminum was obtained in the T87 temper in two thicknesses; 0.32 cm
(0.125 in) for uniaxlal specimens and tank liners and 1.27cm (0.50 in) for other
uniaxial specimens. Both thicknesses of material were fully annealed per BAC 5602 [_2_
prior to specimen fabrication. The 0.32 cm (0.125 in) thick material was obtained
from a previously completed NASA contract, NAS 3-10290, and was purchased per
BMS 7-105C. The 1.27cm (0.50 in) thick material was purchased per MIL-A-8920A.
The 301 stainless steel (heat number 76235) was purchased from Arde', Inc. This
heat of regular 301 material (unaged) was the same as used to fabricate some closed
end cylinders which are presently in the NASA/Lewis inventory. Two thicknesses,
0.071 cm (0.028 in) and 0.26cm (0.10 in), of annealed, unaged material were used
to fabricate unlaxial specimens.
S-901 20 end glass roving pre-impregnated with NASA epoxy/'polyurethane resin //2
was used as the overwrap material for the composite tanks. The S-glass was pur-
chased per MIL-R-60346A.
Heated in air at 687°K (775°F) For 2 hours minimum, furnace cooled at
maximum rate of 28°K/hr (50°F/hr) to 534°K (500°F) or less, air cooled.
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3.2 Unlaxial SpecimenFabrication
3.2.1 inconel X750 STA Specimens
Inconel X750 STA base metal and weld metal unlaxial specimens _vere fabricated
per the sketches presented in Figures 17, 18 and 19. The weld metal specimens
were GTA welded per BAC 5980 Class "A" by laying a bead-on-plate with Full
penetration using Inconel 69 filler wire. No weld repairs were permitted. The
weld bead was then leveled with the base metal. This was done because a
slight sink-ln of the weld bead had occurred during welding. The weld bead was
subsequently ground Flat with the base metal. The base metal and weld metal
specimens were heat treatedU_and aged z_'_per BAC 5616. The specimens were
mechanically cleaned by air blasting with glass beads. The weld metal specimens
were penetrant inspected per BAC 5423 and radTographically inspected per BAC 5915.
To introduce surface flaws, a starter notch with a terminating radius of less than
0.008 cm (0.003 in) was electric discharge machined (EDM) into the specimen. The
EDM starter notch was then extended using low stress/high cycle fatigue; periodic
examinations were conducted, using a microscope, to determine when a fatigue crack
had been initiated around the entire periphery of the EDM notch. Between 1,600
to 70,000 cycles at stresses ranging From 207 MN/m 2 (30 ksl) to 483 MN/m 2 (70 ksi)
were required to extend the precracks _n the Inconel specimens, depending upon the
EDM starter notch sharpness and depth relative to the specimen thickness. The pre-
cracking operation was done in air at RT at a frequency of 30 Hz (1800 cpm). The
specimens were then subjected to a simulated resin cure cycle at 340°K (150°F) for
3 hours followed by 420°K (300°F) For 5 hours.
3.2.2 2219-T62 Aluminum Specimens
The 2219-T62 aluminum base metal and weld metal uniaxlal specimens were fabricated
per the sketches presented in Figures 20, 21 and 22. The welded specimens shown in
Annealed in a vacuum at 1325°K (1925°F) for 30 mlnutes followed by
a rapid quench by flooding the Furnace with nitrogen gas.
Heated in air at 978°K (1300°F) for 20 hours and air cooled.
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Figure 22 were inltlally machined down in the test section to about 0.63 cm
(0.25 in) prior to welding while the welded specimens shown in Figure 21 were
welded in the stock sheet thickness of 0.32cm (0.125 in). All weld metal speci-
mens were GTA welded per BAC 5935, Class "A", by laying a bead-on-plate w_th
full penetration using 2319 aluminum weld wire. No repalr welds were permitted.
The base metal and weld metal specimens were machined down in the test section to
0.23 cm (0.090 in) and 0.46 cm (0.18 in) br the two d_fferent thicknesses of speci-
mens required. The base metal and weld metal specimens were then solution
treated and aged_per BAC 5602. The weld metal specimens were penetrant
inspected per BAC 5423 and radiographlcally inspected per BAC 5915. Surface cracks
were introduced into the aluminum specimens as previously outllned for the Inconel
specimens, except that precracking stresses were less. Between 5,000 to 50,000
cycles at stresses ranging from 83 MN/m 2 (t2 ksl) to 138 MN/m 2 (20 ksl) were re-
quired to extend the precracks. The specimens were then subjected to a simulated
resln cure cycle as described in Paragraph 3.2.1.
3.2.3 Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Specimens
The cryostretched 301 stainless steel base metal and weld metal uniaxlal specimens
were fabricated per the sketches presented in Figures 23, 24 and 25. The weld
metal specimens were GTA welded per Arde' welding specification AES 501C by
laying a bead-on-plate with full penetratlon using 308L filler wire. No weld repalrs
were permitted. After welding, the weld Beads were ground flush with the base
metal. The base metal and weld metal specimens were then cleaned per Arde' specl-
ficatlon AES 253D, annealed per AES 251A Jl_'_, plckled per AES 250D and passlvated
per AES 254C. The weld metal speclmens were penetranf inspected per AES 451B
and radlographlcally inspected per AES 450. Surface cracks were introduced into the
301 specimens as previously outlined for the Inconel specimens. The precracking was
done after annealing and prior to cryogenically prestressing the speclmen when testing
Heated in air at 808°K (995°F) for 4 hours and then immediately
quenched in water.
Aged in air at RT for 96 hours and then aged in air at 463°K (375o1: )
for 36 hours.
Heated in air at 1340°K (1950°t:) for 15 minutes and then immediately quenched
in water. 15
was first initiated. It was observed(Figure 82) that the fracture stresswas reduced
for these specimensas the precracking stressincreased. The smaller the crack size,
the higher the stress required to precrack it. Between 1,000 and 65,000 cycles at
stresses ranging from 207 MN/m 2 (30 ksi) to 345 MN,/m 2 (50 ksi) were required.
This reduction in fracture stress with an increase in precrack stress was probably caused
by cold working (at RT) the material at the crack tip during precracklng. This in turn
caused the material in the vicinity of the crack front to be very brittle and thereby
inducing premature failure. The problem was eventually solved by re-annealing the
specimens per AES 351A after precracklng. This essentially would return the material
at the crack front to a dead-soft condition. Further discussion of the results obtained
are presented in Paragraph 4.3.2. After re--anneallng, the 301 specimens were sub-
jected to a prestress cycle of 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi) at 78°K (--320°F). The specimens
then received a simulated resin cure cycle as described in Paragraph 3.2.1 for the
Inconel specimens.
Biaxial Specimen Fabrication
Inconel X750 STA Tanks
Cylindrical metal shells with hemispherical heads were fabricated per SC! assembly
specification 9141-10. A sketch of the shell is shown in Figure 26. The cylindrical
portion of the shell was roll Formed, seam welded, and weld bead leveled in the
same manner as the unlaxial Inconel X750 specimens (Paragraph 3.2.1). No repair
of the weld was permitted in the longitudinal seam of the cylindrical shell. The
material used for the cylindrical portion was 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick and was made
from the same heat of material (HT 76C7X5) as the uniaxlal specimens. Boilerplate
hemispherical heads of annealed Inconel X750 were welded to the cylindrical portion
and the assembly was heat treated, aged and inspected per the specifications outlined
for the unlaxlal lnconel specimens (Paragraph 3.2.1).
Surface cracks were introduced into the outside of the cylindrical portion of the metal
shells by machining a starter notch as was done with the unlaxlal specimens, and then
the shells were internally pressurized at 1 Hz (60 cpm) wit.h hydraulic fluid to precrack
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fthe flaws. Shells to be burst tested contained only one flaw whereas those to be
cyclic tested contained two flaws; one in the base metal and one in the weld
metal. The two flaws were located clrcumferenfially, _ rad, (180 ° ) apart, and
axially about 10 cm (4 in) apart as illustrated in Figure 27. The tank with two
flaws presented a potentlal precracklng problem in that the fatigue cracks of both
starter notches would not initiate at the same time, nor propagate at the same rate.
This problem was due to inherent differences in the starter notch sharpnesses, flaw
depths, local stress levels and base metal and weld metal properHes. Thus, one
flaw would reach its final dlmenslons while the other flaw would only be partially
fatlgue cracked. To obtain sharp crack fronts on both flaws and have the desired
flaw size, the following technique was used. First, the tank was cyclic pressurized
at a low stress level iust as was done for a liner contalning a single flaw. Both
flaws were observed uslng a 10x microscope until one flaw reached its desired
dimensions. Cycling was then terminated and a rigld restralnlng ring (see Figure 28)
was positioned over the flaw that had been precracked and around the shell clrcum-
ference to substantially reduce the local radial displacement, and consequently the
shell stresses upon further low stress pressure cycllng.
In order to provide a close fit between the restralnt ring and the cylTnder (required
if cylinder displacements were to be signTficantly reduced), Teflon tape was used to
fill the small gaps that existed. To verify that the hoop stresses were reduced under
the restraining ring, strain gages were installed on the first shell containing two flaws.
The measured hoop stress was reduced to about 30% of that in the non-restralned
cylindrical portion.
The surface flaws in the cylindrTcal portion were oriented Tn one of two directions;
with the plane of the flaw parallel to the Iongitudlnal axis of the shell or at _/4 rad.
(45o) . to the same reference axis. These flaw orientations are referred to as 0 rad.
(0°) and _r/'4 rad. (45 ° ) flaws, respectlvely.
From 6,000 to 42,000 cycles were required for precracking the Inconel shells, using
pressures that ranged from 3.5 MN/m 2 (500 psi) to 5.2 MN/m 2 (750 psi). These
pressures corresponded to hoop stresses of about 276 MN/m 2 (40 ksi_ and 414 MN/m 2
(60 ksl), respectively.
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The maiorlty of the surface flawed Inconel shell assemblieswere hoop overwrapped
with S-glass and epoxy resin per SCI fabrication procedure 1269298and burst and
cyclic tested. The remaining surface flawed shells were burst and cyclic tested as
all-metal tanks with no overwrapping.
a,
v
Overwrapped and non-overwrapped tanks were fitted with surface flaw breakthrough
detection devices. The uniaxial static fracture and cyclic life data had demon-
strated that Flaw growth through-the-thickness of the specimen was a common occur-
rence with the materials investigated. Because of this, a device was necessary to
detect the instant of Flaw breakthrough in the overwrapped tanks, as well as in the
non-overwrapped tanks. The breakthrough device had to work at liquid nitrogen
temperatures and at ambient conditions. Observing the internal pressure for a pressure
loss associated with flaw breakthrough was not Feasible because of the very small
amounts of liquid leaked at the instant of breakthrough. The system that was used
successfully throughout the tank testing phase of the program is illustrated in Figure 29.
A cylindrical hole was EDM into the surface Flaw starter notch (prior to precracklng)
and a small tube (fabricated From a hypodermic needle) was inserted into this hole.
For non--overwrapped tanks, the tubes were epoxied in place with Epon 901 and then
the tank was subjected to a simulated resin cure cycle (to simulate thermally what an
overwrapped tank would experience) at 340°K (150o1: ) for 3 hours Followed by 420°K
(300°F) for 5 hours. This simulated resin cure cycle was conducted in air. For over-
wrapped tanks, the tubes were epoxied in place with NASA resin #2 and cured at
345°K (160°19 for 8 hours followed by 420°K (300°1:) for 15 minutes. During subse-
quent overwrapping the S-glass tape was split to straddle the tube. The composite
tank was then cured at 348°K (165°F) for 4 hours, 360°K (190°F) for 2 hours, followed
by 420°K (300°F) for 4 hours.
3.3.2 2219-T62 Aluminum Tanks
Cylindrical metal shells with hemispherical heads were Fabricated per SCI assembly
specification 9141-11. A sketch of the shell is shown in Figure 30. The cylindrical
portion of the shell was roll formed and seam welded in the same manner as the
uniaxial 2219 aluminum specimens (Paragraph 3.2.2). No repair of the weld was
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permitted in the Iongltudinal seam of the cylTndrlcal shell. The materlal used
for the cylindrTcal portion was 0.32 cm (0.125 _n) thick and was made from the
same heat of material as the uniaxlal specimens.
Leveling of the Iongltudinal weld bead was performed Tn the as--welded condition.
This leveITng procedure which was not used on the un_ax_al specimens did cause
some premature failures of the tank speclmens. The plastic straining resultlng From
thTs seam leveling resulted in abnormal graTn growth Tn the vlcin_ty of the weld
fusion line during subsequent solution treatment and aging. If 2219 alumlnum in the
0 temper is plastically strained a critical amount, from 2 to 7%, thls sltuaHon will
result. Colncldental w_th the abnormal grain growth is the formation of heavy grain
boundary networks of the intermetallic compound, CuAl2, resulting in a very brittle
structure. Fortunately, surface flaws were Tntroduced into the weld metal centerline
(Ck) where the mlcrostructure was of normal proportions.
Boilerplate hemispherical heads of 2219--0 aluminum were welded to the cylindrical
portion and the assembly was solution heat treated, aged and inspected per the
specifications outlined for the unlaxlal aluminum specimens <Paragraph 3.2.2). An-
other welding problem resulted in the premature failure of a few aluminum tanks.
These failures resulted from an inadequate argon purge in the shell when attemptlng
to weld the head-to-cyllnder ioTnt which, in turn, caused cracks.
Surface flaws were Tntroduced in the aluminum shells in the same manner as the
Inconel shells (Paragraph 3.3.i) From 1,300 to 30,000 cycles were requlred for
precracklng the alumTnum shells, using pressures that ranged from 2.7 MN/m 2 {390 psl)
to 3.9 MN/m 2 (560 psl). These pressures correspond to hoop stresses of about
97 MN/m 2 (14 ks_) and 138 MN/m 2 t20 ksl), respectlvely.
The majorlty of the surface flawed aluminum shell assemblTes were hoop overwrapped
wlth S-glass and epoxy resin per SCI specification procedure 1269301 and tested
while other shells were tested as a/I-metal tanks. The same resln cure cycle and
flaw breakthrough detectlon devlce as outllned Tn Paragraph 3.3.1 for the Inconel
tanks were used for the alumTnum tanks.
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3.4 Unlaxial SpecimenTest Procedures
Unlaxial specimenswere tested to determine the mechanical properties, static fracture
and cyclic llfe characteristics. Thestatic fracture and cyclic life specimenswere
all surface flawed. All specimenscontalnlng flaws were instrumentedwith pressure
cupsas depicted in Figure 31. Low pressure, 3.45 kN/m 2 (5 psi), gaseoushelium
was supplied to the pressurecup opposite the surface flaw during specimentest. The
non-pressurizedpressurecup transduceroutput was observedas a function of uniaxlal
specimen load on an x-y plotter during the test to determine if and at what load the
surface flaw broke through-the-thickness. This devicewasusedat RTand in liquid
nitrogen at 78°K (-320°F).
3.4.1 lnconel X750 STA Tests
Basemetal and weld metal mechanical properties were determined by testing the
specimenconfigurations shownin Figure 17. For welded specimensthe weld nugget
was instrumentedwith back-to--back strain gages in addition to a 5.1 cm (2.0 in)
gage length extensometer, whereasthe base metal specimensusedonly the extenso-
meter. The mechanical property testswere conducted using a strain rate of 0.005
-1
minutes until the material yield strength was exceeded_the strain rate was then
-1increased to 0.10 minutes until failure.
Statlc fracture base metal and weld metal specimens(Figures 18 and 19) were tested
at a Ioadlng rate such that failure resulted in about one minute after initial load
application. Specimenstested in air at RTwere loaded directly to failure, whereas
speclmens tested in liquid nitrogen at 78°K (-320°F) were first loaded (to simulate
sizing a hoop overwrapped tank) to a stress of 850 MN/m 2 (123.3 ksi) at RT and
unloaded. This necess|tated that the speclmens tested in liquid nitrogen have flaw
depths less than that which would cause RT failure at 850 MN/m 2 (123.3 ksi).
Cyclic llfe base metal and weld metal speclmens (Figures 18 and 19) tested at RT
were slzed to a stress of 850 MN,/m 2 (123.3 ksl) at RT and then slnusoldally cycled
at 0.8 Hz (50 cpm) until the flaw grew through-the-thickness. The maximum cyclic
stress level was equal to or less than the sizing stress. Cyclic llfe specimens tested
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in liquid nitrogen were sized to a stressof 850 MN/m 2 (123.3 ksi) at RT, proofed
to a stressof 960 MN/m2 (139.1 ksi) at 78°K (-320°F) and then sinusoidally cycled
at 78°K (-320°F) until the flaw grew through-the-thickness. The test was terminated
at this point. The maximum cyclic stress level was equal to or less than the proof
stress. All cyclic testing of uniaxial Inconel specimens was done at a amin/ama x
ratio (R) of zero.
The majority of the cyclic life specimens tested were instrumented to measure the
Flaw opening displacement on the surface as the Flaw grew due to cyclic loading.
The change in Flaw opening displacement can be related to the change in Flaw size
and instantaneous Flaw growth rates can be calculated per the analysis outlined in
Paragraph 3.6.3. The displacement measurement device is depicted in Figure 32.
3.4.2 2219-T62 Aluminum Tests
Mechanical properties were determined by testing the specimen configuration as
shown in Figure 20 while the specimen configurations shown in Figure 21 and 22
were used to determine the static Fracture and cyclic life characteristics. All of
these specimens were tested using the same procedures as outlined for the uniaxial
Inconel specimens in Paragraph 3.4.1, with the exception of sizing and proof stress
levels. A RT sizing stress level of 332 MN,/m 2 (48.2 ksi) and 78°K (-320°F) proof
stress level of 381 MN/m 2 (55.2 ksi) were used.
3.4.3 Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Tests
Generally, uniaxial 301 specimens tested in this program received a cryogenic pre-
stress to 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi) prior to the testing discussed. As pointed out in
Paragraph 3.2.3, the surface Flaws were introduced into the uniaxial 301 specimens
to be used for Fracture testing prior to the cryogenic prestress cycle. Mechanical
properties were determined by testing the specimen configuration shown in Figure 23
and by instrumenting fracture mechanics specimens (Figures 24 and 25) outside of the
Flaw area. Figure 23 mechanical property specimens were instrumented with a 5.1 cm
(2.0 in) gage length extensometer. Figure 24 and 25 fracture specimens were instru-
mented with extensometers having 1.3 cm (0.Sin) and 2.5cm (1.0 in) gage lengths,
21
respectively. The mechanical property tests conducted using Figure 23 specimens,
used a strain rate of 0.005 minutes -1 until the material yielded, then the strain
-1
rate was increased to 0.10 minutes until failure. f_
Static fracture base metal and weld metal specimens (Figures 24 and 25)were tested
so that failure resulted in about one m_nute after initial load application. Speci-
ments tested in liquid nitrogen at 78°K (-320°F) were loaded directly to failure.
Specimens failed in RT air were first loaded to 1442 MN,/m 2 (209.2 ksl) in I_quid
nitrogen (to simulate sizing a hoop overwrapped tank) and then unloaded.
Cyclic life base metal and weld metal specimens (Figures 24 and 25) tested in liquid
nitrogen were sized to a stress of 1442 MN/m 2 (209.2 ksi) in liquid nitrogen and
then sinusoidally cycled at 0.8 Hz (50 cpm) until the flaw grew through-the-thickness.
The maximum cyclic stress level was equal to or less than the sizing stress. Cyclic
life specimens tested in RT air were sized to a stress of 1442 MN/m 2 (209.2 ksi) in
liquid nitrogen, proofed to a stress of 1237 MN/m 2 (179 ksl) at RT and then sinus-
oidally cycled at RT until the flaw grew through-the-thickness. The test was
terminated at this point. The maximum cyclic stress level was equal to or less than
the proof stress. All cyclic testing of uniaxial 301 specimens was done at an R
ratio of zero.
3.5 Biaxial Specimen Test Procedures
Burst and cyclic life tests were conducted w!th overwrapped and non-overwrapped tanks
at RT and 78°K (-320°F). The test setup for the RT testing is shown in Figure 33,
while the setup for the liquid nitrogen testing is shown in Figure 34. Test setup
schematics are presented in Figures 35 and 36, respectively. The leak detection
tubes that were installed in the surface flaws during tank fabrication (see Figure 37)
were connected to a very sensitive pressure transducer to record the instant of flaw
breakthrough if it occurred during the test. A closed circuit camera was also used
as a backup to detect flaw breakthrough at RT. The pressurant (hydraulic fluid) would
permeate the overwrap material when the liner flaw grew through-the-thickness. In
addition to the breakthrough detection devices, a hoop deflection measurement device
was installed for each test as shown in Figure 38. A nichrome wire was wrapped
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around the tank and each end was connected to one clip gage arm. The clip
gage arm was strain gaged and callbrated to record dlsplacements. As the tank
was pressurTzed, the growth in tank clrcumference was recorded as the cantilevered
arms oF the clip gage were displaced. This device was calibrated dlrectly in the
test environment; either RT air or ITquid nTtrogen. Tank pressure versus hoop dis-
placement was recorded for each test. On some selected overwrapped tank burst
tests, the longltudTnal displacement in the cylindrical portion of tank was recorded
using a wire/cllp gage device connected between two thumbtack type hard poTnts
which were positioned firmly in place by the overwrap mater|at.
Tanks to be RT burst tested were pressur;zed directly to failure. The pressurizatTon
rate was such to cause failure in from one to two mlnutes after pressure TnTtiatlon.
Tanks to be burst tested at 78°K (-320°F) were first sTzed at RT. The overwrapped
lnconel and alumTnum liners were sized at 19.6 MN/m 2 (2840 psi) and 16.8 MN/m 2
(2430 psi), respectively. The non-overwrapped all--metal tanks burst tested at 78°K
(-320°F) were first exposed to a slmulated slzlng pressure cycle of about 10.6 MN/m 2
(1530 psi) and 9.5 MN/m 2 (1375 psi) for Inconel and alumTnum, respecHvely. These
pressures cause hoop stresses that correspond to that experienced in the overwrapped
tank liner during sizing.
Tanks to be RT cycled were first sTzed to the pressures outlined earlier Tn Paragraph
3.5. RT cyclic operating pressures of 17.8MN/m 2 (2580 psi) and 14.1 MN/m 2
(2040 psi) were used for the overwrapped lnconel and aluminum I_ners, respectively.
Based on the hoop overwrapped tank designs presented in Paragraph 2.2, these
cyclic pressures stressed the ITners to a maxlmum of 85 and 75% of the liner slzTng
hoop stress (as) for the Inconel and alumlnum, respecHvely. The corresponding
operating pressures for the non-overwrapped all-metal tanks were 9.0 MN/m 2 (1300 psi)
and 7.1 MN/m 2 (1030 psi) for the Inconel and aluminum, respectTvely. The cyclic
tests conducted at RT uHITzed an approxlmate slnusoldal load profile at 0.5 Hz (30 cpm).
Tanks to be cycled at 78°K (-320°F) recelved a cryogenic proof test after the sizing
cycle and prior to cyclic testing. The overwrapped lnconel and aluminum liners were
proof tested cryogenTcally at 20.9 MN/m 2 (3030 psi) and 1'7.4 MN/m 2 (2520 psi),
respectively. Cryogenic cyclic operatlng pressures of 18.8 MN/m 2 (2730 psi) and
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15.5 MN/m2 (2240psi) were used for the overwrapped lnconel and aluminum
liners, respectlvely. These pressures represent 85% of proof hoop stress. The cyclic
tests conducted at 78°K (-320°F) utilized a ramp loading profile with an exponential
decay at about a 0.07 Hz (4 cpm) frequency. No non-overwrapped all-metal tanks
were cyclic tested in liquid nitrogen.
A pressure ratio, Pmln/Pmax , of essentially zero was employed during most of the
tank cyclic testing conducted. A minimum pressure of 68.9 kN/m 2 (100 psi) was
maintained during I_quid nitrogen testing, to prevent excessive boil-off of the nitrogen.
The cyclic tests were terminated when the flaw grew through-the-thickness. The flaw
area was then removed from the tank and pulled apart to reveal the flaw face.
3.6 Analysis Procedures
3.6.1 Stress Analysis of Unlaxlal Specimens
As noted in the introduction, elastic plastic deformation of the metal liners takes
place during the sizing operation. This deformation in the hoop direction for the
hoop GFR Inconel and aluminum tanks (presented in Paragraph 2.2) at the sizing
pressure is about 1%. To duplicate the liner hoop stress levels at sizing in uniaxlal
specimens would also require about 1% strain. The hoop GFR vessels designed in
Paragraph 2.2 do not permit liner yielding in the longitudinal direction at the sizing
pressure and, therefore, the amount of hoop strain is considerably greater than if the
stress field was 1 to 1 and plastic in both directions. If the design vessel had a true
1 to 1 stress field in the metal liner (such as a completely overwrapped GFR cylinder),
the unlaxial strain would have to approach 2% if stresses at sizing were to be matched
between the liner and the uniaxlal specimen. Because of the relatively small amounts
of strain involved at the sizing pressure with hoop GFR Inconel and aluminum tanks,
engineering stresses (as opposed to true stresses) based on the original material thick-
ness are adequate to describe their behavior up to at least the sizing stress level.
The same Situation does not exist for the hoop GFR cryoformed 301 tanks. As pointed
out in Paragraph 2.2, a 301 liner must receive a cryo-prestress to about 932 MN/m 2
(135 ksl) prior to being overwrapped and sized to bring the material up to the desired
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Istrength level. For the heat of 301 material investigated in this report, about
13% uniaxial strain would be required to achieve the prestress level of 932 MN/m 2
(135 ksi) as shown in Appendix A, Figure A-19. An unreinforced cylindrical liner
would not require as much hoop straining to reach the same prestress level, but be-
cause of the significant deformation involved during prestressing, considerable thinning
of the material results. Significant errors would be introduced into the tank analysis
if engineering stresses were used which were based on the original liner thickness
prior to prestressing. To handle this situation the liner properties, such as stress/
strain characteristics and thickness, after prestressing were used in the Reference 2
computer program to design the hoop GFR 301 tanks. The same approach was utilized
in analyzing the cryostretched 301 uniaxial specimens. The prestress cycle was based
on the original specimen cross sectional area, but all load cycles applied thereafter
were based on the cross sectional area at the end of the prestress cycle. The amount
of strain at the cryogenic sizing stress level approaches 2% for both the hoop GFR
tank and uniaxial specimens made of cryoformed 301 material, and engineering stresses
can be used satisfactorily within this strain level. It should be mentioned that this
relatively high amount of strain (2%) in a hoop GFR pressure vessel is a result of
sizing at a temperature of 78°K (-320°F) where the filaments can be strained to a
higher value than at RT.
3.6.2 Stress Analysis of Biaxlal Specimens
The non--overwrapped metal shells were analyzed using the following equations:
where
p13L
aL0 = _ (1)
PD L
aLe) = 4t"_ (2)
aL8 = liner hoop stress
aLe ) -- liner longitudinal stress
p = internal pressure
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B L = mean liner diameter
t L = liner thickness
The overwrapped tanks were analyzed for hoop stresses using the pressure/hoop dis-
placement curves obtained during each loading cycle of the tank, while the longitudinal
stresses were defined by Equation (2) above. The filaments were assumed to be elastic
and full effective throughout the test of the tank. The initial "as fabricated" stress
situation in the overwrapped tank was defined assuming no loss in filament tension
during the cure cycle. The prestress in the filaments can be calcuated from the ex-
pression:
TSf
af ps - Af
(3)
whe re
= filament prestress
af ps
TSf = tension per strand = 125 N (28 Ibs)
2
Af = cross-sectlonal area of strand = 2710 #cm
Thus, the filament prestress is
125
afps - 2710
- 460 MN/m 2 (66.7 ksi)
The hoop prestress in the metal shell is defined by the relationship
o L ps = - a f ps
whe re
OLps = liner prestress
tf = filament thickness
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Thus, the hoop prestress in the metal is only a function of the metal shell thick-
ness for a specific wrap pattern. For the GFR lnconel tank
2
tf = 4.73 TURNS/cm/layer x 4 layers x 2710 /_ cm /turn
= 0.049 cm (0.01932 inch)
The filament stress at) at any pressure can be calculated from the expression:
af = afps + E f ('_") (51
|
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wh e re
Ef
AL
= filament modulus of elasticity at ambient temperature =
85.5 GN/m 2 (12.4 x 10 6 psi)
= measured circumferential deflection
= circumference of GFR cylinder = _(D L + 2 tc)
D L = outside diameter of metal liner
t = composite thickness { 0.076 cm (0.030 in) for GFR Inconelc 0.074 cm (0.029 in) for GFR aluminum
A hoop load balance on the metal cylinder at any pressure defines the liner hoop
stress (aLS) as
/ )aLS-- 2OL_-af _ (6)
The longitudinal liner stress (aL_b) is defined by Equation (2).
After the tank has been sized and filled with liquid nitrogen, a new zero pressure
stress state exists in the filaments and metal shell. The assumption of strain com-
patlbillty between the two shells during the fill process results in the relationships:
27
(7)
i,
where
--\-r[-_]- \T] ÷ _' _,
A_ = change in hoop strain due to temperature change
oil = coefficient of thermal expansion of filaments (see Table 2)
olL -- coefficient of thermal expansion of liner (see Table 2)
A T = change of temperature from ambient to liquid nitrogen
(8)
A load balance of the filament and liner shells at zero pressure and liquid nitrogen
temperature yields the relationship:
(9)78OK t[ _ 78OKo
fps = - k'_'-f ] °Lps
Combining the strain compatibility relationships of Equations (7) and (8) with
Equation (9) and solving for the hoop stress in the metal shell at zero pressure and
liquid nitrogen temperature results in the expression:
_ aL ps__295°K (.°'fps_95°K
.___j _____/ _(__o,)_t78°K
Lps E (I0)
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Equations (2), (5) and (6) can now be used to calculate stresses in the filaments
and metal shells at liquid nitrogen temperature for any set of pressure/hoop displace-
ment data using the liquid nitrogen_ zero pressure Filament prestress resulting From
Equations (9) and (10).
As mentioned at the beginning of Paragraph 3.6.2, the filaments were assumed to be
elastic and Fully effective throughout the test of the tank. This is conslstant with
results obtained in past test evaluations of glass Filament-wound pressure vessels. How-
ever, if at very high filament stresses breakage of some filaments does occur, the
overwrap stiffness would be effectively reduced; this condition would give rise to greater
hoop displacements and if the elastic/fully effective overwrap analysis presented in the
preceding paragraphs was applied, erroneous liner stresses would be calculated. The
liner would be taking a greater load and consequently the overwrap a lesser load than
calculated. Detailed analysis of some hoop GFR Inconel tank tests presented in Para-
graph 5.1.2 suggests that this situation, or some other unexplained behavior, may
have occurred.
Typical of some of these tests was Specimen BS-31, where the stress in the liner was
calculated to increase until exceeding the sizing pressure and then decreased with
increasing pressure to tank failure. Physically, this is not possible if the liner does
not neck locally. The tank was inspected after the test and no signs of necking were
observed in the liner. 1he filament stresses were calculated to be 2460 MN/m 2 (356 ksl)
at tank failure. This phenomena is discussed in more detail in Paragraph 5.1.2.
The RT GFR aluminum tank tests did not strain the filaments to as high a level as did the
GFR Inconel tanks and the problem discussed above was not encountered. The problem
even in the GFR Inconel tanks, is somewhat academic since the analysis problems occur
at pressures above the sizing pressure, which an actual tank to be put into service
would never experience. The effect of the problem would be to slightly overestimate
the vessel burst pressure capability.
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3.6.3 Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Analysis
As mentioned in the introduction, fracture mechanics methods have not been developed
to describe the failure or service llfe of flawed structures stressed to levels consid-
erably above the yield strength of the material. Rather than attempt to develop new
analysis tools or presentation methods, some techniques already employed in elastic
fracture mechanic analysis of surface flaws were modified or applied directly to tests
described in this report. This was particularly true in the area of fatigue crack growth
rates. Investigators have shown that the fatigue crack growth rates due to tension load-
ing can be adequately expressed as a function of stress intensity according to the expression
!
=
where
d.__.a = C _K n (11)
dN
da/dN = fatigue crack depth growth rate
C = constant
&K = K - K
max rain
K = stress intensity
n = constant
In general, the fatigue crack depth growth rates in thls program were determined for
the specimens that were cycled using the following expression
aj - ai
__ = (t2)
dN N
where
a.
I
aj
N
= initial flaw depth
= final flaw depth
= number of cycles
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The fatigue crack depth growth rates were then plotted on log-log paper as a function of
stress intensity based on the maximum tension stress level. The results showed that equation
(11) adequately expressed the relationship between da/dN and K° Stress intensity cal-
culations for the surface flaws were based on lrwin's equation (Reference 3):
where
K
I
a
a
Q
(I)
E>
ays
= plane strain stress intensity
= applied stress field
= semi-elliptical crack depth (see Figure 10)
= flaw shape parameter (see Figure 39)
[(I)]2 -0 212 (o,/ )2
= . ay s
= complete integral of the second kind
material yield strength
Equation (12) was not used to determine the fatigue crack growth rates for some
Inconel and aluminum specimens. These specimens were instrumented with a crack
opening displacement (COD) device as shown in Figure 32 so that the crack depth as
a function of applied cycles could be determined and consequently instantaneous crack
growth rates. The COD For a surface flaw can be approximated by the expression
(details are presented in Reference 4).
aa (14)
8= J Vr-_
where
J = constant
b> since the sizing cycle takes place above the materlql yield strength,
the sizing stress or proof stress (if applicable) was used as the material
yield strength.
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The value of J can be determined at test initiation and termination from knowledge
of the stress level, initial and final flaw sizes, and the corresponding COD as indi-
cated below:
J.= TI |
(®
a j
(15)
f
where the subscripts i and ij refer to initial and final conditions, respectively.
The value of J tends to increase with increasing crack size, rather than remain
constant. Crack growth rate calculations in this report were based on an assumed
linear variation in J between the known initial and final values.
In order to relate the flaw parameter (a/_,/-Q) to 8 for values of (a/vrQ) between
the initial and final values an assumption must be made as to the manner in which
the flaw shape changes from test initiation to termination. It was assumed that
a - a. 2c - (2c).
I I
aj - a i (2c_ (2c) i
(16)
i.e., both flaw depth and width growth simultaneously reach the same percentage of
their respective total growth from initial to final values. The flaw shape parameter
(Q) can now be determined as a function of flaw depth and, in turn, can be related
to crack depth using Equation (14). The number of cycles (N) corresponding to
each selected flaw depth value can be determined from the test record and, consequently,
the change in N for each increment of flaw depth is known. A series of da/dN
data points are then derived from a single specimen where COD measurements are made
and analyzed per the above discussion, as opposed to a single data point for a non-
instrumented test specimen.
Consequently, fewer instrumented specimens are required tO adequately define the fatigue
crack growth rates as a function of stress intensity.
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4.0 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF UNIAXIAL RESULTS
The data from all uniaxial tests conducted in this program are presented in this
section. The results include mechanical property, static fracture and cyclic life
tests of the three candidate liner materials; Inconel X750 STA, 2219-T62 aluminum
and cryostretched 301 stainless steel.
4.1 lnconel X750 STA Uniaxial Results
4.1.1 Mechanical Properties
The results of the mechanical property tests are presented in Table 8 for the Inconel
base metal and weld metal investigated. A summary of the yield strengths (0.2%
offset) and ultlmate strengths is presented below for the 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick
material:
_=__
Material
Base
Metal
Weld
Metal
Temperature
oK (of)
295
(72)
78
(-320)
295
(72)
78
(.-a2o)
Strength, MN/m 2 (ksi)
Yield
762.6
(110.6)
846.0
(122.7)
768. I
(111.4)
850.8
(123.4)
Ultimate
1228.7
(I 78.2)
1520.3
(220.5)
1172.2
(170.0)
1437.6
(208.5)
These values were obtained parallel to the rolling direction.
4.1.2 Static Fracture Tests
The results of the Inconel static fracture tests are presented in Figures 40 through
45 while the test parameters For each specimen are detailed in Tables 9 through 14.
Figures 40 and 41 presents the static fracture failure loci as a function of initial
flaw depth (ai) for the 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick base metal material at 295°K (72°F)
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and 78°K (-320%), respectively. The data showsthat as the flaw shape(a/2c) is
decreased, the failure stressalso decreasesfor a constant flaw depth. In other
words, the most critical flaw shapefor statlc fracture is a long shallow flaw with
an aspect ratio approaching zero. This was true for tests conducted at 295°K
(72%) and 78°K (-320%). A considerable amount of data was developed at an
a/2c of about 0.2 and as the RTresults indicate, the failure locus changesmode-
of-failure at a stressslightly above the sizing stress(as). The mode-of-failure
changesfrom a leak to a fail mode at this point. Leakageof thesespecimensappeared
to occur instantaneouslywith the resultlng back side flaw equal in length to the surface
flaw length. It also appearsthat at a constant stresslevel as the flaw shaperaHo
decreasesthe mode-of-failure changesfrom one of leakage to failure. The mode--of-
failure at 78°K (-320%) was failure regardlessof stresslevel or flaw shape. It is
interesting to point out that the cryogenic proof test to the offset yield strength did
not screen a smaller flaw than was screenedby the RTsizing cycle for the 0.i0 cm
(0.040 in) base metal material.
A test was conducted to verify that the specimenwidth was adequate for the static
fracture testing. In general, the static fracture testing of the 0.10 cm (0.040 in)
Inconel material was done with specimens having a specimen width (W)-to-flaw
length (2c) ratio (W/2c) of >-15. Three specimens were fabricated, two of standard
width and one two times as wide. These specimens were heat treated as a special
run and then flaws of essentially the same size were introduced into one of the
standard width and the extra wide specimen. The results of these two RT tests are
presented in Figure 40. Both specimens failed at a sllghtly higher stress <less than
10%) than the data generated with the standard width specimens heat treated as a
regular run. The remaining standard width specimen (B-15) was then instrumented
with an extensometer and pulled to failure to verify that all three specimens heat
treated as a special run had the same mechanical properties as the other test specimens.
The result of this test is presented in Table 8. Specimen B-15 showed a yield strength
of about 10% higher and an ultlmate strength of about 6% hlgher than the correspondlng
tensile speclmens heat treated previously. This difference in mechanical properties
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could easily account for the slightly higher failing stresses for the two fracture
specimens. It is believed that the specimen width was sufficiently wide during the
static fracture tests.
A summary of the critical flaw depths at the sizing stress and proof stress for
0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick lnconel base metal is presented at the end of Paragraph
4.1.2.
Figures 42 and 43 present the static fracture failure loci for the 0.10 cm (0.040 in)
thick weld metal material at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F), respectively. The
critical location for the surface flaw in the weld material was first established.
Surface Flaws were introduced into three areas; (1) the weld centerline (_), (2) be-
tween the weld _ and the fusion line, and (3) heat affected zone (HAZ). As the
RT results in Figure 42 indicate, the three tests yielded essentially the same failure
stress with the one with the flaw located in the weld centerline slightly lower than
the other two. Based on this result, all Inconel weld metal specimens were tested with
flaws located in the weld centerline.
Essentially, the same results were observed For the lnconel weld metal as the base
metal with regard to failure stresses, effects of flaw shape and mode-of-failure. The
one disturbing thing was the inconsistency of the data generated. The curves pre-
sented in Figures 42 and 43 were completely defined when two RT and two 78°K (-320o}: )
failures were obtained (while attempting to size or proof specimens for cyclic life deter-
mination) which were lower than the expected failure locus at both test temperatures.
Two of the specimens had been accldently subjected to a total of 60 hours at 420°K
(300°F) during the simulated resin cure cycle while the other two specimens were
originally visually rejected due to weld quality. The rejected weld specimens were in-
tended to be cyclic tested at the end of the program to fill in data gaps. It is believed
that the additional time at 420°K (300°F) did not alter the fracture characteristics of
the weld metal, but that a more brittle weld existed in some specimens For presently
unknown reasons. The welds were all made and inspected per BAC specifications as
outlined in Paragraph 3.2.1. It was concluded that minor processing differences
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(e.g., welding) of Inconel X750 STA can have significant affects on the fracture
characteristics. In light of this, the static fracture data presented herein should
be used with caution. w
The data presented in Figure 43 indicates that the cryogenic proof test does screen
a smaller flaw than does the RT sizing cycle. A summary of the critical flaw depths
at the sizing stress and proof stress for 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick Inconel weld metal
is presented at the end of Paragraph 4.1.2.
Figures 44 and 45 present the static fracture failure Iocl for the 0.33 cm (0.13 in)
thick base metal and weld metal material at 295°K (72%) and 78°K (-320%). The
results obtained are similar to the 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick material results. A
smaller flaw is screened by the cryogenic proof test than screened by the RT sizing
cycle for both base metal and weld metal materials.
A summary of the critical Flaw depths at the sizing stress and proof stress for the
lnconel materials tested is presented below for a/2c ,_, 0.20:
Inconel X750 STA
Mate rio I
0.10 cm
(0. 040 Inch)
0.33 cm
(0.13 Inch)
Base
Metal
Weld
Metal
Base
Metal
Weld
Metal
Critical Flaw Depth (a|)cr
cm (Inch)
295°K
(72°I=)
0.079
(0.031)
0.081
(0.032)
0. 198
(0.078)
0. 198
(0.078)
78°K
(-320%)
0.081
(0.03 2)
0. 069
(0.027)
0.165
(0.065)
0. 188
(0.074)
NOTE:
s
850 MN/m 2 (123.3 ksi)
960 MN/m 2 (139.1 ksi)
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., 4.1.3 Growth-on-Loadlng
The fact that some specimens failed by leakage when loaded at RT suggests that
stable flaw growth does take place during loading. The amount of flaw growth that
occurred during the sizing cycle and proof test was easily determined on the cyclic
life specimens because the growth that occurred was bracketed by fatigue bands
representing the precrack and cyclic life portions of the test.
The growth-on-loadlng results are presented in Figures 46 through 49 For Inconel
base metal and weld metal of both thicknesses tested. In general, the results for
the 0.10 cm (0.040 in) thick material (Figures 46 and 47) showed essentially no
differences in the amount of growth-on-loadlng which occurred between base metal
and weld metal material and that the growth took place during the sizing cycle. The
growth-on-loadlng results obtained for the 0.33 cm (0.13 in) thick material (Figures
48 and 49) did show significant differences between specimens that were sized only
and those receiving a sizing cycle plus a cryogenic proof test. The specimens receiv-
ing a proof test exhibited more flaw growth than the ones that were sized only.
4.1.4 Cyclic Life Tests
Figures 50 through 57 present the cyclic life data generated for both thicknesses of
Inconel tested as a function of both initial flaw depth (al) and operating stress ( a o)
while the test parameters for each specimen are detailed in Tables 15 through 22.
The test results were plotted as a a. versus cycles-to-leakage (N) for constant operatingt
stress levels. This data was used to plot a versus N for constant a..
O I
In general, the cyclic life curves as a Function of Flaw depth are linear on a semi-
log plot. A few specimens were cyclic tested with the flaw impregnated with resin
to be used in overwrapplng the liners. Figures 50 and 52 show that within the normal
data scatter experienced these specimens did not experience cyclic lives any different
than the non-resin impregnated flaw specimens.
All of the cyclic life data was analyzed to determine the flaw depth growth rate as a function
of stress intensity based on the maximum tension stress level. The results of this analysis are
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presented in Figures 58 through 61. These rates were all based on the cyclic growth observed
on the fracture face not including the amount of growth due to the sizing cycle or
proof test. In general, at a given stress intensity the flaw depth growth rates are
faster at RT than at 78°K (--320°F). As the figures show, the growth rate data can
adequately be represented by the equation; da/dN = CK n. Values of C and
n for each material, thickness and temperature tested were evaluated and are pre-
sented in Table 23. The stress intensity range over which the values of C and n
apply are also presented in Table 23.
4.2 2219-T62 Aluminum Uniaxial Results
4.2.1 Mechanical Properties
The results of the mechanical property tests are presented in Table 24 for the
aluminum base metal and weld metal investigated. A summary of the yield strength
I0.2% offset) and ultimate strengths is presented below for the 0.23 cm (0.090 in)
thick material:
Material
Base
Metal
Weld
Metal
Temperature
oK (OF)
295
(72)
78
(-320)
295
(72)
78
(-32O)
Strength, MN/m 2 (ksi)
Yield
293.7
(42.6)
360.6
(52.3)
i i
285.5
(41.4)
355.1
(51.5)
UI tima te
431.6
(62.6)
524.7
(76. I)
415.1
(60.2)
508.2
(73.7)
These values were obtained parallel to the rolITng direction.
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4.2.2 Static Fracture Tests
The results of the aluminum static Fracture tests are presented in Figures 62 through
65 while the test parameters for each specimen are detailed in Tables 25 through 29.
Figure 62 presents the static fracture failure loci as a function of inltial flaw depth
(a_) for the 0.23 cm (0.090 in) thick base metal material at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K
(-320o1:). As with the Inconel data generated, the aluminum data also shows that
the most critical flaw shape for staHc fracture is a long shallow flaw wlth an aspect
ratio approachlng zero. The mode-of-failure for all these staHc fracture tests was
failure. Contrary to most of the Inconel results obtained, the cryogenic proof test
For the aluminum specimens tested did not screen a smaller flaw than d_d the RT
sizing cycle.
As with the lnconel material, a test was conducted to verify that the speclmen
wldth was adequate for the statlc Fracture testing, in general, the static Fracture
testing of the 0.23 cm (0.090 in) aluminum material was done with speclmens havTng
a W/2c ratio of -> 7. One of the 0.46 cm (0.18 in) thick aluminum specimens
(Figure 62) was machined down to a thickness of 0.23 cm (0.090 in) while retalnlng
the 12.7 cm (5.0 in) width. This specimen was Flawed so that the W/2c ratio was
approximately 17 and then failed. The result is shown in Figure 62. The result of
the extra wlde specimen was withln the scatter band of the other data generated
and therefore the specimen wldth selected for the major;ty of the testlng is believed
adequate.
A summary of the crltlcal flaw depths at the slzlng stress and proof stress for 0.23 cm
(0.090 in) thlck aluminum base metal is presented at the end of Paragraph 4.2.2.
F_gure 63 presents the static fracture failure loci for the 0.23 cm (0.090 in) thick
weld metal material at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F). The critical location
for the surface flaw in the weld material was first established. Surface flaws were
introduced into three areas; (1) the weld _, (2) weld fuslon line, and (3) weld HAZ.
As the RT results in Figure 63 indlcate, no slgnlficant differences were noted; wTth
the specimen wlth the flaw located in the weld centerline'yleldlng a slightly lower
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failure stressthan the other two. Basedon this result, all aluminumweld metal
specimenswere tested with flaws located in the weld centerline. Essentially the
sameresults were observedFar-the aluminumweld metal as the Basemetal with
regard to the effects of Flaw shapeand mode-of-failure. The data presentedin
Figure 63 indicates that the cryogenic proof test does not screen a smaller flaw than
does the RT slzing cycle. A summary of the crTtical Flaw depths at the sizing stress
and proof stress For 0.23 cm (0.090 in) thick aluminum weld metal is presented at
the end of Paragraph 4.2.2.
Figures 64 and 65 presents the static fracture failure Ioci for the 0.46 cm (0.18 in)
thick base metal and weld metal material at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F).
The results obtained are similar to the 0.23 cm (0.090 in) thick material results wlth
RT sizing cycle screening a smaller Flaw than is screened by the cryogenic proof
test.
A summary of the critical Flaw depths at the sizing stress and proof stress for the
aluminum materials is presented below for a/2c ,_, 0.20:
2219-T62
Critical Flaw Depth (ai)cr
cm (Inch)
Aluminum
0.23 cm
(0. 090 Inch)
0.46 cm
(0.18 Inch)
Base
Me ta I
We Id
Metal
Base
Metal
Weld
Me to I
295°K
(72°1: )
0. 122
(0. 048)
0. 091
(0.036)
0. 224
(0.088)
0. 147
(0.058)
78°K
(-320°F0
> 0.122
(0.048)
0.091
> (0.036)
O. 224
> (0.088)
O. 147
> (0.058)
NOTE : as = 332 MN/m 2 (48.2 ksi)
ap = 381 MN,/m 2 (55.2 ksi)
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_- 4.2.3 Growth -on - Loadl ng
As with the lnconel cyclic llfe specimens, growth--on-loading during the sizing cycle
and proof test was observed for the aluminum cyclic life specimens. The amount of
flaw growth-on-loading that occurred was easily determined on the cyclic life speci-
mens because the growth that occurred was bracketed by fatigue bands representing
the precrack and cyclic life portions of the test. The growth-on-loadlng results are
presented in Figures 66 through 69 for aluminum base metal and weld metal of both
thicknesses tested. As might be expected from the fact that the RT sizing cycle
screens a smaller flaw than the cryogenic proof test, the growth-on-loadlng took
place during the sizing cycle. The specimens receiving a cryogenic proof test after
a RT sizing cycle did not show any more growth than those specimens receiving only
a RT sizing cycle. Thls was true regardless of thickness of material tested and whether
or not the material was base metal or weld metal.
4.2.4 Cyclic Life Tests
Figures 70 through 77 present the cyclic llfe data generated for both thicknesses of
aluminum tested as a function of both initial flaw depth (a i) and operatlng stress
( a ) while the test parameters for each specimen are detailed in Tables 30 through
o
37. As with the Inconel cyclic life results the aluminum test results were plotted
as a. versus cycles-to-leakage (N) for constant operating stress levels and then thisi
data was used to plot a versus N for constant a..
O I
In general, the cyclic life curves as a function of flaw depth are linear on a semi-
log plot. A few specimens were cyclic tested with the flaw impregnated with the
resin to be used in overwrapping the liners. Figure 70 and 72 shows that within the
normal data scatter experienced these specimens dld not experience cyclic lives any
different than the non--resin impregnated flaw specimens.
All of the cyclic life data was analyzed to determlne the flaw depth growth rate as a func-
tion of stress intensity based on the maximum tension stress level. The results of this analysis
are presented in Figures 78 through 81. These rates were all based on the cyclic growth
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observedon the fracture face not including the amount of growth due to the sizing cycle
or proof test. In general, at a given stress intensity, the flaw depth growth rates are faster
at RT than at 78°K (-320°F). As the figures show the growth rate data can adequately be
represented by the equation; da/dN = CK n. Values of C and n For each material,
thickness and temperature tested were evaluated and are presented in Table 38.
The stress intensity range over which the values of C and n apply are also pre-
sented in Table 38.
4.3 Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel
4.3.1 Mechanical Properties
The results of the mechanical property tests are presented in Table 39 for the
cryostretched 301 stainless steel base metal and weld metal. A summary of the yield
strengths (0.2% offset) and ultimate strengths is presented below for the 0.071 cm
(0.028 in) thick material.
Material
Base
Metal
Weld
Me ta I
Temperature
o K (OF)
78
(-320°)
295
(72)
78
(-320)
295
(72)
Strength, MN/m 2 (kst)
Yield
1349.4
(195.7)
1197.7
(173.7)
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Ultimate
1954.7
(283.5)
1448.0
(210.0)
1772.0
(257. O)
1244.5
(180.51
These values were obtained parallel to the rolling direction. The mechanical prop-
erties at 78°K (-320°F) were obtained with specimens that were subiected to a
cryogenic prestress ( a ) cycle of 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi) and then loaded to failure
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at 78°K (--320°F). The mechanical properties at 295°K (72°F) were obtained with
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specimens that received a cryogenic sizing cycle to 1442 MN/m 2 (209.2 ks_) after
the cryogenic prestress cycle of 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksT) and then were pulled to
failure at RT. All mechanical property strength values were arrived at based on
the specimen cross sectional area at the end of the cryogenic prestress cycle. The
results presented in the above table do show that the weld metal strengths are about
10 to 15% less than the base metal strengths. The weld bead on these tests were
ground flush with the base metal and re-annealed afterwards.
4.3.2 Static Fracture Tests
The results of the 301 static fracture tests are presented in Figures 82 through 85
while the test parameters for each specimen are detailed in Tables 40 through 43.
Figure 82 presents the static fracture failure locus as a function of initial flaw
depth (a.) for the 0.071 cm (0.028 in) thick base metal at 78°K (-320°F). An
i
interesting observation was made while conducting the testing. The initial static
fracture tests were run with specimens that were precracked in RT air at <-276MN/m 2
(40 ksi) and then tested. To generate cyclic life data, specimens with flaw depths
less than about 0.036 cm (0.014 in) were required to successfully pass the cryogenic
sizing cycle to 1442 MN,/m 2 (209.2 ksi). To fabricate flaws less than this size
required an increase in the precracking stress. As indicated in Figure 82, the result
of the higher precrack stress was to reduce the failure stress of the specimen. In
some cyclic llfe specimens that received high precracking stresses, but successfully
passed the sizing cycle, a considerable amount of flaw growth-on-loadlng was ob-
served. It appears that the mater_al work hardens at the crack t_p during the pre-
cracking operation, which _s a function of the precracking stress level, rn order to
eliminate the effect of work hardening the crack t_p during precracking, the speci-
mens were re-annealed after precracklng. Thls procedure appeared to solve the
problem. As indicated in Figure 82, a single failure locus adequately describes
the failure behavior of specimens that were re-annealed after precracking or pre-
cracked below 242 MN/m 2 (35 ksl).
Because of the precrack stress problem encountered, not as much static fracture and
cyclic life data was generated as originally planned. In particular, the effect of
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flaw shapeon the static Fracture failure loci was not assessed; only a flaw shape
of ._ 0.2 was investigated. The mode-of-failure for the valid 0.071 cm (0.028 in)
thick 301 base metal tested was failure at both 78°K (-320°F) and 295°K (72°F).
Only two specimens were tested at RT, and both of them failed at about the
ultimate strength of the material as shown in Figure 82. As wlth the RT results,
the static fracture data generated at 78°K (-320°F) appears to be independent of
flaw depth when the depth is -< 0.039 cm (0.012 in). Failure in specimens with
flaws less than this amount fail at the ultimate strength of the material.
A summary of the critical flaw depths at the sizing and proof stress for the 0.071 cm
(0.028 in) thick 301 base metal is presented at the end of Paragraph 4.3.2.
Figure 83 presents the static fracture Failure loci For the 0.071 cm (0.028 in) thick
301 weld metal at 78°K (-320°F) and 295°K (72°F). The critical location For the
surface flaw in the weld material was first established. Surface Flaws were intro-
duced into three areas; (1) the weld centerline, (2) weld Fusion line, and (3) weld
HAZ. These three specimens were not re-annealed after precracking but were pre-
cracked at a relatively low stress of 276 MN/m 2 (40 ksi). As the results in Figure
83 indicate, the speclmen with the flaw located in the weld Fusion line leaked
during the cryogenic prestress cycle. Based on this result, all 301 weld metal speci-
mens were tested with flaws located in the weld fusion line.
With one important difference, similar results were observed For the 301 weld metal
and the base metal. As Figure 83 indlcates, there is a definite d|scontinulty in the
Failure locus. For flaw depths > 0.030 cm (0.012 in), failure (leak mode) of the
weld metal material can be expected at stresses significantly below that for the
same size flaw in the base metal. For flaw depths < 0.030 cm (0.012 in), Failure
(fail mode) of the weld metal material can be expected to approach the base metal
failure stress levels For the same size flaw. The physical change in properties of
301 stainless steel dur|ng cryogenic stretch (From an austenltic to martensltlc structure)
could account For the discontinuity although the phenomena was not observed in the
0.071 cm (0.0281n) thick base metal or in either the 0.26cm (0.10 in) thick 301
base metal and weld metal results.
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The data presented in Figure 83 indicates that the cryogenic sizing cycle screens
a flaw that is less than or equal to that screened by a RT proof test. A summary
of the critical Flaw depths at the sizing stess and proof stress for 0.071 cm (0.028 in)
thick 301 weld metal is presented at the end of Paragraph 4.3.2.
Figures 84 and 85 presents the static Fracture failure loci For the 0.26 cm (0.10 in)
thick 301 base metal and weld metal at 780K (-320°F) and 295°K (72°F). The
results obtained are similar to the 0.07t cm (0.0281n) thick 301 base metal results.
A summary of the critical Flaw depths at the sizing stress and proof stress for the
301 materials tested is presented below for a/2c _ 0.20:
Cryostretched 301
Stainless Steel
0. 071 cm
(0. 028 Inch)
0.26 cm
(0.10 Inch)
Base
Metal
We Id
Metal
Bose
Metal
Weld
Metal
Critical Flaw Depth (a i)
cm (Inch)
78°K
(--3200_
, ,,m,
0.036
(0.014)
0.028
(0.01 I)
0.043
(0.017)
cr
295°K
172OF')
> 0.036
- (0.0141
> 0.028
- (0.01 I)
> 0.043
- (0.017)
> 0.0_
NOTE : a = 1442 MN/m 2 (209.2 ksl)
S
o = 1235 MN/m 2 (179.0 ksi)
P
4.3.3 Growth-on-Loadlng
Flaw growth-on-loading was observed in 301 cyclic life specimens which were not
re-annealed after precracklng. In general, the specimens that were re-annealed after
precracklng did not exhibit any growth-on-loading with one exception. Specimen
2C-15, Table 48, was sized with an initial flaw depth whlch was at 95% of critical.
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ConsiderableFlaw growth occurred in this specimenand would have probably failed
if the load had not been immediately dropped to zero.
4.3.4 Cyclic Life Tests
Figures86 through 93 present the cyclic life data generated For both thicknessesof
301 tested as a function a. and a while test parameters For each specimen are
t O
detailed in Tables 44 through 51. The test results were plotted as a versus cycles-
i
to-leakage (N) For constant operating stress levels. This data was used to plot
o versus N for constant a.. In general, the cyclic life curves as a function
O I
of flaw depth are linear on a semi-log plot. Some cyclic life plots were estimated
From the flaw growth rate data generated during testing.
One important observation was made while cyclic testing the 0.26 cm (0.10 in) thick
301 material. Four specimens failed by fatigue outside of the artificially induced
flaw. Generally, these flaws were seml-circular in shape and initiated on the speci-
men surface. Some failures resulted from the initiation of multiple Flaws while other
failures were the result of a single flaw. These failures occurred in the test section
base metal at about 70% of the artificially induced flaw llfe, (see Figures 91, 92
and 93). The specimen data points with arrows indicates that leakage at the artificially
induced surface flaw would have occurred after more cycles were put on the specimen.
While this difference is not great relative to normal data scatter, it is significant that
the life based on natural defects is less than that based on artificially induced flaws.
It is apparent from these tests that a natural defect is probably somewhat more severe
(higher crack growth rate) than the artificially induced flaw and therefore the 301
fracture characteristics presented herein should be used with caution.
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All of the cyclic life data was analyzed to determine the Flaw depth growth rates as a
function of stress intensity, based on the maximum tension stress level. The results of this
analysis are presented in Figures 94 through 97. The Flaw growth rate data points shown
are based on average values obtained by knowing the initial flaw size, the Final flaw size
and the number of cycles. The growth rate is plotted at the average stress intensity value.
This approach is satisfactory in defining a flaw growth rate c'urve if the test specimens
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are not cycled over a very large stress intensity range (approximately a factor of
two). As the stress intensity range gets larger , the average rate yields values that
are considerably slower than actually experienced. For the Inconet, aluminum,
and the thin 301 cyclic tested, the stress intensity range was relatively small and
consequently average flaw growth rates adequately described the behavior. The thick
301 material tested was cycled to a final stress intensity that was about four times
the initial value. Considerable error would result if an average growth rate analysis
approach was used. It should be pointed out that this phenomena is not specifically
a 301 material related problem but an analysis problem and could have occurred
with lnconel or aluminum specimens.
Since all cyclic flaw growth rate data generated in this program was adequately described
by the equation; da/dN -- CK n, it was decided to generate cyclic life curves using various
values of C and n For the thick 301 and to select the constants which best
described the cyclic llfe results. Key specimens were selected which were not
cycled over large stress intensity ranges; the actual growth rate curve must pass
through those data points. With this as a baseline, values of C and n were
selected which best described the cyclic life behavior. As Figures 96 and 97 show,
the estimated flaw growth rate curve represents a faster rate than the average rate
values would indicate. Values of C and n for each material, thickness and temp-
erature tested were evaluated and are presented in Table 52. The stress intensity
range over which the values of C and n apply are also presented in Table 52.
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF BIAXIAL RESULTS5.0
The data from all biaxial tests conducted in this program are presented in this
section. The results include pressure/strain, static burst and cyclic life results of
hoop GFR tanks made of Inconel X750 STA and 2219-T62 aluminum.
5.1 Inconel X750 STA Biaxial Results
5.1.1 Pressure/Straln Correlation
Figure 98 presents the extremes of pressure/hoop strain recorded for the hoop GFR
inconel tanks during the sizing cycle at RT. For comparison purposes the design
curve based on data generated as described in Paragraph 2.2 is presented. As
Figure 98 clearly shows, the hoop strains recorded at the sizing pressure are equal
to or greater than the design value. This difference could be due to variations in
the liner material yield strength, or residual wrapped-in filament prestress, or both.
The differences observed could be accounted For entirely by about a 7% variation
in material yield strength. As pointed out in Paragraph 4.1.2, Inconel X750 STA
yield strengths and ultimate strengths can vary at least 10 and 6%, respectively.
The majority of the hoop GFR lnconel tanks tested agreed very favorably with the
design pressure/strain curve presented in Figure 98. The measured elastic loading
portion of the pressure/straln curves were slightly steeper (indicating a slightly stiffer
structure) than the elastic loading portion of the design curve, whereas the plastic
loading slopes agreed very favorably between the measured and design values. The
unloading portion of the test curves paralleled the elastic Ioadlng portion with only
a slight apparent liner inelastic behavior.
As pointed out in Paragraph 2.2, if a tank was to be operated cryogenically it
received a cryogenic proof test to the cryogenic offset yield point after being sized
at RT. This essentially meant that during the cryogenic proof test the tank would
not yield. Figure 99 illustrates what actually occurred in the hoop GFR lnconel
tanks that were cryogenically proof tested. As the figure shows, the tank did yield
sllghtly at the proof pressure causing a further increase in .the llner compression stress.
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5.1.2 Burst Tests
The results of the hoop GFR Inconel and all-metal Inconel tank burst tests are
presented in Figures 100 through 103 while the test parameters for each test are
detailed in Tables 53 and 54. The uniaxial static fracture data presented _n
Paragraph 4.1.2 are shown on these figures for reference purposes.
Figures 100 and 102 present the burst test results For surface Flaws located in the
base metal and weld metal centerllne, respectively; both at RT. Within the range
of stresses and flaw depths investigated, very good agreement between uniaxial
and biaxial data exists, regardless of the orientation of the Flaw plane, or whether
the tank was overwrapped or not. The mode--of-failure also agreed between the
unlaxial and blaxlal results. The majority of hoop GFR Inconel tanks exhibited
a leak mode-of-failure as shown in Figure 104. The hoop GFR Inconel tanks that
exhibited a fail mode--of-failure all failed longitudinally (see Figure 105); the
direction in which no overwrap was present. As noted in both Figures 100 and 102,
the liners of some overwrapped tank burst tests are believed to have been at higher than
calculated stresses at failure or leakage. Generally, these are tests where the filaments
are stressed above 2000 MN/m 2 (290 ksi). As mentioned in Paragraph 3.6.2, the stress
analysis used in defining the liner stresses is based on the assumption that the over-
wrap is fully effective and elastic. If the overwrap does not have the stiffness assumed,
or some other effect is occurring to cause an apparent reduction in stiffness, the result
would be to underestimate the liner hoop load. To resolve the problem of the actual
failure stresses in the liners of highly pressurized overwrapped Inconel tanks will require
additional tests and is not a part of the present program.
The burst test results conducted at 78°K (-320°F) in liquid nitrogen are presented in
Figures 101 and 103 for flaws located in the base metal and weld metal centerllne,
respectively. Generally, all of these tanks failed or leaked at very high calculated
filament stresses; > 2000 MN,/m 2 (290 ksi), and consequently, the liner stresses are
believed higher than calculated. No conclusions can be drawn From these results until
the stress analysis problem is resolved.
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5.1.3 Cyclic Life Tests
Figures 106 through 109 present the cyclic life data generated for the all-metal and
hoop GFR Inconel tanks tested at RT and 78°K (-320°F). The tanks were cycled at
a pressure so that the metal shell was stressed to a maximum operating stress ( a o)
of approximately 0.87 a s" The test parameters for each test are detailed in Tables
55 and 56. The uniaxlal cyclic life data presented in Paragraph 4.1.4 are shown
on these figures for reference purposes.
In general, the non--overwrapped tank cyclic life results agreed Favorably with
uniaxial results while the overwrapped tank cyclic lives were less than expected.
A close examination of the data reveals that as the R ratio ( amln/amax ) de-
creases From zero to negative values the cyclic llfe also decreases. This phenomenon
is more readily observed in the flaw growth rate data comparison made in Figures 110
and 111 between the uniaxlal and biaxlal results. The growth rates for the biaxial
specimens were plotted as a Function of the average stress intensity value calculated
using the maximum tension stress level. As these Figures indicate, the non-overwrapped
tank flaw growth rates fall within the uniaxlal data scatter bands at RT and as the R
ratio decreases the cyclic rate increased. The hoop GFR Inconel Flaw growth rates
were a maximum of about 6 times the average uniaxial growth rate. This maximum
difference was For the data generated with the lowest (highest negative) R ratio and the
difference between hoop GFR and uniaxlal flaw growth rates decreased as R ratio increased.
The cyclic results obtained at 78°K (-320°F) were even more affected by R ratio, as
shown in Figures 110 and 111.
It should be pointed out that no growth--on-loadlng due to the sizing cycle or proof
test was observed in the blaxial cyclic llfe tests, while as pointed out in Paragraph
4.1.3, growth-on-loadlng was present in the uniaxlal cyclic life specimens at com-
parable flaw depths.
5.2 2219-T62 Aluminum Biaxlal Results
5.2.1 Pressure/Straln Correlation
Figure 112 presents the extremes o£ pressure hoop strain recorded for the hoop GFR
aluminum tanks during the sizing cycle at RT. For comparison purposes the design
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curve based on data generated as described in Paragraph 2.2 is presented. As
Figure 112 clearly shows, the hoop stralns recorded at the sizing pressure are less
than the design value. This difference can be accounted for by (1) variations in
the liner yield strength, (2) differences in the llner thickness between the design and
actual, and (3) apparent increase in liner elastic stiffness in a biaxial stress field.
A difference of only 10% in the liner yield strength or 10% in liner thickness could
account for the varlaHons observed in actual hoop GFR pressure/strain curves. The
liner thickness assumed for the GFR design was 0.23 cm (0.090 in), whereas a nominal
thickness for the actual liners was about 0.25 cm (0.098 Tn). This represents a 9%
increase in stiffness of the structure and probably explains the variation in measured
and predicted values based on the liner design thickness. The addiHonal thickness
would not have permitted the actual structure to displace as much as the design analysls
indicated.
As Figure 112 indicates, the elastic loading portion of the actual pressure/straln curves
is steeper than the design curve. This apparent increase in stiffness was also observed
in the all-metal tank tests. The all-metal elastic modulus was calculated to be about
82.7 GN/m 2 (12 x 106 psi) using the general equations for elastic strain. Using this
value combined with the elastlc modulus of the filaments {see Table 2), yielded
essentially the same measured elastic loading pressure/strain curve presented Tn Figure
112. The uniaxTal elastic modulus for the aluminum is only about 73.1 GN/m 2
(10.6 x 106 psi) as reported in Table 2. The differences appear to be due to bi-
axlai|ty, but in any event, does not permit the actual structure to deflect as much
as indicated by the design analysis. It was first thought that the apparent dTfference
was due to the displacement measurement setup. The callbratlon of the system was
checked thoroughly and found to be satisfactory. Recorded displacements were also
compared to actual measurements made at test inltlation and termlnatlon and found
to agree exactly. In addition, the recorded displacements were compared to strain
gage data on one tank and found to agree satisfactorily. The displacement recordTng
system was not in error. All of the above discussed items could account for differ-
ences observed between actual pressure/strain curves and design values.
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Contrary to the hoop GFR lnconel tank results, the hoop GFR aluminum tanks
yielded slgnificantly in compression during the unloading portion of the
pressure/straln curve as deplcted in Figure 112. The tank design was based on no
compression yielding after sizing. The phenomena observed is commonly known as
a Bauschinger effect; where a metal if yielded significantly in tension has a sub-
sequently reduced compressive yleld strength (or vlce-versa). Figure 112 also
illustrates that the tank stiffness is apparently less during the release of pressure
than during pressurization. This decrease in stiffness is due to the metal liner and
was observed in the aluminum uniaxial specimens as reported in Appendix A.
As pointed out in Paragraph 2.2, if a tank was to be operated cryogenically it
received a cryogenic proof test to the cryogenic offset yield point after being sized
at RT. This essentially meant that during the cryogenic proof test the tank would
not yield. Figure 113 illustrates what actually occurred in the GFR aluminum tanks
that were cryogenically proof tested. As the Figure shows, the tank did yield
slightly at the proof pressure causing a further increase in the liner compresslon
stress.
5.2.2 Burst Tests
The results of the hoop GFR aluminum and all-metal tank burst tests are presented in
Figures 114 through 117 while the test parameters For each test are detailed in Tables
57 and 58. The uniaxial static Fracture data presented in Paragraph 4.2.2 are shown
on these figures for reference purposes.
Figures 114 and 116 present the burst test results for surface Flaws located in the base
metal and weld metal centerline, respectively, both at RT. As the figures illustrate,
in general, close agreement between the blaxial data exists, regardless of the orien-
tation of the Flaw plane or whether the tank was overwrapped or not. The blaxial
results do not agree with the uniaxial static fracture results. 1%e biaxial results are
between 10 to 35% higher. The range of flaw depths investigated was From about
half of the thickness to Flaw depths approaching the liner thickness. A possible ex-
planation is that the material at the tip of the surface flaw is stressed differently in
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a unlaxiai and biaxial tank specimen. With the uniaxial specimen, the presence
of the Flaw offsets the neutral axis in the immediate vlcinity of the flaw causing a
bending moment and giving rise to an additional tension stress at the flaw tip. The
flaw located in a cylindrical tank is also stressed in a similar manner except that
the stiffness due to curvature, tank material and thickness effectively react the
local bending moment across the flaw front and the result is essentially a pure
tension Field over the remaining ligament below the flaw. In the uniaxial speci-
men the material is essentially free to deflect laterally and, therefore, reacts the
bending with the material beneath the flaw. These differences could account for
the high apparent static Fracture strength of biaxial specimens over unlaxial speci-
mens. As pointed out in Paragraph 5.1.2, good agreement was obtained between
uniaxial and biaxial Inconel fracture results. The effecHve shell stiffness (curvature,
tank material and thickness) is significantly less For the Inconel than the aluminum
metal liners.
As the data presented in Figures 114 and 116 show, the overwrapped aluminum tanks
all experienced a leak mode-of-failure (see Figure 118) while the non-overwrapped
tanks had a fail mode-of-failure as did the RT uniaxial results.
The burst test results conducted at 78°K (-320°F) in liquid nitrogen are presented in
Figures 115 and 117 for flaws located in the base metal and weld metal centerline,
respectively. As with the RT results, the cryogenic biaxlal tests resulted in Failures
above the uniaxial curve. The mode--of-failure at this temperature was mixed; with
some leak modes and some fail modes (see Figure 119). The uniaxial static results
were all Fail mode-of-failures.
5.2.3 Cyclic Life Tests
Figures 120 through 123 present the cyclic llfe data generated for the all-metal and
hoop GFR aluminum tanks tested at RT and 78°K (-320°F). The all-metal tanks
were cycled at an operating stress (ao) equal to 0.75 a whereas the hoop GFRs
equal to about 0 84 a; both at RT. The hoop GFRtanks were cycled at a a° " s
tanks tested at 78°K (-320°F) were cycled at a a equal to about 1.02 a. The
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test parameter for each test are detailed in Tables 59 and 60. The uniaxial cyclic
life data presented in Paragraph 4.2.4 is shown on these figures for reference purposes.
In general, the non--overwrapped tank cyclic life results agreed Favorably with uni-
axial results while the overwrapped tank cyclic lives were slightly less than expected.
As with the Inconel, a close examination of the data reveals that as the R ratio
decreased from positive to negative values the cyclic llfe also decreases. This phenomenon
is more readily observed in the Flaw growth rate data comparison made in Figures 124 and
125 between the uniaxial and biaxial results. The growth rates for the blaxlal specimens
were plotted as a function of the average stress intensity value calculated using the maxl-
mum tension stress level. As these Figures indicate, the non-overwrapped tank Flaw
growth rates Fall within the uniaxial data scatter bands at RT and as the R ratio de-
creases the cyclic rate increases. The hoop GFR aluminum flaw growth rates were a
maximum of about 4 times the average uniaxial growth rate. This maximum difference
was for the data generated with the lowest (highest negative)R ratio and the difference
between hoop GFR and uniaxial flaw growth rates decreased as R ratio increased. One hoop
GFR tank (AS-22) was cycled at an R ratio of 0.20. This test demonstrated the lowest Flaw
growth rate obseved at a comparable stress intensity. The cyclic results obtained at 78°K
(-320°F) were also slightly affected by R ratio, as shown in Figures 124 and 125.
As with the Inconel tests, no growth-on-loading due to the sizing cycle or proof test
was observed in the biaxial cyclic life tests, while as pointed out in Paragraph 4.2.3,
growth-on-loading was present in the uniaxial aluminum cyclic life specimens at com-
parable flaw depths.
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6.0 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
il
The major observations made from this investigation are presented below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Unlaxlal surface flawed static fracture results can be used to predict
burst test failures for hoop GFR Inconel X750 STA tanks with surface
flawed liners having thicknesses of about 0.10 cm (0.040 in).
Unlaxlal surface flawed static fracture results underestimate the burst
strength of hoop GFR 2219-T62 aluminum tanks with surface flawed
liners having thicknesses of about 0.23 cm (0.090 in). This difference
ranges from about 10 to 35% in the thickness tested.
The cyclic llfe of both hoop GFR lnconel and aluminum tanks con-
taining surface flawed liners are overestimated by unlax[al surface
flawed specimens. The difference can range up to six times in the
thickness tested.
A leak mode-of-failure_:>'was observed for all hoop GFR Inconel and
aluminum tanks that were burst tested at RT or cycled at RT or 78°K
(-320°F).
In conclusion, d_fferences were observed between the uniaxlal and biaxial test
results obtained in this fracture test program. The exact reasons for these differ-
ences are not known but possible causes are detailed in Paragraphs 5.1.3, 5.2.2
and 5.2.3. With respect to the static fracture differences that occurred, one
possible resolution of the problem could be obtained by the testing of some flawed
uniaxial specimens with lateral restrain plates in the vicinity of the flaw. This
would effectively transmit the local bending moment through the restraint plates
and eliminate the addition tension component at the flaw tlp. With respect to
the cyclic llfe differences, additional overwrapped tanks cycled at an R ratio of
zero should be conducted along with compression/tension uniaxial specimens.
In addition to the above areas For further investigation, the stress analysis problem
Disregarding a few tanks which failed because of inadequate welds.
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encountered with highly pressurized hoop GFR lnconel tanks (described in Para-
graph 5.1.2) should be resolved. Testing of glass filament rings (Fabricated in
the same way the hoop GFR tanks were) to determine the stress/hoop displacement
characteristics could posslbly resolve this problem.
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APPENDIX A
UNIAXIAL STRESS/STRAIN CURVES
The unlaxial stress/straln curves obtained For the mechanical property specimens
are presented in this appendix. The materials include base metal and weld metal
lnconel X750 STA, 2219-T62 aluminum and cryostretched 301 stainless steel tested
at 295°K (72°F) and 78°K (-320°F). Both engineering stress and strain, and true
stress and strain are presented. The true stress and strain are defined by the
express _ons:
a I = a(l+e) (A-])
• = (I (A -2)
whe re
o I = true stress
a = engineering stress
II_ = true strain
IE = engineering strain
Figures A-1 through A-10 present the stress/strain relationships for the Inconel material.
These tests were conducted by pulling the specimen directly to failure at the test
temperature. All specimens received a simulated resin cure cycle 1L]1_prior to testing.
Figure A-11 presents the result of plastically deforming a uniaxial specimen at RT
to a stress level simulating a sizing cycle followed by o cryogenic pull to failure. As
Figure A-I1 indicates, there is essentially no difference in the cryogenic portion of
the stress/strain curve between this specimen and one pulled directly to failure with-
out the RT sizing cycle. The unloading portion of the RT sizing cycle generated the
same stress/straln slope as the initial loading portion.
Figures A-12 through A-17 present the stress/straln relationships for the aluminum
material. These tests were conducted by pulling the specimen directly to failure at
340°K (150°F) for 3 hours Followed by 420°K (300°Fi For 5 hours.
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the test temperature. All specimens received a simulated resin cure cycle
prior to testing. Figure A-18 presents the result of plastically deforming a uniaxial
specimen at RT to a stress level simulating a sizing cycle followed by a cryogenic
pull to failure. As with the Inconel, Figure A-18 indicates there is essentially no
difference in the cryogenic portion of the stress/straln curve between this specimen
and one pulled directly to failure without the RT sizing cycle. The unloading por-
tion of the RT sizing cycle generated a stress/strain slope that was about 20% less
than the slopegenerated during loading.
Figures A-19 through A-36 present the stress/straln relationships For the cryostretched
301 material. The majority of the tests conducted at 78°K (-320°F) utilized speci-
mens that were First prestressed at 78°K (-320°F) to about 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi),
subjected to a simulated resin cure cycle D_:_', and then pulled to failure at 78°K
(-320°F). The tests run at RT were conducted with specimens that were first pre-
stressed at 78°K (-320°F) to about 932 MN/m 2 (135 ksi), subjected to a simulated
resin cure cycle [_', loaded at 78°K (-320°1:) to a simulated sizing stress of 1442 MN/m 2
(209.2 ksl) and then pulled to failure at RT. The calculations of stress for the first
cryogenic stretch (prestress cycle) were based on the original specimen cross-sectional
area, while subsequent stress cycles utilized the cross-sectional area at the end of
the prestress cycle. This was done so that engineering stresses would be representative
of true stresses during the simulated sizing operation. Figure A-37 illustrates what
effect the simulated resin cure cycle (after cryo-prestresslng) has on the subsequent
stress/strain relationship of 301 stainless steel. Comparing the result with a 301
specimen pulled directly to failure at 78°K (-320°1:) shows that an apparent strength-
ening results with the prestressed and resin cured specimen.
340°K (150°F) for 3 hours followed by 420°K (300°F_ for 5 hours.
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APPENDIX B
SYMBOLS
= cross sectional area
= semi--elllptlcal crack depth
= flaw shape
= base metal
= constant
= crack opening displacement
= outside diameter
= mean diameter
= fatigue crack depth growth rate
= modulus of elasticity
= electric discharge machined
= glass filament reinforced
= heat affected zone
= constant
= stress intensity
= circumference of GFR cylinder
= number of cycles or cycles-to-leakage
= constant
= overwrapped
= internal tank pressure
= flaw shape parameter
-_ 0 /0
mln max
= room temperature
= temperature
= tension per strand
= thickness
= thickness
= weld metal
= seml--elliptlcal crack length
= centerline
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COD
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stress
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SUBSCRIPTS
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Fi#ure 45: Uniaxia/ Static Fracture Results of 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface
Flawed Inconel X750 STA Weld Metal
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Figure82: Uniaxial Static FractureResultsof 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched301 StainlessSteel BaseMetal
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Figure83: Uniaxia/ Static FractureResultsof 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
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Figure A-15: Stress/Strain Relationship of 023 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick 2219-T62 Aluminum Weld Metal at 295°K (72°1=)
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Strass/Strain Relationship of 0,23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick 2219-T62 Aluminum Weld Metal at 78°K (-320°F)
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Figure A-21: Stress Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm(O.O281nch) Thick Cryostmtched 301 Stainless Steel Base Metal
at 78°K (-320°F) - Specimen 1C-6
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Figure A-22: Stress/Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch)Thick Cryostretched 301
Stainless Steel Base Metal at 78°K (-320°1:) - Specimm 1C-8
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Figure A-23: Stress/Strain RelaEonship for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostmtched 301 Stainless Steel BaseMetal
at 78°K (-320°/:)- Specimen 1C-9
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Figure A-28: St/z_/StrMn Re/ation_ip for 0.071 cm(0.028 inch) Thick Cryostmtched 301 Stainle_ Steel Base Metal
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Figure A-27: Stresx/Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301Stain/ess Stew BaseMetal
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Figure A-29: Stress Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base Metal
at 78 °K (-320 °F) - Specimen ICW-4
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Figure A-30: Stress/Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base Metal
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Figure A-31: Stress Strain Relationship for 026 cm (0.10 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base f/fetal
at 78° K (-320 ° F) - Specimen 2C- 1
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Figure A-32: Stress Strain Relationship for 0.26 cm (0.10/nch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base Metal
at 78°K (-320°1:) - Specimen 2C-2
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Figure A-33: Stress/Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301Stailess Steel Base
Metal at 295°K (22°1:) - Specimen IC- 11
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Figure A-34." Stress Strain Relationship for 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel
Base Metal at 295°K (72°F) - Specimen 1C-12
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Figure A-35." Stress/Strain Relationships for 0.071 cm(0.028 Inch) Thick Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base Metal
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Table 1:
DESIGN
PARAMETER
Hoop GFR Design Ctiteda
SHAPE
16.5 cm (6.5 INCH) DIAMETER BY 71.1 cm (28.0 INCH)
SIZE OVERALL LENGTH
METAL
SHELL
CRITERIA
CYLINDRICAL WITH HEMISPHERICAL END CLOSURES
INCONEL X750STA; 0.10 cm (0.40 INCH) CYLINDRICAL
SECTION
2219-T62 ALUMINUM; 0°23 cm (0.090 INCH)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION
CRYOSTRETCHED 301 STAINLESS STEEL; 0.71 cm
(0.028 INCH) CYLINDRICAL SECTION
TWENTY - END S-GLASS CONTINUOUS FILAMENTS
FIBER
REINFORCE-
MENT
_-<YIELD STRENGTH FOR UNREINFORCED
PORTIONS OF LINER
RESIN EPON 828/DSA]EMPOL 1040/BDMA
MATRIX (100/115.9/20/1)
WINDING
PATTERN CIRCUMFERENTIAL (CYLINDER ONLY)
-'OPERATING 295°K (72°F) TO 78°K (-320°F)
TEMPERATURE
HOOP FI LAMENT
AMBIENT OPER- __<1380 MN/m 2 (200 KSI)
ATING STRESS
METAL SHELL
HOOP OPERATING/ 0.85
SIZING STRESS
_RATIO
BURST <34,5 MN/m 2 (5000 PSt)
PRESSURE
SIZING
CONDITION
227
Table Z BaseMetal Material Properties Used in Reference 2 Computer Program to Design Hoop GFR Tanks
PROPERTY
i
DENSITY
g/m 3 (LB/IN. 3)
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION;
295°K(72°F) TO 20°K(-423°F)
cm/cm -°K(IN/IN°F)
INCONE L
X750
ErA
8.30
]0.300)
821
(119.0)
2219-T62
ALUMINUM
2.82
10.102)
16.05
(8.915 x 10-6)
315
(45.7)
CRYO-
FORMED
301
STAINLESS
STEEL
7.47
(0.270)
8.26
(4.59 x 10-6)
1186
(172.0)
-043
I
G LASS
FILAMENT
WOUND
COMPOSITE
1.99 _
10.072)
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
MN/m 2 (KSI)
_DERIVATIVE OF YIELD STRENGTH WITH -496 -220
RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE kN/m2°K (PSi/°F) (-40.01 (-17.7) (-76.0}
ELASTIC MODULUS 202.0 73.1 131.0 85.5
GN/m 2 (PSI) (29.3 x 106) (10.6 x 106) ¢19.0 x 108) (12.4 x I08}
DERIVATIVE OF ELASTIC MODULUS WITH
RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE -100.4 -18.9 -207.0 -29.9
MN/m2°K (PSI/OF) (.-8I00) {.-1520) (-16,700) (-2410)
PLASTIC MODULUS 4.36 2.86 4.14
GN/m 2 (PSi} (633 x 103) 1416 x 103) (600 x 103) --
DE RIVATIVE OF PLASTIC MoD_ULus WITH
RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE -2050 -3525 -782 m
kN/m2°K (PSI/°F) (.-165) (-284i (--63l
POISSON'S RATIO 0.290 0,,325 0.290 --
69O
(i oo.o)
245
135.61
DERIVATIVE OF POISSON'S RATIO
WITH RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE 1/°K (1/°F)
Z_:.:35°K
(72°F)
MAX ALLOWABLE
OPERATING STRESS
(COMPRESSIVE IN
METAL; TENSILE
IN FILAMENTS)
MN/m 2 (KSI)
ULTIMATE
STRENGTH
MN/m 2 (KSI)
772
(112.0)
1131.0)
283
(41.0_
=,.
379
(54.9)
454
165.8)
7BOK
1-320°F)
E:>
295°K
(72°F)
78OK
1-320°F)
8OO
(116.0)
1379
(200.0)
1724
(25o.ol
BASED ON A VOLUME FRACTION - 0.673
1016 I407 2606
(147,4) 1204.0) (378.0)
1031
1280.0l
1240
(179.9)
3275
(475.0)
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Table9: Uniaxia/ Static Fracture Tests of O.lO cm (O.040 inch) Thick Surface Flawed lnconel
X750 STA Base Metal at 295°K (72°F)
Z_ Z'_ _ ,_. TEST
_ __z =_zZz PARAMETERS
_ n-_ _r_-- AT
18-1 0.102 3,18
re.Q40) (1.25)
18-2 0.102 3,18
(0,040) ( 1 ;25)
1B-3 0,102 3,18
(0.040) (I,25}
18-10 0.102 3.18
(0.040) (1.25)
18-11 0.102 3.18
(0,040) (1,26)
8-12 0.102 3,18
(0.040) (1,25)
v 0.102 3,18
1 8-13 (0.040_ .L1.,2._ _
0.099 3,18
18-14 (0,039) __(j_2_,__
0,104 3,18
18-19 (0.041} (1.25 I
0.102 3.18
M1 B-1 (0.040) (2,50)
TEST
DE vE _'a ¢:v
rr < r,.- 5:
rr" Z
L3 LM LU
F-
!
0.051 0,302 983 295
FAILURE (0,020)! (0,119) 0,17 (142,5) _(72) AIR
0,071 0,386 892 295
LEAKAGE (0.028) (0,152) 0,18 _ (129,4) (72) AIR
0,086 0,452 805 295
LEAKAGE (0.034) (0,178) 0,19 (116,8) (72) AIR
0.0"/6 0,381 839 295
LEAKAGF (0.030) (0,150) 0.20 (121.7) (72) AIR
LEAKAGE 0.091 0,239 0,38 872 295 AIR
(0.036] I0.094) (126,5) __(72 I
FAILURE 0.071 1,499 0,05 736 295 AIR
{0,028) (0..__0) (106,8) (72)
LEAKAGE r 0,079 0,389 0,20 858 ;295 AIR
[ (0.031) (0.153) (124,5) (72)
FAILURE 0.069 0,381 0.18 923 295 AIR
(0,_0271_ (0.150) (133.8) (72)
FAILURE 0,053 0,617 0,09 888 295 AIR
i(0.02.1) _(0,243) (128.8) (72)
FAILURE 0.074 0,386 0.19 946 295 AIR
(0.029) (0.152_ (137.2_ (72)
[_ SPECIMEN TOO NARROW, W/2c _ 2,1
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
LEAK MODE
LEAK MODE
LEAK MODE
LEAK MODE
FAIL MODE
LEAK MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
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Table 10: Uniaxial Static Fracture Tests of O.10 cm (0.040 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
X750 STA Base Metal at 78°K (-320°F)
184
I 6-5
1 B-17
1s-2o
''_"_; _'i TEST _aZ _ g ,,I
0_- _ _n"-= E PARAMETERS _ _ _ _'--_ AT _ E v E _'_ _¢_E
I-- 0 n- L)
L_
i i
0.051 0.266
START (0_020_. _ 0.19 --
0.102 3.18 SIZING 0,051 0266 839
(0.040) (125) STOP (0.020) (0.103) 0,19 (121.7)
" ' "0,-051 0_2-66 1116
FAILURE (0,020) (0.103) 0,19 (161,8)
--b.-66-_0.363
START (0.027) ._.0,143)SIZING __
STOP 0,069 0.363
.... (_L__(_ 43)
FAILURE 0.069 0.363
(0=027) (0o143) 0.19
i START 0.079 0.389
SIZING _.__ _LO-031.)_ ._(0.153) 0.20
STOP 0.079 0,389
.... (0.031} (0.153_ ._0"20
FAILURE 0.079 0.389
_ LO.031L _0.153)
START I 0,069 0,170
SIZING (0,027) (0,067)
STOP 0,069 0,i70
_L_ o_23.L _ (0.0671
FAILURE 0.069 0.170
(0.027) (O.O67)
START
SIZING (0,017) (0,190)
STOP 0.043 "-'0.4'8"3
._- (0._....017 ) (0_190) 0.09
FAILURE 0.043 0.483(0.017) (0.190) 0.09
0.102 3,18
(0.040) (1,25)
0.102 3.18
(0.040) (1,25)
0.102 3.18
(0.040) ( 1.25)
0.104 3.18
(0.041,) (1.25)
0.19
839
0.19 (121.7)
996
(144,5)
= ,
839
(121,7).
998
0"20 ( 144 ,S )
0.40
850
0.40 (123.3)
--I
1136
0.40 ( 1.64.7}
0.09
850
(123.3)
1056
(153,2)
236
TEST
w" z
W
LUo
_ z
295 AIR
.._J22.L__ __.
295 AIR
(72)
78 LN 2
_(-.32_.0)._.
295 AIR
(72)
295 AIR
(72)
78
(.320) LN2
295 AIR
(72)
295 AIR
(72)
78
(.320) LN2
295 _ AIR
(72)
295 AIR
(72)
78 LN 2(-320)
-_ AIR
(72)
295 AiR
(72)
7B LN 2(-3201
REMARKS
NO CRACK
GROWTH
APPARENT
FAlL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
APPARENT
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
APPARENT
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
APPARENT
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
APPARENT
FAIL MODE
_ =
-- =
Table I 1: Uniaxia/ Static Fracture Tests of 0 10 cm (0.040/nch) Thick Surface Flawed/ncone/
)(750 STA Weld [,fetal _ _> at 295°K (72°FJ
_z
1 BW-1
8W-22
BW-25
;1BW-27
11BW-28
u TEST
m
"A _ rt" LU§ § TEST v
Z Z _" PARAMETERS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Z0Gz _o AT o E v
o-T: o_ < _"rr- _ :_ _ Z
UJ LUI--
0,102 3.18 0.069 0.3?6 917 295
(0,040) .._(!_.5_) FAILURE 0.(_ {.0_148) 0.18 _.(!33.0) (72) AIR
0.099 3.18 0.071 0.361 925 295
(0,039) (1.25) FAILURE (0.028) (0.142) 0.20 (134.2) (72) AIR
0.102 3.18 0.069 0.361 949 2---'_ ---
(0,040) (1...._25 __ FAILURE (0.027) (0.142) 0.19 (137,7) (72) AIR
0.114 3.35 FAILURE 0_,0-_" 0.229 834 295(0,045) (1.32) (0.019) (0.090) 0.21 (120.9) (72) AIR
--O.Ti_4- - _ .... 0,053 0.302 850 295
(0,041) (1,25) FAILURE AIR
..(9_02,.!L_LO.,11__.____ .2,_0!8...&__._(12;t,3)_ ,.___.(72)__
0.104 3.18 0.058 0.686 800 295
(0,041) (1,25) FAILURE AIR
,. (0,023} (0.270) 0.09 (116,0.) (72)
0,104 3.18 LEAKAGE 0,086 0.251 899 295 AIR
(0.041) (1,25) (0,034) (0.099) 0,.34 (130.4} (72) .
0.104 3o18 FAILURE 0.028 0.114 1079 295 AIR
(0.041) (1T25) .(0.01i) (0,045) ().24 (156,5) (72)
0,102 3,18 LEAKAGE 0,089 0,465 794 295 AIR
(0,040) (1,25) (0,035) (0,183) 0,19 (115:1) (72)
UNLESS NOTED OTHERW)SE
CRACK LOCATED IN WELD NUGGET
CRACK LOCATED IN WELD HAZ
SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A SIMULATED RESIN CURE CYCLE AT 422°K (300°F) FOR 60 HOURS
SPECIMEN ORGINALLY REJECTED DUE TO WELD QUALITY
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
LEAK MODE
FAIL MODE
LEAK MODE
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Table 12: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof O.10cm (0.040 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
)(750 STA Weld Metal CE at 78°K (-320°F)
Z co
w m J co _ TEST
_Z rrl E
1BW-5 0.102 3.1B
(0.040) (1.25)
[]>.
1BW-7 0.114 3.35
(0.045) (1.32)
1BW-19 0.104 3.18
(0.041) (1.25)
1BW-23 0.104 3.18
(0.041) (1.25)
1BW-26 0.104 3.18
(0.041) (1.25)
i
STA RT
SIZING !sToP
FAILURE
START
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
STA R T
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
START
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
START
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
f
u TEST
e..l- I- _ w A u J" Z
co t_ ILl
vrJ _ 0
_z _ _ _:
uErr rr co _ z(,.)C) LUV ,,,
I--o
i ii
0.028 0.175 295
(0=011) (0,069) 0.16 -- (72) AIR NO CRACK
GROWTH
0.O28 0.175 850 295 AIR APPARENT
(0,011) (0.069) 0.16 (123.3) (72)
0.028 0.175 1205 78
(0.0111 (0.069) 0.16 (174.8) (-32._0) . LN2 FAIL MODE
0.048 0.239 295 AIR SIGNIFICANT
(0.019) (0.094) 0.20 _ (72) GROWTH-ON-
0.084 0,239 0.35 850 295 AIR LOADING
(0.033) (0.094) (123,3,) (72}
0.084 0.239 0.35 945 18 LN 2 FAIL MODE(0.033) (0.094) (131.0) (-320)
0.056 0.310 0.18 _ 295 AIR NO CRACK
(0.022) (0.122) (72) GROWTH
0.056 0.310 0.18 850 295 AIR APPARENT
(0.022) (0.122) (123.3) (72)
0.056 0.310 0.18 959 78 LN 2 FAIL MODE
!0.022) ! (0.122) (139.1) (-320) _
0.069 0.361 0.19 -- 295 AIR NO CRACK
(0.027) (0.142) (72) GROWTH
0.069 0.361 0.19 850 295 AIR APPARENT
(0.027) (0.142) (123.3) (72}
0.069 0.361 995 78
(0.027) (0.142) 0.19 LN 2 FAIL MODE(144.3) I_ (-320)
0.056 0.264 0.21 295- AIR NO CRACK
(0.022,i (O,104) _ (721 GROWTH
0.056 0.264 0.21 839 295 AIR APPARENT
(_.022) 10,104) (121.7) (72)
0.056 0.264 0,21 998 78 LN 2 FAIL MODE
{0,022_ 10,104} 1144.7) _-3201 .....
SPECIMEN ORIGINALLY RE.JECTED DUE TO WELD QUALITYSUBJECTED TO A SIMULATED RESIN CURE C CLE AT 422°K (300°F) FOR 60 HOURS
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Table 13: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
X750 STA BaseMetal
_ca z '''0
_ z _ ._c_0"I- _0 _ E
I-
_ TEST
"i- :z" ,,, _-
TEST _zZz__ _.z REMARKS
PARAMETERS -- _ _
AT _ {"_ _E 0
(_ cc o _E :; z
LU LU
F-
0.330 8.26 0.218 1.105 831 295
2B-1 ._0.0_130J._3.25) FAILURE (0.086) (0.435) 0.20 (120.5) (72) AIR FAIL MODE
0.333 8.26 _0.119 0.607 947 295
2B-2 (0.131) {3,25) FAILURE (0.047) (0.239) 0.20 (13/.4) (72) AIR FAIL MODE
=0-=_59-" 1.'----34"-I".......... 78-T 29_--0.330 8.26 FAILURE 0.19 AIR FAIL MODE
2B-18 (0.1 30) (3.25) . (0,1 02) (0.528) (114_)_ __.._.(72L__
0.165 0.856 0.19 -- 295 AIR
START (0.065) (0.33/) (72) NO CRACK
0.333 8.26 SIZING 0.1 65 0.856 0.19 850 295 G ROWTH
2B-3 (0.131) (3.25) STOP (0.065_ (0.33/) _ { .1.233.,3_ _.__7.2). AIR
FAILURE 0.165 0.856 0.19 958 18(0.065) (0.33/) (139.0) (-320) LN2 FAIL MODE
0.089 0.483 0.18 _ 295 AIR
START (0.035) !.0.190) (72) NO CRACK
SIZING 0.089 0.483 0.18 850 295 AIR GROWTH28--4 0.333 8.26 STOP
(0.131) (3.25) _ (0.035) (0.190) (123.3) (72)
FAILURE "-0".089 0.483 0.18 1122 "---/'8 -- LN 2 FAIL MODE
(0.035) (0.190) (1(_2.7) (-3201
Table 14: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
)(750 STA Weld Metal CE
u TEST
C'_
Z_ '<_,_ TEST "' _ u-;v :::3_" ,
:_,,,, - z_E__" v- "= _ _- _:o_; ,,.9z _ PARAMETERS _ _ uJ z
,_ = ,,=, z£3
I--
0.328 8.26 0.168 0,851 0,20 904 295 AIR
2BW-2 (0.129) (3.25) FAILURE (0.066) (0.335) (131_1_ (72)
0.330 8,26 0.287 1.494 0.19 801 295
2BW-3 (0.130,) (3.25) LEAKAGE (0.113) (0.588) (116.1) (72) AIR
0.333 8.23 0.191 "1.031 0.18 848 295
2BW-8 (0.131) (3"24) FAILURE (0.075) . (0.406) - (123.0) (72}..... AIR
0.330 8.23 0.186 1.034 0.18 836 295
2BW-10 (0.130) (3.24) FAILURE (0.0/4} (0.407) (121.3) (72) AIR
0.191 0.986 295 AIR
START (0,075) (0.388) 0.19 -- (72).
0.328 8.26 SIZING 0.191 0.986 860 295 AIR
2BW-4 (0.129) (3.26) STOP (0.0.75) (0.358 0.19 (123.3) (72)
0.191 0.986 954 78
FAILURE (0.075) (0.388_ 0.19 (138.4) {-320) LN2
0.094 0.544 295 AI R
START (0.037) (0.214) 0.17 -- (72)
0.333 8.26 SIZING
2BW-5 (0.131) (3.25) STOP 0.094 0.544 850 295 AIR(0.037) (0"214) 0.1/ (123.31 (72)
0.094 0.544 0.17 1127 ?8 LN 2
FAILURE (0.03/) (0.214) !16.3..4) _.320)
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
LEAK MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
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Table 15: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0 10 cm (0.040 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed/nconel
X750 STA BaseMetal at 295°K (72°F)
i TEST(.3
_u_--j__I< _ _ TEST _ _ Z_ z _ _" _ :D _ ._
B'_ -- AT _E vE _a n- E _-w° --rr
rr < rr :_ z
i- c__ oc _ uJ w
0,069 0.361 295 AIR
START _0.027)_ (.0.142) 0.19 -- (72)
SIZING 0.071 0.361 _ 839 "295
0.102 3.18 STOP (0.028) (0.142) 0.20 (121.7) (72L" AIR
0.071 0.361 0.20 714 295
18-6 (0.040) (1.25) START (0.028)_ J0,.142._)) _ (103.5) ..__ AtR
CYCLING - [ 0.102 0.378 0.27 714 295 AIR
STOP (_.040) (0.149) (103.5) (72)
....... I 0.O7-_ 0.381 295 AIR
START B___ &9__ 0.19 -- (72)(o,15o)
SIZING 0.079 0.381 I 839 295
STOP (0,031) (0.150) 0.21 (121.7) 172) AIR
0.102 3.18 = =_ 0.079 0.381 l 798 295 A I R
1B-8 (0.040) (1.25) START 10.031),_ _0_15____ 0"21 (115.7) (72)
CYCLING 0.102 0.381 798 295 AIR
STOP (0.040) (0,150) 0.27 (115.7) (72)
0.064 0.356 -- 295 AI R
START 01q_0__j _ (0,140) 0.18 (72)
SIZING 0.069 0.356 850 295 AIR
0.102 3,,18 STOP (0._0.2_7) 0._)= 0.19 (123,3) . (72)
1B-16 (0.040) (1.25) 0.069 0.356 638 295 AIR
START (0.02_ (0,,140.)___0"19 _93.5) (72)
CYCLING 0.102 0.376 638 2950.27 AIR
STOP (0.040) (0.148) (92.5) (72)
....... 0.03-8 _ 0.254 ....... i -2_5 AIR
STA RT (.(2_15) (0,100) 0.15 _ (72)
SIZING .... 850 295
0.102 3.18 !STOP 0.038 0.254 0.15 AIR(0.015) (0.100) (123.3) (72)
.... 0,038 0,254 0.15 723 295 A IR
1B-18 (0.040) (1.25) START (0.015) (0.100) - (104.9) 72..{.7..____
CYCLING 0.102 0.320 _ 723 295 AI R
STOP (0.040) 0.126) 0.32 (104.9) (72)_
0.056 0.305 295
START (0.,0_2) (0.120) 0.18 -- (72) AIR
SIZING ......... "850 295
0.104 3.18 STOP 0"056 0.305 0.18 , AIR(0.022) 0.120) (123.3) (72)
...... -0_5"6-- 0.305 " 723 295 AIR
18-22 (0.041) (1.25) START _0,=0____ (0,I20J 0.18 _ (72_..___
CYCLING ...... 723 295
STOP 0.104 0,348 0.30 AI R
(0.041) I(0,137) (104.91 (72L
START 0.-069 0.378 1 295 AIR
L[O_O_7)_.LoJi__49.Lo.18 -- 17_ZL__
SIZING 850 2950,104 3.18 STOP 0.071 0.378 0.19 AI R
.... (0.028) 0.149) (12_.33,3) (72)
1 B-26 (0.041) (1.25) START 0.071 0.378 723 295
CYCLING --_ [0._0._1._ Jo__.14_._gL 0.19 (104.9) (7_2) AIR
STOP 0.104 0.391 0.27 723 295 AIR
(0.041,1 (0 _154) , (104.9) (72)
[_ RESIN IMPREGNATED CRACK
240
7 1 i7
REMARKS
2370 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
301 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3315 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
10,600 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3979 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
2200 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
I
I
|
i
=
_i
i
=
=
r_
Table 16: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of O.10 cm (0.040 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
X750 STA Base Metal at 78°1((-320°t:)
__ m z _ _ TEST
_ _ _ Z:"Z0 PARAMETERSu_ z E: E_ 5_ ATo
I--
0.102 3.18
1 B-21 (0.040) ( 1.25)
0.102
1 B-23 (0.040)
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
3.18
(1_5) PROOF
CYCLING
295 AIR
o.17 - _ .....
SIZING _ 850 295 AIR
(123.3) (72)
0.102 3.18 _ ._ 78 LN 2(-320 I
1 B-24 (0.040) (1.25) PROOF 959 78
0.18 (139.1) (-320) LN2
118 78 LN 2
_CYCLING 0.18 _(_ _ -3J.=__._
118 78 LN 2
L- 0.28 (104.2) (_20)
295 AIR
SIZING 0.14 -- . ___(72___ ___
850 295 AIR
0.14 (1__23,3) _72)
18 LN 20.102 3.18 0.14 "- (-320)
1 S-25 (0.040) (1.25) PROOF 959 78
0.14 (13_3.1) (-320) LN2
816 ?8 LN 2
CYCLING 0.14 (..11.J_83_. , -3_ ......
J 91ZING
0.099
1BW-3 (0.039)
3_18 PROOF
(1.25)
CYCLING
--P- TEST
£N
• -r LU
•-r I-- _ n__ _ uJ" I--
t--.-r (.9 _ O:: uJ
vE _'@ n-v rr
,,,o
rj rr C_ _ Z
(3 Lu uJ
I _"
0.064 0.335 295 AI R
START (0.025) (0.132) 0.19 -- (72)
0.064 0.335 850 295
STOP (0.925) (0.132) 0.19 (123.3) (72) AIR
0.064 0.335 _ 78 LN 2START (0,025) (0.132) 0.19 (-320_
0.064 0.335 959 78
STOP (0.025) (0.1 32) 0.19 (139.11 (-320) LN2
-o_-(_r- 0.335 816 78 LN 2
START (0.025) (0.132) 0.19 J11___,__L (-320)
0.i'02 0.356 816 78 LN 2
STOP i(0.040) (0,140) 0.29 _118.3) (.320)
295
"0.053 0.323 0.17 -- A I R
START (0.021) (0.127) (72)
STOP _ 0.323 850 295 AIR(0.127) -- (123.3) (72)
START _ 0.323 _ 18 LN 2(0.127) -- (-320)
STOP _.056 0.323 959 78 LN 2
(0.022) (0.127) 0.17 (139.1) (-320)
0.056 0.323 959 78 LN 2 1019 CYCLES
START (0.022) (0.127) 0.17 (139.1) __( -_32.Q )__ _ TO BREAK-
STOP 0.102 0.340 959 78 LN 2 THROUGH
(0.040) (0.1 34) 0.30 (139.1 ) (-320)
START 0.056
(0_022) (0.126)
"_).32b
STOP
(0.126)
START I_ 0.320(0.126)
STOP 0.058 0.320
(0.023) (0.126)
START 0.058 0.320
0.023) (0.126)
STOP 10.102 0.358
(0.040) (0.141 )
START 0.033 0.229
(0.013) (0.090)
STOP " 0,'_"
(0.013) (0.090)
START 0.033 _ 0.229
-- ..(._013_ (0.090)
STOP 0.033 0.2_;_)
(0.013) (0.090)
START 0.033 0.229
(0.013) (0.090)
STOP 0.102 0.307 816 78 LN2 I(0.040) (0.1 21) 0.33 (118.3) (-320)
START 0.053 0.295 295 AIR 1
(0.021) (0.1_161 0.18 _ -- (72.) J
STOP _ 0.295 -- R50 295 A IR IJL0_116) (12.3..3) (72)
START _ 0.295 78
LN 2(0.116) -- -- (-320)
STOP 0.056 0.295 959 ?8 LN 2(0.022) (0.11_) 0.19 (139.1 ) (.320)
START 0.056 0.295 816 78 LN 2
(0.0221 (01116) 0.19 (118.3) (-320)
STO P 0.099 0.333 816 78 LN 2
(0.039) (0.131) 0.30 (118.3) (-320)
REMARKS
2835CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
6744CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
15.000 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3290CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
_ GROWTH DURING O s INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM GROWTH DURING PROOFSPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A SIMULAT D RESIN CURE CYCLE AT 422°K (30_3°F) FOR 60 HOURS
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Table 17: Llniaxia/Cyclic Testsof O.10cm (0.040/nch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
X750 STA Weld Metal _ at 295°K (72°F)
Z
UJOE
4_
0.102 3.18
1BW-6 (0.040) (1.25)
0.102 3.18
I - (0.040) (1.25)
0.102 3.18
1BW-11 i (0.040) (1.25)
1BW-13 0.102 3.18
(0.040) ( 1.25)
0.104 3.18
1BW-17 (0.041) (1.25)
g:>
IBW-21 0.104 3.18
(0o041) (1.25)
0.104 3.18
I BW-24 (0.041) (1.25)
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
u TEST
C4
k-
I--
<= _ "" z '"_"
C) u n- CJ
W_ t.U
I-9
0.076 _ 0.345 295
SIZING S___ART (0,030) (0.136) 0_2 _ (72) AIR0.084 " 0.345 850 295
L i STOp (0.033) (0.136) 0.24 (123.3) (72) AIR
0.084 0.345 720 295
I START (0.0331 (0.136) 0.24 (104.4) (72) AIR
CYCLING 0.102 0.351 720 295
STOP (0.040) (0.138) 0.29 (104.4} (72) AIR
0.064 O._bi' _gb
START (0.025) (0.138) 018 _ (72) AIR
SIZING [_p p__ 850 295_
STOP -- (123.3) (72) A,R
638 295
_START _ (92.5) (72) AIR
CYCLING _ _ 638 295STOP -- (92.5) (72) AIR
0.043 0.244 295
START (0.017) (0.096) 0,18 _ (72) AIR
SIZING 0.043 0.244 850 295
STOP (0.017) (0.096) 0.18 (123.3) (72) AIR
0.043 0.244 72:3 29b
START (0.017) (0.096) 0.18 (104.9) (72) AIR
CYCLING 0.102 0.437 723 295
STOP (0.040) (0.172) 0.23 (104.9) (72) AIR
0.061 'U.JbU z_Po
START (0.024) (0.141) 0.17 _ (72) AIR
SIZING 0.064 0.358 850 295
STOP (0.025) (0.141 ) 0.18 (123.3) (72) At R
0.0_o4 O.350 _U zu_
START (0.025) (0.141) 0.18 (123.3) (72} AIR
CYCLING 0.102 0.414 85U 295
STOP (0.(_40) (0.163) 0-25 (123.3) (72) AIR
0.064 O._53 295
START I (0.025) (0.139) 0.18 -- (?2) AIR
SIZING 0.079 0.353 850 ' 295
STOP (0.031) (0.139) 0.22 (123.3) (72} AIR
0.079 0.353 638 295
START (0_031} (0.139) 0.22 (92.5) (72) AIR
CYCLING 0.104 0.353 638 295
STOP (0.0_4_1) !0.139) 0.30 (92.5) (72) AIR
0.069 0.323 295
START (0.027) (0.127) 0.21 .! _ (72} AIR
SIZING 0.069 0.323 850 295
STOP (0.027) (0.127) 0.21 (123.3) (72) AIR
0.069 0.323 723 295
START 0.027) (0.121) 0-21 (104.9) (72) AIR
CYCLING 0.104 0.340 123 295
STOP (0.041) (0.134} 0.31 (104.9) (72) AIR
0.061 U.J51 295
START (0.024) (0.138) 0.17 _ (72) AIR
SIZING 0.064 0.351 850 295
STOP (0.025) (0,138) 0.1B (123.3.) (72) AIR
0.064 0.351 723 295
START (0.025) (0.138} 0.18 (104.9) (72) AIR
CYCLING 0.104 0.356 723 295
STOP (0,041) (0.140) 0.29 (104.9) (72) AIR
NOT DISTINGUISHABLE FROM FRACTURE
OVERLOADED DURIN(_ LAST 150 CYCLES
RESIN IMPREGNATED CRACK
FACE
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REMARKS
510 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
914 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
8079 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
506 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
1000 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
1571 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
TH ROUGH
1360 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
Table 18: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof O.10 cm (0.040 Inch) Thick Surface FlawedInconel
X750 STA Weld Metal _ at 78°K (-320°F)
F-
0.102!3.181BW-12 ( ) (1-25)
0.102 3.18
BW-14 (0.040) (1-25)
0,1 07 1-27
BW-6 (0,042) (0.50)
TEST
N
295
(72 )
295
__(72)
78
_ -3_(._.__L...
:f :c" ,,,
<
TEST ,,, _ ,,,,,
PARAMETERS a z ,,, _ _ _
AT oE _E 5 _ _C_E
cc <f n- U3_
L) r¢
STA RT 0.069 0.264 0.26 --(0.027) (0.104)
SIZING _ 0.264 850
STOP _ (0.104) -- (123,3)
J_ 0.264STA RT (0.1041 -- --
PROOF 0,071 0.264 0,27 959 78
STOP (0.028) (0.104) _[13939_!L.1 _{:_32OL_ _ ....
" 0.071 - "0.2"2_ r 816 78
START (0,028) _(.0,104) 0,27___ I__L_ _(-32_&29L_
CYCLING 0,102 0,295 816 78
STOP (0.040) (0.116) 0,34 I_J._,3_L _ _(-,._2._._0)..__--.
295
'b,"0--4"8"--_ 0.18 -- AIR
START (0.019) (0.108) (72)
SIZING 0.048 0.274 0.18 850 295 AIR
STOP (0.019) (0.108) ..... (123.3) ._-___
"_.0"-Z['8_ _- 0.18 -- 78 LN 2START (0.019) (0;108) (-320)
PROOF 0-,0_[_--' 0,274 ' ' 959 78 LN 2
STOP (0,019) (0,108) 0.18 (139.1) ...((.320.L.)
0,048 0,21F_[ - ...... §5-'9--- 78 LN 2START (0,019) (0,108} 0.18 (139_39_.,_1_))1)i ( :320_L -
CYCLING 0.102 0°274 959 78 LN 2STOP (0.040) (0.108) 0.37 ( 139.1 ) (-320)
START "0,033 0,206 0.16 -- 295 AIR0(0_3)..__ ..... (7&L_....
SIZING _ 0,033 0,206 850 295
STOP (0,013) (00081) 0,16 _ .._?_.2..L AIR
----_ 0.033 ]'"0.-_ _" .... 78 I LN
START (0.013) /(0.081) 0.16 _=_____ _.:3.220____ __.2
PROOF --O,'0"-_-" [ -(}-,2"0-_'-" 959 78 i LN 2
STOP (0,013) t(0.081) 0.16 (139.1) (-320) [
5.033-; _ 816 ]- _-_ _-'C_
CYCLING START _ (0,081) 0,16 (1.1.88t3j_._.._._32_0) _
0.107 "_ 0,302 0,35 816 78 | LN 2STOP (0,042) t (0,119) ! (118,3) J (-320) |
Z
UJ
:E
Z
O
rr
>
Z
uJ
AIR
AIR
LN 2 " I
........ !
LN 2
REMARKS
LN 2 2883 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
LN2 THROUGH
990 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
7063 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
[_ GROWTH DURING 05 INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM GROWTH DURING PROOF
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Table 19: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed/nconel
X750 STA Base Metal at 295°K (72°F)
i ! I J
__ I (3.
LU O _ <
TEST _ _z ,,, z
PARAMETERS j v { _
(j o
= < =<
z,,o! o!
zzlz  j7ff z o',,, T=
I--
A
p.;v
TEST
-#_-'T .......
I-
z
rr LU
_ 0
n,-v n_
w m
1
AIR
0.333 8.26
2B-5 (0,131) (3.25)
0.333 8.26
2B-10 (0.131) (3.25)
i
0.333 8.26
2B-12 (0.131) (3.25)
0.328 8.26
2B-13 (0.129) (3-25)
0.330 8.28
2B-14 (0.130) (3.26)
0.160
STA RT .__).._
SIZING 0.173
STOP (0.068) _.
0.173
START ...(0j06_
CYCLING 0.178
STOP (0.070)
0,178
FAILU RE (0.070)
0.170
START (0.067)
0.188
SIZING STOP _J_0,o7,._..4)
STA RT 0.188
(0,074)
CYCLING STOP 0,333
(0.131)
START 0.122
(0.048)
SIZING
0.859 i 295
_L0.._: o.19 j. - __._j
0.859 _^_ / 850 295
(0,338) u.zu | _123.3) (72)
o-'E_6-1- --E'_--- r f'Y:_ 366-
(0.338) L u.Lu _._1o9_.)_ _(.Z2)
0.859 I --- [ 723 t 295 {
[ (0.338)! u.,:, _(104.9) 1 _72) AIR j
!_5--'_- _" ^ 21 i 84i-- -F 29"5"-
(0.338) L u.=. r(1_2.0)_!__.(72) AIR
i OlBi.. ! AR
_ (123.3) ._ (72) AIR
0.881 0.21 850 295
_(.0 3__4_7L .... (123.3) (72) . AIR
0.945 850 295
(0.372) 0.35 (123.3) (72) ; AIR
"'_0.620- I _'95---"
(0.244) 0-20 -- ! (72) AIR
STOP
START
CYCLING
STOP
START
SIZING
STOP
START
CYCLING _-_
STOP
0.124 0.620 850 295
______00,_49_ L (0,2_44.) 0.20 (12a.,,_L ___.{Z2.L- AIR
0.124 0.620 ' 723 295
(0.049) (0-244) L 0-20 (104.9) (.72) AIR
_L.0...¢_3! L[ _,_.,.LJ 0.37 _(104,9 L ._...L72) _ AIR
0.165 0J_84 I _9 S ri
0_L' (0,348._1__ 0.19 .--_-.---J_..L_._
0.180 I- 0.684 I 8501 295 " =._ "020 j123   ) "'"
o.18o i o-884 ,_'"_ _'-38 295--
(00__771_] 0._(_0___48J_ O_0._L.(92.5) (72) A I R
0 328 1 024 _6:_---'--'-_5--
--_'129 • / ,_*:_-.:, _ 0.32 i (92_5) (72) AIR
0.163 _. 0.889 t 295
-{--0,0.--6-4-_)_ L 0,1.___._8 J. -- (72) A' R
0.178 0 889 850 295
(o:;;Ol 0-20...... _L!__3_3) __._,L72 L. A I n
.... - O. 7 0.889 723 295
.(Ox070 ) O.._j_O_ ..........0.20 1__._. ) (72) AIR
0.333 8.26
2B-16 (0.1 31 ) (3.25)
STA RT
SIZING
STOP
START
CYCLING
STOP 0.330 1.036
_L0_t.&0L_ LOAO_
START 0.193 1.024
SIZING (0.076) ,._..C_.403_.
STOP 0-226 1.024
_Lqo8,__9L __.(o4,_._ ....
STA RT" 0.226 1.024
(0.089) (0.403)
CYCLING ST--"_"P_" 0.'_-_-3-_ _"
(0.131 ) (0.428)
723 295
0.32 ( 1 .04.,9__L 7(Z_J A I R
295
0.19 _ (72) AIR
850 295
0-22 __1__23j.3L ... _.((72 ) AIR
723 295
0.22 { 104-9) (72) AIR
-_-__-- - ---_.-
0.31 . (104.9) ! (72) AIR
REMARKS
CYCLED FOR
AIR 128 CYCLES AND
THEN TEST
MACHINE
AIR
OVE,RLOADED
FAIL MODE
558 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
5815 CYCLES
TO BRE:AK-
THROUGH
4143 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
TH RO UG H
.... 2477
CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
152 CYCLES TO
BREAK-
TH ROUG H
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Table 20: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed/nconel
X750 STA Base_¢etal at 78°K (-320°t:)
TEST
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
REMARKS
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
• PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
PROOF
3744 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
362 CYCLES
TO 5REAK-
THROUGH
2112 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
9195 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
CYCLING
[_ GROWTH DURING O"s INDISTINGU#SHASLE FROM GROWTH DURING PROOF
31S4 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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wTable21: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Inconel
X750 STA Weld Metal _ at 295°K (72°1:)
TEST
::: _ '" -- u2
- <_ n"
# "_I <_ _ "_! TEST w _ v
,, 7 .ARAMETERS "- "'' o
"/ :'-- D _ AT "o E v E 5 "_
(.3 W UJ
0.193 1.085 295
STAR T 00__ _ (9,_427 [. 0.18 -- ___(?.=2 _. A I R
SIZING 0.226 1.085 850 295
STOP (0.089) (0.427) 0.21 (123.3) (72) AIR0.330 8.26
2BW-6 (0.130) (3.25)
REMARKS
0.328 8.26
2BW-13 (0.129) (3.25)
0.226 1.085
•START _(0.089) (0.427)_ 0.21
CYCLING ---- 0.330 1.135
STOP (0.130) (0.447) 0.29 (72)
0.155 0.818 295
START (0.061) (0.322) _ 0.19 -- (72)
SIZtNG .... 0.151 0.818 "" 850 295
STOP (0.062) (0.322) 0.19 !123.3) (72)
0,157 0.818 850
START _0.O62_ (0.322) 0.19 (123.3)
CYCLING 0.328 0353" 850
STOP (0.129) (0.375) 0.34 _!123.3)
0.094 0.503
(104.9) ..___(.??__.._. AIR 1152 CYCLES
295 TO BREAK-
(104.9) AIR i THROUGH
AIR 1
AIR t
0.333 8.24
2BW-14 (0.131) (3.24)
START (0.037) (0.2.00) 0.19 -- (72_ AIR 1SIZING
STOP 0.094 0.508 850 295
(0,0:37) (0.200) 0,19 AIR(123,3) (72)
START 0.094 0.508 723 295 ]
CYCLING _ -J_-=0_?-)- _ -{-0-'? 0--_} - - ..... 0.19 __(1._.}_ (72) AIR tSTOP 0.333 0-808 723 295
(0,131) ! (0,31B) 0,41 _104.9) (72)
0.333 8.24
2BW-17 (0,131) (3.24|
0.323 8.26
2BW-18 (0.127) (3.25)
START O,155 0.8"_"_8"- -
SIZING _. __.0.061) (0.330)
STOP 0,157 0,338
(0,062) (0,330)
START 0.157 0.838
CYCLING (0.062) (0.330_
STOP 0.333 1.003
(0.131) (0.395)
SIZING
START 0.157 0.838
_-- _.fL0.O62_L (0.330)
STOP 0.1 60 0.838
(0.063) (0.330)
CYCLING
(72) AIR 1058 CYCLES
295 ' AIR--- | TO BREAK-
(72) _ THROUGH
295
9512 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
STA RT 0.160 0-8_8(o.o63) j.o33=_[_.......
STOP 0.323 1.054
(0o127) (0.415)
AIR
#
0.18 _ (72) , AIR
0.19 850 295
(123.3) (72) j AIR
0.19 723 - 2--'_ .._
_.(104,9) (72) I AI.
0.33 72----3_- "--29_5-" .... AIR
(104,9) (72)
295 _--_
0.19 _ (72) AIR
0.19 850 295 AIR
( 123 t3_) (72)
0.19 633 295 AI R 6480 CYCLES
.. t_..2_,_ _ (72)
638 _-- ---_ TO BREAK-
0.31 (92.5) (72) AIR j THROUGH
2891 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table22: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 0.33 cm (0.13 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Inconel X750 STA Weld Metal _ at 78°K (-320°F)
_ Z
0.333 8.26
2BW-7 (0.131) (3.25)
0.333 8.23
2BW-1 (0,131 ) (3.24)
0.328 8.23
2BW-12 (0.129) (3.24)
0.333 8.25
2BW-15 (0.131) (3.25)
u TEST
¢N
TEST
PARAMETFRS a_ _Z U_ _'_ I- Z
= g =- _=
ZU
uJ_ uJh?
2950.147 0.831 0.18 -- AIR
START (0.058) (0.327) (72J
SIZING _ 0.831 _ 850 295 AIR
STOP r'_ (0.327) (123,3) (72)
[_ 0.831 _ 78!START _(O,327) -- (-320) LN2
PROOF 0.155 0.831 959 78
STOP 0.19 LN 2(0,061) (0,327 ! ____ (_139,_____11)..___!-320___) ----_
I 0.155 j O.831 0.19 816 78 LN 2START (0,0.6!) (0,327) {118.3) (-320)
CYCLING 816 78
STOP 0.333 1.011 0.33 LN 2(0,131) (0.398) (118.3) (-320)
STA RT 0.140 0.762 0.18 -- 2-_-5- A I R
(0.055) (0.300) (72)
SIZING _ 0.762 85_ .... 2cJ5 - "
STOP -- AIR(0.300) (123.3) (72)
START _ 0.762 _ 78 LN 2(0.300) -- (-320)
PROOF STOP 0.142 0.762 0.19 959 78 LN 2(0.056) (0.300) (139.1) (-320)
0.142 0.762 969 78 LN 2START (0,056) __300L. 0.19 _(!__.1J_ (-320)
CYCLING 0.333 0.76--2 .... 959 78
STOP 0.44 LN 2(0.131) (0.300) (139.1) (-320)
START 0,094 O_'_ 0.19 -- _-- AIR
(0,037) (0.195) (72)
SIZING 0.094 0.495 0.19 850 295
STOP (0.037) (0.195) (123.3) (72) AIR
0.094 0.495 0.19 78
i START (0.037) _ (0.195) -- (-320) LN2
PROOF 0.094 0.495 959 --'18
STOP (0.037) (0.195) 0.19 (139.1) (-320) LN2
-- 0.094 0.495 816 "78
START {0.037J_ _J_0oIR_L 0.19 (118.3) (-320) LN2
816 78
CYCLING 0.328 0.787 0.42 LN 2
STOP (0.129) (0,310) (118.3) (.320)
0-/1"-63 0.810 295
ST ART .(00_.__64) ___1 _)_ 0.20 -- (72 ) A I R
SIZING _" _ O.8t0 --_ 850 295
STOP _ (0_319) -- . (_1123__..3._L_(_72__L) . AIR
0.810 78START (0.319) -- -- (.320) LN2
PROOF 0.176 0.810
STOP
(0.069) (0,319)
START 0,175 0310
(0.0_69 )_ (0,319)
CYC L IN G 0.333 0.897
STOP (0.131) (0.353)
_.173 0.94O
START (0.068) (0,370)
SIZING STOP Ii_ 0.940(0.37_0)
0.940 78START (0.370) -- (-320)
959 78
0.22 (139.1) (-320)
719 78
0.22 (104.3) (-320)
719 78
0.37 (104.3) (-320)
295
0.18 -- (72)
850 295
-- (123.3) (72)
0.328 8.23 ...........
2BW-16 (0.129) (3.24) PROOF 0.185 0.940 0.20 959 78
STOP (0,073 _L0._J_ _(139,1L" _((-320)
0.185 O.q40 816 78
START (0,073) (0,370) 0.20 (118.3) (-320)
CYCLING 0.328 1,062 816 78
STOP (0.129) (0.418) 0.31 (118,3) (-320)
[_ GROWTH DURING 0 s INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM GROWTH DURING PROOF
LN 2
LN 2
LN 2
AIR
AIR
LN 2
LN 2
LN 2
LN 2
REMARKS
2337 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
370 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
11,653 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4886 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
1905 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table25:
° -
]l
1A-1 0.229 6.35
(0.090) (2.50)
1A-2 0.231 635
(0.091) (2,50 ]
0.229 6.35
1A-3 (0.090) (2.50)
1A-4 0.231 6.35
(0.091) (2.50)
il A-5 0.229 6.35(0.090) (2.50)
ll A-9 0.234 6.35
(0.092) (2.50)
I1A- 10 0.2'2"_4." -- _._5 --(0.092) (2.50)
1 AW-1E 0.234 6.35
(0.092) (2.50)
M1A-1 0.236 --6.3"3"5 -r--
(0.093)! (2.50)
M1A-2 o._T!- 12.--E/_i
(0.091) = (5.00)
Table26:
UniaxialStatic Fracture Testsof 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219- 7"62Aluminum BaseMetal at 295OK (72°F)
u _ ST
C'q .TE
TEST _ Z _ _ u_ _
-J _ 0
PARAMETERS _._ _ _'_ _:'_E _" _z
ul il
0.152 0.742 298 295
FAILURE :i (0.060) (0292) 0.21 I43.2) (72) AIR
0.074 0.239 385 295
FAILURE (0.029)" (0.094) 0.31 (55,9) • !72! .... AIR
0.122 t 0.503 330 295
_._ (0.198) 0.24 AIR_&7.__BL_. ('72)
U.102 -'O.381 I _ __ - 359
FAILURE (0.040) (0_150) I 0.27 (52.1)
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
_.
FAILURE
FAILURE
295
(72) A,R
0.1140.516 328 295
(0.045).(0203)0.0890.775 0.22 (47.6)345 2_;2 q A,R
(0.305) 0.11 (50.1) (72) t AIRi(0.035)
I 0.157 0.399 350 295 '_
(0_._.062!_ (0.157) 0.40 (50.7) (7,_2) AIR
0.180 0.940 295 295
(0.071) (0.370) 0.19 (4t.3) (72) AIR
0.135 0.737 319 295
(0.053) (0.2.90) 0.18 (46.3) (72) AIR
0.142 0.137 312 295
(0.056) (o.29o) I 0.19 (45.3) (72) AIR l
I
UniaxialStatic Fracture Testsof 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface
Flawed2219-T62 Aluminum BaseMetal at 78°K (-32001=)
5: _!Z< _=_" TEST _ _ Z< b
Z _._'_ PARAMETERS _ _
= < =<
L) E rr
0.229 6.35
1A-6 (0.090 (2.50)
u TEST
tN
I--
l--
z
rr u,,I
o
er n.-
"'2
Z
START 0.051 0231 295 AIR
SIZING (0.020) (0_0_)1} 0,22 -- (72)
STOP 0.051 0231 332 295 AI R
., (0.020) (0.091) 0.22 (48.2) (72)
0.051 0.231 505 78
FAILURE (0,020) _ .(0.091) 0,22 (73.3) ...,(_3_)_. LN2
START 0.107 0.488 295 AIR
SIZING _0.042_ (0.192_ 0.22 -- (72)
STOP 0.122 0.488 0.25 332 295 At R
(0.048J _ (0,192) (48.2) (72)
0.122 0.483 0.25 447 78 LN 2FAILURE L00_ (0.192 _ (64.8) _-32_
0.079 - 0.7"----62 - --
_ (0.031_.. O_..O_L 0.10 -- 295 AIR
(72)
SIZING - 0"-_0"--79 0.762 0.10 332 295 AIR
(0.031) (0.300) (48.2) .(7.2_
0.0?'9 0.762 442 78
FAILURE (0.031) (0,300) 0.10 (64.1) (-32Q) LN2
START 0.145 (J.396 0.37 -- 295 AIR
SIZING _. (0,0511 (0.156) (72)
STOP 0,145 0.396 0.37 332 295 AIR
(0.057) (0.156) (48.2) .... -(721_ ....
FAILURE 0.145 0.396 0.37 447 78
(0.057) (0.156) (64.8) _-320_ LN2
0.229 6.35
1A-7 (0.090) (2.50)
0.236 6.35
1A-15 (0.093) j (2.50)
0.234 6.35
1A-16 (0.092) I2.50)
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAI L MODE
FA_L MODE
FAIL MODE
REMARKS
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
Aa = 0.015 cm
(0.006 INCH)
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTFt
FAIL MODE
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Table 27: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface
Flawed2219- T62 Aluminum Weld[,letal _
|
i
u TEST
(N
• _- z
ILl
TEST ,=
=E Z _Z0 PARAMETERS ,,,,_ _Z ¢n_ _ Z
Z
C) u nr- U UJ
0.236 6.35
i 1AW-1 (0.093) (2.50)
il 0.236 6.35AW-2 (0.093) (2.50)
_ 0.234 6.35
(0.0921 (2.501
0.234 6.35
(0.0921 (2.50)
1AW-5 0.221 6.35(0.087) (2.50)
0.226 6.35
1AW-6 (0.089) (2.50)
0.236 6.35
1AW-7 (0.093) (2.50)
0.229 6.35
1AW-9 (0.090) (2.50)
0.234 6.35
lAW-11 (0.092) (2.50)
0.231 6.35
1AW-14 (0.091) (2.50)
0.231 6.35
1AW-8 10.091 ) (2.50)
J 0.226 6.35
lAW-10 10.0891 12,501
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILUF_E
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
m
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
STA RT
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
STA RT
SIZING
STOP
FAILURE
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
CRACK IN WELD HAZ
CRACK IN WELD FUSION LINE
Wv
t-9
0,112 0.488 312 295
(0.044) (0,192) 0.23 (45.3) (72) AIR
0,104 0.376 341 295
(0.u41) 10.148) 0.28 (49.4) (72) AIR
0.123 0.490 330 295
(0.048) 10.193) 0.25 (47.8) (72) AIR
0.117 0.498 330 295
(0.046) (0.1961 0.23 (47.8) (72) AIR
0.058 0.323 361 295
(0,023) (0.1271 0.18 (52.4) (72) AIR
0.170 0.876 270 295
(0.067) (0.345) 0.19 139.1) (72) AIR
0.058 0,660 336 295
(0._02 3) (0,260) 0.09 (48.7) (72) _ AIR
0.099 0.290 346 295
(0.039) (0.11,,41 0.34 (50.2) (72) AIR
0.107 0.490 323 295
(0,042) (0.193) 0-22 (46.9) (72) AIR
0.086 0.381 332 295
(0,034) (0.1501 0.23 !48.11 (72) AIR
0.081 0.376 295
_ (=0_032_ ._(O_,148J.. 0.22 -- 7_) AIR
0.081 0.376 332 295
(0.032) (0.1481 0.22 (48.2) (72) AIR
0.081 0.376 415 78 LN 2
(0.0321 (0,148_) 0.22 (61.21 (-3201
0.051 0.231 295 AIR
(0.0201 (0.091 ) 0.22 -- (72)
0.051 0.231 332 295 A I R
(0.Q20).. 10.091) 0.22 _48.2) (72)
0.051 0.231 0,22 470 78 LN 2
f0 0201 10.0911 (68.2) (-320)
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
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Table28: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof O.46cm (0.18 Inch) Thick Surface
Flawed2219-T62 Aluminum Baset.¢etal ,
u TEST
t_ A iT"
t- u 0 Z
0.462 12.70
2A-1 FAILURE
__ (0.182) (5.00)
0.460 12.70 FAILURE
2A-2 (0.181 ) (5.00)
0.460 12.70
2AW-I? (0.1811 (5.00)
0.460 12.70
2A-3 (0.161 ) (5.00)
0.249 L1_262 322 295
(0.098_ (0.497) 0,20 (46.7) (72)_ AIR
0.157 0.737 380 295 AI R
(0.062) (0.290) 0.21 (55.1) (72)
FAILURE 0.213 1.041 326 295 AIR
(0.084) (0.41 O) 0.20 (47.5) (72)
Is_A RT 0.140 0.622 295 AIR(0.055) (0.245) 0.22 -- (72)
SIZING _ 0.140 0.622 332 2§5 AIR
STOP _Lq.05__ (0.245) 0.22 (48.2) (72)
FAILU RE 0.140 0.622 457 78 LN 2(0_055) (0.245) 0.22 (66.3_)} (-320)
0.203 1.011 295
START (0.08p__ (0.398)_ 0,20 -- AIRSIZING ................ (72)_..
STOP 0.234 1.011 0.23 332 295 AI R
-- (0,092) (0.398) (48.2)...... (72)
0,234 1.011 425 76
FAILURE (0.092_ (0.398) 0"23 (61.6) {-320) LN2 .......
2A-6 0.460 12.70
: (0.181) (5.00)
REMARKS
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAIL MODE
Aa = 0.030 cm
(0.012 INCH)
FAIL MODE
Table29: UniaxialStatic Fracture Testsof 0.46 cm (0.18 inch) Thick Surface F/awed
2219- T62 Aluminum Weld rAetal
TEsT
z PARAMETERS
,,_,_ --_{! _r_: AT
0.455 12.70
2AW-1 (0.179 _
0.450 12.70
2AW-2 (0.1"/7) (5.00)
I
0.451 12.70
2AW-3 _0.180) (5.00)
0.460 12.70
2AW-14 (0.181) (5.00)
i
FAILURE
!
o I TEST
- _ i--
,,, ,,- ,,,
-- .j-- u')_ ZLU O
rr < rr _ -_
o n- o
(_.152 0.737 321 295
(0.0.60.) _.. (0 _9.t_..__..L 0.:!1 ._ _ A IR
0.094 0.396 392 295 /
FAILURE (0.037) (0.156) 0._:4 (56.9) (72) t
" 0 076 0.300 ]_ 295 1"START "
o_3o_L
SIZING __000"_6 ! (0.118)] u.z= l- -- _ ----
(0.118) .! " " (48.2) I (12)STOP i ,;,;,3o) -&_- IT_ "-- _-'_--I- 295 -
.... _'_=n'no 0--'-1"-_.....
FAILURE..... ,|'_":"^',u,u,u. (_)):;00) ! 0.25 (_71) I (-3780)
o.i35ISTART 0.617 ] 0 ^2 295
__ - ..,_72)(0.053)
SIZ,NGm _'_"_"_ r-0_155- 0.617 ! 0.25 I 332 295
/
__u__ (0.061) (0_.43) [ " _ .._.(_.,48_2) (72)
---I_ _F_._-";- - 434 ---_
FAILURE (0.061!. (0"243) | " - _63.0) (-320)
REMARKS
i
FAIL MODE
AIR FAIL MODE
AIR
NO CRACK
AIR GROWTH
LN 2 FAIL MODE
AIR &a = 0.020 cm
(0.008 INCH)
AIR
LN2 I FAIL MODE
252
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Table 30: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface F/awed
2219- T62 Aluminum Base Metal at 295OK (72°F)
u TEST
P4
TEST oZ________PARAMETERS ¢n <_
U E _
0.117
START (0.046)
SIZING 0.137
1A-8 0.224 6.35 STOP (0-054)
(0.088) (2.50) 0.137 1
START
CYCLING (0-054)4
0.224
STOP (0.088)
0.104
START (0.041)
SIZING 0.114
STOP (0.045)
0.234 6.35 0.114
1A-11 (0.092) (2.50) START (0.045)
CYCLING
0.234
STOP (0.092)
0.053
START (0.021)
SI Z l N G 0.053
STOP (0.021)
1A-14 0.234 6.35 0.053)
(0-092) (2.50) START (0.021)
CYCLING
0.234
STOP (0.092)
0.102
SIZING START (0.040 I
0.140
1A-17 0.234 6.35 STOP (0.055 I
0.140
(0.092) (2.50) START (0.055)
CYCLING 0.234
STOP (0.092)
0.053
SIZING START (0-021)
0.053
0.231 E_35 STOP (0.021)
A-18 (0.091) (2.50) 0.053
START (CLO21ICYCLING
0.147
STOP (0.058)
START 0.104
SIZING in n41_
0.234 6.35 STOP I[J_,_ _
1A-19 (0-092) (2.50) START _ [_,
CYCLING
STOP 6.35 0.775
(0.092 (0.305)
START 0.091 0.381
SIZING (NN_I (D_ 150)
STOP 0.091 0.381
0.236 6.35 (n n_l _n 1Rn_
1A-20 (0.093] (2.50) 0.091 0.381
START (_036) (0.150)
CYCLING
0.236 0.660
STOP (0.093) (0.260
0.076 0.381
START (0.030) (0.150)
[_ SIZING 0.089 0.3810.226 6.35 STOP (0.035) (0.150)
1A-27 (0.089) (2.50) 0.089 0.381
START __0.035) (0.150)CYCLING ........
0.226 0.706
STOP (0.089} {0.278)
_NOT DISTINGUISHABLE
[_ RESIN IMPREGNATED CRACK
k-
Z
UJ
z
o
Z
C._ uJ_L uJ
I--0
0.495 0.24 295
-- AIR
(.0.195) (72)
0.495 0.28 332 295
(0.195) (48. 2 ) (72) AIR
0.495 0.28 282 295
(0.195) (40.9) (72) AiR
0.693 0.32 282 295
(0.273) (40.9) (72) AIR
0.483 0.22 295
-- AIR(0.190) (72)
0.483 0.24 332 295
(0-190) (48.2) (72) AIR
O_483 0.24 249 295
(0.190) (36.1) (72) AIR
0.719 0.33 249 295
(0.283) (36.1) (72 t AIR
0.259 0.21 295
-- AIR
(0.102) (72)
0.259 0.21 332 295
(0-102) (48.2) (72) AIR
0.259 0.21 249 295
(0.102) (36.1) (72) AIR
0.719 0.33 249 295
(0.283) (36.1) (72) AIR
0.483 0.21 295
-- AIR(0.190) (72)
0.483 0.29 332 295
(0.190} (48.2) (72) AIR
0.483 0.29 199 295
_(0.190) (28.91 _ AIR
0.752 0.31 199 295
(0.296) (28.9) (72) AIR
0.231 0.23 _ 295
(0.0_!) t7_| AIR
0.231 0.23 332 295
(0.091) (48.2) (72) AIR
0.231 0.23 249 295
(0-09_1) (36.1) (72) AIR
0.356 0.41 249 295
(0.140) (36.1) (72) AIR
0.493 0.21 295
H3 1_q4} (72) AIR
332 295
(48.2) (72) AIR
_ 332 295
(4_.2) (72) AIR
0.30 332 295
(48.2) (72) AIR
0.24 295
(72) AIR
0.24 332 295
(4JB.2) (72) AIR
0.24 249 295
(36.1) (72) AIR
0.36 249 295
(36.1) (72) AIR
0.20 295
(72) AIR
0.23 332 295
(48.2) (72) AIR
0.23 249 295
(36.1) (72) AIR
0.32 249 295
(36.1) (72) AIR
253
REMARKS
655 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGI_
2112 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
6718 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
9787 CYCLE.S TO
BREAKTHROUGH
SPECIMEN FAILEI
ON 7802 CYCLE-
MACHINE
MALFUNCTION
31 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
4084 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
3122 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
Table31: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 023 cm (0090 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219-162 Aluminum Base/Jetalat 78°K (-320°F)
z= + TEssPARAMETERS
_= _z
_z
I-
fA°12
SIZING
0.231 6,36
(0.091) (2J_0) PROOF
m
n- 3:
V_
_E .,E(..) u
,,. <
r.J m
0.111 0.503
START (0.046) 10.198)
0.142 0J513
STOP (0.056) (0_02)
0.142 0J513
START i0.056) (0.202)
0.142 0.5 _ 3
6TOP (0_56) (0_02) O_S
START 0.142 0.613
(Op05_| (0_02) 0.28
STOP 0.231 0._3
(0_91) (0.273) 0.33
6TART 0.107 0.4Y6 0.22
1o.o42,) (o.1 e8)
STOP _.i23 0.4'/8
(0J)48) 10.1881 0.26
START 0.|23 0.418
(0.048) _0.1e8) 0.26
aTOP 0._23 0.478
CYCL1NG ---,
SIZING
1 A-13 0.234 = 8.36 PROOF
10.092J 12.60)
TEST
-k--
'" -- uJ _-
_ ,_ _ _ REMARKS
,T'v
_'_ _:__ o
>
U uJ t,u
I--
296 AIR
0,23 -- 172_
_2 _s AiRo.2s (_.2) (72)
76 LN 20.26 -- (-320) 12.210 CYCLES
381 TO LN 2 TO 1BREAK-(68.2) ( _'20 ) THROUGH
229 76
(33.2) 1-320) LN2
226 7B
(33.2) (-320) LN2
295
-- AIR
172)
332 2gs
(48,2) (72( AIR
10 LN 2 2943 CYCLES
-- (-320) TO BREAK-
38i 78 THROUGH
(0.048) (0.1SB) 0,26 (55,2) (-320) LN2
S_A R'-_ 0.123 0.478 323 76 LN 2
(o.o,m) I_ i o,26 He,s/ (-32o)CYCLING tliTOP 0 2._4 323 7S LN 2(o.o_2) - (46e) (_2o)
0.097 0.483 0.20 -- 295 AIR
START |0_)3_ ) 10.190) (72)
SIZING 0.114 0.483 332 296
STOP (0.045) (0.190_ 0,24 146.2) (72) AIR
b.i14 0.483 )9'
1A-21 0.234 S.3E PROOF START (0.046) (0.190) 0.24 -- (-320), tN 2 186_ CYCLES TO
(0.0021 (2.60) i STOP 0.114 0.483 381 711 BREAKTHROUGH(0.045) 10.190) 0,24 (55.2) (-320) LN2
0.114 0.483 381 71il
START (0+045) (0,190) 0,24 (55.2_ _.(:,.320.__ LN2
CYCLING !STOP 0.234 <0.851_ >_.0.27 3_1 70(oo_2)+<o_sr _ (_s.2_ (+32o) LN2
0.053 0.259 295
: START (0,021) (0.102) 0.21 -- {7_ AIR
61ZING 0.056 0.259 332 296
STOP (0..022) (0.102) 0.22 148_) _72) AIR
_.066 0.269 78
START (0 10"_) 0.22 _ LN 2 8026 CYCLES TO
PROOF (0.022) . : (-320)
0.0456 0.259 381 _6 BREAKTHROUGH
STOP (0.022) ! (0.102) 0.22 (SS_) (_320) LN2
OJ[_8 0.2159 323 78
6TART (0.022) 10.102) 0,22 LN 2CYCLING 148.B) |-3.:__ )
0.220 0.472 323 78
STOP (0.090) (0.1SS) 0.48 LN 2
146,.8) , (-320)
START! 0"119_ 0.523 295 AIR
SIZING fOJ34_f) (0.20_) 0.23 -- (72)
332 295STOP 0.168 0.635 AIR
(o.Oss) 10,250) 0.20 |48,2) (72)
0.231 0.311 PROOF START I 0.168 0.635 78 LN 2 1667 CYCLES TO10.068) (0.250) 0.26 -- (-3_0) BREAKTHROUGH
(0.0_ 1 ) (2.60) STOP 0.168 0.635 30i ?E LN 210.066) (0.250) 0.26 166_) (-320)
CYCLING START 0.168 0.638 206 78 LN 2
_066) 0.250) 0,26 141-2) (-320)
s_roP 0.231 0.7t9 266 78 LN 2
10.091 ) 0.283) 0.32 (41.3) (-320)
0.102 0.427 295
START 0,24 -- AIR
SIZING (Q.040_ 10.1841) (72)
o.1 o7 0.42_" 332 2_s
STOP _0.042) (0.1_) 0.26 _48_2) (72) AIR
0.107 0.42? 0.26 -- ?B
0.234 S.36 PROOF START (0204_) (0_16S) (-3:_0) LN 2 24_1 CYCLES TO
+ 0.107 0.42"# 0.26 3_1 78 LN2 BREAKTHROUGH(0.092) 12.60) STOP (0.042) 0.168) (66.2) (-320)
START 0.'1_07 0.421 0,25 323 r .
CYCLING fn_2! 10.18_/ (4SJ_) I (-320) LN2
STOP 0.234 0.630 0.37 323 ?B LN 2
_0.092 ) (0.248) (46.8] (.320) ,,.
START 0.074 0.368 296
SIZING (0.029) 10.145) 0,20 -- {72] AIR
0.0_ 0.3M 332 296
STOP 10.036) (0.145) 0,24 (4_,2) (72) AIR
0.234 8.321 START 0.089 0.368 -- 78
(0.092) 12.60) PROOF (0.036) (02145_ 0.24 _201 LN 2 [ 4583 CYCLES TO
0,089 0.368 3_I 70 ' BREAKTHROUGH
STOP (0.035) (0.146) 0,24 ($5.2| (-320) LN2
0.089 0.368 323 78
START 0.24 LN 2CYCLING ,, (0.O35) (0.145) (46.0) (-320)
STOP 0.234 0.616 323 78
(0.092) (0.242) 0.38 (46.8) (-320) LN2
BPECIMEN WAS CYCLEO FOR 718 CYCLES AFTER BREAKTHROUGH
SPECIMEN WAS CYCLED FOR 130 CYCLES AFTER BREAKTHROUGH
il 0.229 6.36A-22 (0_90) (2.S0)
t A-23
1 A-24
IA-2_
254
Table 32: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219- T62 Aluminum Weld Metal _ at 295°K (72°t:)
I
0.231 6.35
I AW-12 (0.091) (2.50)
0-229 6.35
I AW-15 (0,090) (2.50)
T EST
PARAMETERS
AT O
< u
0.081
START (0.032)
SIZING
0,089
STOP (0,035_
0.089
START (0.035
CYCLING 0.231
STOP (0.091)
START 0.0?9
SIZING _____ __L0_03.__
STOP 0.099
(0,039)
CYCLING
STA RT 0,099
(0.039)
STOP 0.229
(0,090)
0.231 6.35
I AW-17 (0.091) (2.50)
0.234 6.35
_1AW-18 (0.092) (2.50)
0.226 6.351AW-23 (0.089) (2.50)
0.229 6.35
1AW-24 (0.090) (2.50)
0.231 6.35
1AW-25 (0.091) (2.50)
SIZING
CYCLING
SIZING
CYCLING
0.051
START .__.020) _
0.051
i STOP (0.020)
0.05i
START (0.020)
0.231
;STOP (0,091)
0.0?6
STA RT 0..(__0_.3_ !
0.0/6
STOP _ (0.030)
0.076
START (O.03O
o TEST
C'4
S ,,,
z
vE _"_ On" v, n,-
o ° < _ "'o -
< cc <.n_ o._ >
I---
i
0.361 295 I
_¢0J_4_ 0.23 - ;_2Z____ A,__R
0.361 332 ; 295 I
(0.142_ 0.25 _ i (72) _ AIR
0.361 _ 282 - 295 "/
(0.142) 0.25 (40.9) ! _ i AIR
"--0.589 "'282---"295 "-
(0.232) 0.39 (40.9) _ (72) AIR
0,356 | 29_5 "]
. =(0.140) 0.22 -- J___LZ__L4 AIR
0.356 0.26 332 I 295
0.356 _-I .... 295
[0,140) 0.28 l_.i__ AIR
- 0.640 249 " 295
(0.252) 0.36 A I R
_. (36.1) (72)
0o198 0.26 -- 295
(0.078) (72) AIR
0.198 n _F. 332 I 95
(0.078) .... (48.2) [ 72) AIR
0.198-[- ._. -262 -I 95
(0.078) _ .... (409_______ /2) _ AIR
0,538 043 282 I 95
.LOj._42) - _ " (40.9) 1 :72) AIR
• -_T -__'i--2_-- AIR
__(gj_4QL[......... __JZ2L_
0,356 I 0.21 I 332 | 295 AIR
J.q,j.4__0L__ ]__L4e_.Z)___ (_7.2..L_
0.356 i 0.21 332 / 295 AIR
(0.14Q) I (48.2.L.. _?,J__.
CYCLING 0.234 0.635 0.37 332 i 295 AIR
STOP (0.092) (0.250)(48,2_.L_ ___ -
0,038 0.152 0.25 295 AI R
START (0.015) _(0.060) -- _ ...... (7__
SIZING 0.038 0.152 0.25 '" 332 295
..... STOP (0,.015) (0.060) L___.2) / __J__2a_ _AIR
o.o_s 0:15_ 0.25 282 / 285
START (0,015) ___ _J_4_J___L.__JZ2J___ AIR
CYCLING 0.226 0.508 0.44 282 | 295 AIR
STOP (0.089) (0_200) (40.9) | (72)
0,067 0,333 295 AIR
START I_Lo 0__27J _LO_t_L_ o.21 - (7_)
SIZING _ 0.084 0.333 332 295
STOP (0.033) (0.131) 0.25 (48.2) _ .... AIR
START _EI.O84 0.333 282 295 A,R
CYCLING (0.033) _0.131)1_.0.'_.25 (.____.9_L.) __.L72L .......
0.229 0.559 282 295 AIR
STOP 10,.090) (0.220) 0.41 (40.9) (72)
START 0.067 0.363 295 AIR
SIZING _0.027) (0.143) 0.19 _ (72)
STOP 0.071 0.363 0.20 314 295 AI R
0_.(_0jO28 ) (0.143) (45.6) (72)
--_ 0.071 _ ...... 199 I 296 _
START __0_O02_8) (0.143) 0.20 (28.9) _L_!72)
_ 0.231 0.601 199 "]-_95----
STOP (0.091) (0.239) 0.38 (28.9) ] (72)
:> RESIN IMPREGNATED CRACK
REMARKS
1168 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
2353 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4220 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
332 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
5316 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
1436 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
AIR 10.257 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
AIR THROUGH
255
Table 33: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 0.23 cm (0.090 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219- T62 Aluminum Weld Metal _ at 78°K (-320°F)
u TEST
m{ C,.,I
I-
_- _ z
Lu_ _-- _- TEST t.u_ z_ < _ ¢n n- uJ
:; uJ 0 3: 'I" v' D
"_ _ v 0
,,j_ 8_z 8 _ AT Z rr rr
G: L) Z
C.) uJ_ LU
, _-o
START 0.076 0.356 295
__. _(.Q.03.Q.[ (0.140) 0,21 - (72) AIR
SIZING STOP 0.089 0.356 - 0.25 332 295 AIR
(0.035) (0.140) (48.2) (72)
START 0.089 0.356 78 LN 2(0.035) (0,1 z_.) 0.25 (-320)
0,231 6.35 PROOF 0.089 0,356 381 78
1AW-16 (0,091) (2.50) STOP 0,25 LN 2(0.035) (0.140) (55.2) (-320)
START 0,089 0.356 323 78 LN 2(0,035) (0,140) 0.25 (46_) (.320)
CYCLING _ 0.231 0.579 323 78
STOP LN 2(0,091) (0.228) 4 0.40 (46.8) (-320)
I START 0.086 0,371 295 AIR
(0.034) (0.146) 0.23 -- (72).
SIZING 0,097 0.371 332 295
STOP 0.26 AIR(0,038) (0.146) (48.2) (72)
0..22_ 6.35 START 0.097 0.371 78 LN 2(0.038) (0.146) 0.26 -- (-320)
AW-19 (0,090) (2.50) PROOF 0.097 0,371 381 78
STOP (0.038) (0.146) 0,26 (55.2) (-320) 1N2
START 0.097 0.371 381 78 LN 2(0.038) (0.146) 0.26 (55.2) (-320)
CYCLING 0.229 _ 0.660 381 78
STOP 0.35 LN 2(0.090) (0,260) (55.2) (-320)
START 0.086 0.371 "z_b AIR
(0.034) (0.146) 0,23 -- (72)
SIZING 0.107 0.371 332 295 AIR
STOP (0.042) (0.146) 0.29 (48.2) (72)
START 0.107 0.3"71 78 LN 2(0,042) (0.146) 0.29 -- (-320)
0.236 6.35 PROOF _ 0.371 381 78
fAW-20 (0.093) (2.50_ STOP 0.29 ' LN 2
_-- (0.042) (0.146) (55.2) (-320)
STA RT 0.107 0.371 285 78 LN 2(0,042) (0,146) 0,29 (41.3} (-320)
CYCLING STOP 0.236 0,640 285 78 LN 2(0.093) (0,252) 0.37 (41.3) (-320)
START 0.069 0.287 295 AIR
(0.027) (0.113) 0.2.4 -- (72)
SIZING 0.081 0.287 332 295 AIR
STOP (0,032) (0,113) 0.26 (48.2) (72)
START 0.08t 0,287 76
(0.032) [0.1 13) 0.28 -- (-320} LN2
0,234 6.35 PROOF
0.081 0"287 381 78 LN 2lAW-22 (0.092) (2.50) STOP (0,032) (.0.113) 0.28 (55"2) (-320)
0,081 0,287 3"23 78
CYCLING START (0,032) (0,113) 0.28 (46.8) (-320) LN2
STOP 0.234 0,589 323 78 LN 2(0.092) (0,232) 0.40 (46.8) (-320)
0,058 0"231 295 AI R
START (0,023_ (0,091) 0.25 -- (72)
SIZING 0,058 0,231 332 295
STOP 0.25 AI R
! (0.023) (0.091_ (48.2) ('/2)
START 0.058 0"231 76 LN 2(0,023) (0.091 ) 0.25 -- (-320)
0.231 6.35 PROOF 0.058 0"231 381 78
AW-26 (0.091) (2.50) STOP 0.25 LN 2(0,023) (0.091) (55.2) (-320)
START 0,058 0.231 323 78 LN 2(0,023) (0.091) 0.25 (46.8) (-320)
CYCLING 0,231 = 0.559 323 78
STOP (0,091) (0.220) 0.41 (46.8) (-320) LN2
REMARKS
2628 CYCLES TO
BREAK-
THROUGH
527 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4817 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4491 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
5330 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
TH ROUGH
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Table34: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof O.46cm (0. 18 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219-T62 Aluminum BaseMetal at 295OK (72OF)
Uj r,J_ 7 -
,v, _I L0 --
2E_" _o-,- o
F-
i
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
STA RT
q
z" 1, !
(J
OlO2a;;4i(0.040) (oj_9) 0=5
TEST
m-v
Z
295
-- (721 AIR
0.457 12.70
2A-5 (0.180) (5.00!
2A-7 0.462 12,70
(0.182) (5.00)
2A--8 0.455 12.70
(0.179) (5.00}
2A-12 0.457 12.70
(0.180) (5.00)
0.460 12,70
2A-15 (0.181) (5.00)
SIZING
ST oP____
START
CYCLING
STOP
START
SIZING
STOP
0.221
START (0.087)
CYCLING 0,462
STOP (0.182)
b"_-r-
STA RT (0.079)
295
(72) AIR
295
0.1 04 0.404. ' 332
_1) (0.159) 0.26 1 (48.2)
0.104"_- 0.404 j "2 _"
(0.041) {0.159) 0.26 _ (40.9) AIR
0.457 "1.214 _ I" "2--_"--'-'-"-_'_)--295
(0,180) (0,478) "- 1 _L40_,9) (72) AIR
0.208 1.016 0.21 [" 295
.... .(0,08_ ._J..Q.400...J_) ..... --I- _ ..... _- AI R
0.221 1.016 022 | 332 295
(0.087) (0.400) " : (__,2.L" (72) AIR
1.016 332 - 2"_
(0.400) 0.22 (482__ (72) AIR
1.753 0.26 332 295
__(0..690 L (48.2) (72) AIR
1.016 295
(0.400) 0.20 -- -_ _.....(_)=_ A I R
1,016 t 332 295
(0.400) _ 0.23 _(__3_22J.__ (72) AIR
1.o16 I 282 295(0.400) 0.23 (40,_LL_.__72 ) __ AI R
1.478 282 295
(0.582) j 0.31 (40.9) (72) AI R
"-"_.0"_ 295
.j,9,407_ 0.19 -- T.__72 L A I R
1.034 332 | 295
(0.407) i 0,21 AIR(48,2)._J (72)
-'Y'.0-'34--_ I''--99 295
(,_0.407)_._ 0.21 A I R(__.28,9) _,_.(7.2..2 h _-
1.524 i 199 295
(0.600) _ (28.9) (72) AIR
_ _ }._._ AIR
0.625 I 0.24 i 332 295(0.246) i , (48.2) (72) AIR
" r 0.24 AIR
-.L0J...2.46) L ...L_.9_.__ .._J72)
_r .........
1.359 j 0.34 282 295
(0.535) i (40.9) (_2) AIR
0.653 i _ 295
__2__ZLi°2____°I 332 ____L AIR
0.653 0,21 295
(0.257) r (48.2) (72) AIR
__(40.9) (72) AIR
SIZING
0.241
STOP (0,095)
0.241
START_LQ0_95LCYCLING .....
0.455
STOP {0.179)
I
SIZING Is - -{g_Q7_9-)--
0.213
STOP (0_084)
0.213
CYCLING --:START (0.084)
0.457
STOP _.(9.180)
0.152
STA RT i (_Q0,_Q.6060)SIZING _--
0.1521
STOP (0.060)
START (0,060)CYCLING
0.460
STOP (0..181)
START 0.132
SIZING .....
0.1400.460 12.70 STOP (0.055)
--ET-_-
2AW-16 (0,181) (5.00) START i_
CYCLING
0.460
STOP (0.181 )
0.191
START
SIZING (0.075)
0.201
0,462 12.70 STOP (0.079}
2AW-18 (0,182) (5.00) 0.201
START
CYCLING (0.079)
0.462 I
STOP (0.182) ]
0.653
(0.257) 0.21
1.270 i 0.36 I 282 295(0.500) (40.9) (72) AIR
1,049 0.18 -- 295 AIR
(0.413) (72)
1.049 0.19 327 295
(0.413) 41.4 (72) A _R
1.049 282 295
(0.413) 0"19 40.9 ('Jl'2) AIR
1.488--0.31 282 1 295 !(0.586) 40,9 (72) AIR
REMARKS
3785 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
460 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
757 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
5495 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3054 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3384 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
2480 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table35: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 0.46 cm (0.18 Inch) ThickSurface Flawed
2219- T62 Aluminum Base/,_etalat 78°K (-320°/:)
r_ TEST
iii
Z 2:" PARAMETERS _ _Z
_ =Z_ O -- AT v--
iii
0.208 t ,041 | 295START _0.0821 (0.410) 0,20 -- (72_ AIR
SIZING ().22-'==4 1.041 332 i 295 AIRSTOP (0.088) (0,410) 0.21 (48.2) (72)
0.4BY 12.70 0,224 1.0_11 _ 78 YS8 CYCLES TO
2A4 (0.180 (S.00) PROOF START (0,088) I0.4101 0.21 -- (-320) LN2 BREAK-
0.224 1.041 381 YS LN 2 THROUGH
STOP (0.088) 10.4101 0.21 (55.2) (-_lm0)
---- 0.224 1,0411 381 LN 2START (0.088) (0At0) 0-21 (5S.2) (-320)
CYCLING ..... "0"-.'3_ 7- _-"f_':_ * ._81 78
STOP 10.1801 (0.591) 0.30 (56.2) (`320) LN2
_.193 1.034 _5 AIR
START (0J078 (0.40"1] 0,19 -- (72)
SIZING i _ _ 1.034 332 298 AIR
STOP (0.066) (0.407) 0.21 (48.2) (72)
0.218 |.034 78 t.N20.462 12.70 START (0.086) (0.407) 0.21 -- (-320 29?4 CYCLES
2A-t1 (0,IS2) IS.00) PROOF _-- 0.218 1.034 _I _S TO BREAK-
STOP (0.0861 (0.407) 0.21 (55.2) (-320I LN2 THROUGH
0.218 1.034 323 ?O LN 2START ! (0.086) (0.4071 0.21 (46.8) (`320)
CYCLINC " O,_-62 1.$14 323 78
STOP 10.1821 I0.596) 0.31 (46.8) (-320) LN2
0.2US 1.o54 :LkS5 AIR
START (0.082) (0.4181 0,20 -- (72) SPECIMEN
SIZING 0.234 1.186 387 298
STOP (0,092) (0.467) 0.20 (63.2) (?2) AIR OVERSIZED,
-- 23,658 CYCLES
0.234 1.186 78
0.4S0 12.Y0 START (0.092) (0,467) 0.20 -- (-320) LN 2 TO BREAK°
;IA-13 (0.1S1 (8.001 PROOF 0._4 1.186 381 78 THROUGH
STOP (0.092) (0,467 0.20 _55.21 (`320 LN2
0_34 1.186 228 78 LN 2 FLAW PERIPHE F
START _0.0921 (0.467) 0.20 (33.0) (-320) IRREGULAR
CYCLING 0.460 1,72Y 228 78
STOP 10.1811 (0.680 0,2? (33..0) (`320) LN2
0.206 1.059 295
-- AIR
START (0.081; (0.4171 0.19 (72 I
SIZING 0.227 1.059 332 295 AIR
• STOP (0_0) (0,417) 0.22 (48.2) (72)
0.221 1,059 / YS LN 2 : 2870CYCLES
0.4110 12.70 START (0JDS0) (0.417] 0.22 -- (`3201 TO SREAK-
2A-14 10.1811 16.00] PROOF 0.227 1.059 381 78
STOP (0.090tJ (9,417j 0_22 (55,2) (`320) ; LN:2 THROUGH
0.227 1.059 I 285 78 LN:_START (0,090) (0.417] 0.22 (41_3A (-,3_01
CYCLING
0.460 1.418_ 286 78
STOP 10.181 (0.582_ 0,31 141.3| (`320) I LN2
0.127 O.566 295 AIR
START (0,0_0 (0.223 0.22 -- (72|
SIZING 0.137 0.566 332 295
STOP (0.054 {0,223 0.,24 I4JR.21: 1721 AIR
.START ' 0.137 0.566 71.3__8) LN 251_5 CYCLES
0.400 12.1'0 (0.054: _ _--_-_ _ TO BREAK-
|A-IS 10.1811 (6,00) PROOF 'STOP 0.137 0.592 381
10.054: 10_33 0_ 4 tSK_! 1.3_ LN 2 THROUGH
0.137 0.592 323 78
START (0.054: (0.233 0.24 (40,8) (-320) LN2
CYCLING 0.460 1.290 323 78
..... STOP 10.181: 10,508: 0.36 (4_R) (`3201 LN2
0.20_ 1.049 296
START (0_082] (0A13: 0.20 -- (72} AIR
SIZING 0.259 1.O87 332 295 AIR
iSTOP (D.10_ I0_428: a_A ;AR _1 _?_
0.259 1.087 ?8
0.460 1_.70 START [0.102] (0.428] 0.24] -- (.3_O] LN 2 5032 CYCLES
|A-I_F (0.1811 (S,00) PROOF 0.306 1.232 381 ?S TO BREAK-
STOP 10.120] (0.485j 0.26 {55,21 (-3201 LN 2 THROUGH
0,305 1,232 228 78
START _0,120] _01485: 0.25 (33.0) (-320) LN2
CYCLING
STOP 0.460 1.$44 228 78 LN 2
__0 1,.__._81) (0.6081 0.30 (33.0) L [-320)
0.229 -- _ 295 AIR
START (0.090) (O_.470) 0,19 -- (72)
SIZING i 0.284 1.219 332 295 AIR
STOP (J_,|12) ._.0_._L_ __,_L___l
0._84 1.219 78 1025 CYCLES
0.4511 12,70 )START 10=1121 (o.4SOl __J)._:i -- -_J_-3201.. _?_. TO BREAK-
2A-1810.180) IS;00) PROOF _ o.2s4 1.21o, _el 7e
'STOP _ _I I_ ._J_4_ _ l._ "_ _ THROUGH
0.284 1.219 LN 2
323 78
] ._._.'1 t 2) _.,LQ_48 o) 0,23 (4J:;,O) (`320)
CYCLING _ 0.457 1.656 323 78
_STOP |O_lO0) (0.652) 0.26 (46,B) (-3201 , LN2
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Table 36: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.46 cm (0.18 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219- T62 Aluminum Weld Metal _ at 295°K (72°/:)
w
(J-- t-_--
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
¢1
I"
I,,_A
E_ -1'-
,v¢J
_Z
n.-
o, 142 0.643
START .( _0.Q.__6_ (0.253)
SIZING
0.231 0.643
0.450 12.70 STOP (0,091) (0.253)
2AW-4 (0.171) (5.00) _ 0.6430,231
START 0_.091) (0.253)
CYCLING ....
O.450 1.270
STOP (0.177) (0.500)
0.137 0.638
START (0.O54) (0.251)
SIZING 0.163 0.638
0.460 12.70 STOP (0.064) (0.251)
2AW-5 (0.181) (5.00) 0.163 0.638
START (0.064) _(0.251) 0__j.26_
CYCLING 0.460 1.354
STOP (0.181 ) (0.533) 0.34
0.051 0.244
STA RT
(0.020) (0.096) _0.21
SIZING _.051 0.244
0.457 12.70 STOP
2AW.8 (0.180) (5.00) (0.020) (0.096) 0.21
0._51 0.244
START (0.020) (0.006) 0.21
CYCLING 0.457 1.041
STOP (0.180) (0.410) 0.44
0.140 0.605
START (0.055) (0.238) 0.23
SIZING O. E5"_' 0.605
0.455 12.70 STOP (0.062) (0.238) 0.26
2AW-12 (0.179) (5.00) _ O.157 0.605
START (0.062) (0.238) 0.26
CYCLING 0.455 1.252
STOP (0.179) (0.493) 0.36
0.114 0.488
START (0.045) (0.192)1. 0.23SIZING
0.122 0.488
0.462 12.70 STOP
2AW-13 (0.182) (5.00) (0.048) (0.192) 0.25
0.I 22 0.488
START
CYCLING (0.048) (0.1921 0.25
0.462 1.181STOP
(0.182! (0.465) 0,39
u TEST
¢N
" I.--
= zI,,g
rr _ Z
,-, f_o ,=
295
-- AIR
0.22 ..... £72)__ _
332 295 AIR
0.36 (48.2) (72)
332 295 AIR
0.36 __{ 48,2J _ (72L.
332 295 AIR
0,35 (48.2) (72)
295
-- AIR
0.22 (72)
332 295 AIR
0.26 (48.2) (72)
282 295 AIR
(40.9) (72)
282 295 AIR
(40.9) (72)
295
-- AIR
____ _I_Z2L. .
332 295 A I R(48.2) (72)
283 295 AIR
__I_,L..OL G_2L. .
283 295 AIR
(41.0) (72)
295
AIR
-- (72)
332 295
AIR(48.2) (72)
19§" 295
AIR(28.8) (72)
199 295 AIR
(28.8) (72)
295
-- AIR
(72)
332 295
AIR
(48.2) (72)
283 295
AIR
(41.0) (72)
283 295 AIR
(41 _01 (72)
REMARKS
238 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
TH RO UG H
1265 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
6325 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
6600 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
1938 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table 37" Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.46 cm (0.18 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
2219- T62 Aluminum Weld Metal _ at 78o/( (-320°1:}
--
2AW-6 0.40(:) 12.70
(0.181) (5,00)
2AW-7 0,460 12,70
(0.181 ) (5.00)
2AW-9 0.457 12,70
(0,180) _ (5.00)
2AW-10 0.462 12.70
(0.182) (5.00)
2AW-11 0.460 12.70
(0,181) (5.0'))
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
c,,I
ro I'-
z :i:" ,,
6" _ _ _
_ co V
TEST
PROOF
Z
LU
Z
O
>
Z
LU
0.145 0.635 295 t "
START. (0j057) (0.250) 0.23 -- (72) AIR
0.183 0.635 332 295
STOP (0.072) (0._. 50) 0.29 _L_.2 _=_ _(72) ,
0.183 0.635 0.29 78 i
START (0.072) ._(gj_2__.L -- -(_3___ __ LN2
0.183 0.635 0.29 381 78 LN 2STOP (0.072) (0.250) (55.2) (-320)
0.183 0.635 381 78 LN 2START .._072L_.(_250) " .......0.29 .._(__1_-320_)__
0.460 -1.346 381 ; 78
STOP (0.181) (0.530) 0.34 (55.2) (-320) LN2
0,137 0.635 295 A I R
START _ __r_0_50) 0_ 2 -- _.._(72 ) -
0.152 0.635 332 295 A I R
STOP (0.060) (0.250) 0.24 (48.2) (72)
0,152 0,635 -1 _-_ 78
] LN 2START (0.060) (0,250) 0.24 -- (-320)
0.152 0.--_5-- 381 78 LN 2
STOP (0.060) (0.250) 0.24 _J_._L _ (.320)
0.152 0.635 322 ----_r -- _
START (0.060) _L0_.25_)_ 0.24 (d__L. (-320) LN2
0.460 1.270 322 78
(0.181) (0.500) 0.36 (46.7) (-320) LN 2
0.142 0.610 295"--
(72) AIR
-- (0 0__56 L __0.240L 0.23 -
0.208 0.635 332 _ _/tJ'6"- ..........
(0.082) (0°250) 0.33 (48.2) (72) AIR
0.208 0.635 78
(0,082) (0,250) 0,33 -- _ _-,_L-. LN2
--1 381 78
(55.2) ___3_2. 0__ LN2
CYCLING
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
STOP
START
SIZING
STOP
STA RT
PROOF
STOP
STA RT
CYCLING
STOP
STA RT
SIZING
STOP
STA RT
PROOF
STOP
START
CYCLING ....
PROOF
CYCLING
0.208 0.635
(0.082) (0.250) 0.33
0.208 0.635 228 78 LN 2(0.082) (0.250) { 0.33 (33.0) _._320._ _
0.457 _ P ""_'- 228 78 LN 2
(0.180) (0.445) u.qu L (33.0) (-320)
-O.0_- 0.287 --- 295 A I R
(0,O036_ (0_,!13__ 0.32 _ j_2) .....
- 0.091 0.287 332 295
(0.036) _JO.113) 0.32 AIR
.... __(__2J .... (72L .....
0,091 0.287 0.32 -- 78 LN 2(0,036) (0.113) (-320)
0.091 0.287 0.32 381 78 LN 2(0,036) (0.I 13) ___ (-320)
0,091 0.287 323 78
0.32 LN 2(0.036) (0.113) __ __(_.8_ (-320)
STOP 0,462 1.117 O.41 323 78 LN 2(0.182) (0.440) (46.8) (-320)
START 0.117 --_._'_ 0.24 2_95_'1 AIR
SIZING .... _._46_ (0,190). -- .. (2_2.)
STOP 0.117 0.483 332 295 I
__04q___)_ (0.190) 0.24 ._.{48 2,2)__ .. 7__2)..__ AIR
START 0.111 0,483 780.24 _ LN 2
.... (0j.0Q46_L (0.190) (-320)
STOP 0.117 0.483 381 78
10_046) (0.190) __0"24 _j55__ (-320) LN2
START 0.117 0.483 0.24 323 78 LN 2(0.046) 0.190) (46.8) (-320)
STOP 0,460 1,-_2i0- -' 0.36 323 --'-'-_- LN 2
!0..181) (0.500) (46..8) (-320)
260
I 111-
REMARKS
115 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
586 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
7910 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4333 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
2050 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table 39: Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Mechanical Properties
(Based On Area at End of Cryo-Prestress _ )
A
"F
z
z-
OR
BASE
METAL
oE
D
I-- u.
<o..
n
u.i
I-
78
(-320)
z
ujn"
_m
IC-5
IC-6
IC-8
IC-9
IC-10
IC-15
IC-16
IC-17
CW-4
4.1
-r_A
m w_
0.076
(O.O30)
0.073
(0.029)
0.071
(0,o28)
0.071
(0.028)
0.073
(0.029)
0.073
(0.029)
0.071
(0.028)
0.073
(0,029)
0.073
(0.029)
_z
oT:
1.75
(0.69)
1.80
(0.71)
1.78
(0,70)
1.78
(0.70)
1.80
(0.71 )
1.80
(0,71)
1.78
(0.70)
1.80
(0.71 )
1.27
(0,50)
E_
u.,_
E
1338
(194.0)
1365
(198.0)
1365
(198.0)
1310
(190.0)
1345
(195.0)
1365
( 198.0)
1338
(194.0)
1365
(198.0)
1338_
11940_.; ,_-
o3
v
¢N
.E
"5 z
1979
(287.0)
,,=
1931
(280.0)
C_.o
<
m.
I,.U _
a_z
23.4
19.0
LU
Ill
O z
169.5
(24.6)
175.0
(25.4)
' "19o.3
(27.6)
178.0
(25.8)
138.0
(20.0)
151.0
(21.9)
178.0
(25.8)
197.0
(28.6)
175.2
(25.4)
295
(72)
WELD
METAL
78
(-320)
295
(721
ICW-3
ICW-4
2C-2
IC-11
IC-12
I CW-3
2C-5
2CW-16
ICW-11
I CW-24
ICW-10
ICW-13
0.073
(0.029)
0.071
(0.028)
0.262
(0.103)
0.073
(0.029)
0.073
(0,02..9)
0.073
(0,029!
0.262
(0,103)
0.262
(0,I03)
0.071
(0.028)
0.069
(0.027)
0.061
(0.024)
1.80
(0.71)
1.78
(0.70)
5.08
(2.00)
1 .Tb
(0.69)
1.78
(O.70)
1.80
(0.71)
5.08
(2.00)
5.08
(2.00)
1.78
(0.70)
1.78
(0.70)
1.78
(0.7.0.)
0.064 1.78
1o,o25).= (o To)
1_3
(202.0)
1324
(192.0)
1351
(196.0) u_.,..."
I Ibb
(169.0)
11_6
( 172.6)
1241
(180.0)
1448
1.210,0)
1407
(204.0)
1372
(199.0)
1744
(2_3,0)
1800
(261,0)
1201
(174,2)
1288
( 186 .8)
13.6
165.0
(23.9)
158.0
(22.9)
14b.4
(21.1)
IDI._
(22.0)
149.0
(21.6)
131.7
(19.1)
ALL SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2 (135 KSI - BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA)
PRIOR TO TESTS SHOWN
_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A SIMULATED SIZING LOADING IN LN 2 TO 1442 MN/m 2 (209.2 KSI) PRIOR TO RT TESTS
SPECIMENS FAILED AT ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED FLAWS
SPECIMENS NOT INSTRUMENTED
MEASURED IN A 5.1 cm (2.0 INCH) GAGE LENGTH
_L_ MEASURED IN A 2,5 cm (1.0 INCH) GAGE LENGTH
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Table40: Uniaxial Static Fracture Testsof 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface
F/awedCryostretched 301 StainlessSteel Base_etal
J_7
r,j
0.071 1.78 0.023 0,142
IC-L..(Q_028___ .___ F A I LU R E (_0.p._..__)-- _(0.056)
0.071 1.78 0,048 0.290
1C-2 (0.028) (0.70) FAILURE (0.019) (0,114)
0.074 1.78 0.033 _-6.1-'_"8_"
1C-3 (0.029) (0,70) FAILURE (0.013) (0.078)
0.076 1.80 0.056 0.292
1C-4 (0.030) (0.71) FAILURE (0.022) (0.115)
0.076 1.75 0.023 0.09")=
1C-5_ :0.030) (0.69) FAILURE (0.009) (0.038)
0.074 1 _0 0.030 0.170
1C-6 (0.029) (0.71) FAILURE (0.012) (0.067)
0.071 1.78 0.028 0.147
1C-7 (0.028) (0.70) FAILURE (0,011) (0.058)
0.071 1.7B 0.033 0,183
1C-8 (0.028) (0.70) FAILURE (0.013) (0.072)
0.071 1.78 0.028 0.140
1C-9 (0.028) (0.70) FAILURE (0.011) (0,055)
0.074 1.80 0.028 0,140
1C-10 (0.029) (0..71) FAILURE _ (0.011) (0.055)
0.074 1 .B0 _.023 0.119
1C-15 L(o.o29) (0.71) LEAKAGE (0.009) __!0.047)
0,074 1.78 0,023 0.119
1C-18 (0.029) (0.70) FAILURE (0.009) (0.047)
0.071 1,80 0.O20 0,094
1C-19 (0.028) (0.71) FAILURE (0,008) (0.037)
0,069 1.75 0.038 0.213
1 CW-23 (0,027) (0.69) FAI LU RE (0.015) (0.084)
0.069 1,78 _._E 0,155
1 CW-24 (0.027) (0.70) FAILURE (0.010] (0.061)
r -0,o2o -o.112
START (0,008) (0.O44)
SIZING 0.0_0 0,11_)
0.069 1.75 ! STOP (0.00_) (0.044)
1 C-11 (0.029) (0.69)
0.020 0,112
FAILURE (0.008) (0.044)
0,023 0.114
START (0,009} (0.045)
SIZING
0.023 0.1140.074 1.78 STOP
1C-12 (0.029) (0.70) (0.009) (0.045)
FAILURE 0.023 0.114
(0.009) (0.045)
p= AT
oEo ¢
2055 78
0.16 (298.0)_ _{ -32_0J
829 78
0.17 (120.2) (-320)
1214 78
0.17 (176.0) (-320)
564 78
0.19 [61.8) (-320)
1979 78
0.24 (287.0) (-320)
1848 7B
0.18 (268.0) (-320)
1758 78
0.19 (255.0) __(-320)
1465 78
0.18 (212.5) (-,320)
1311 78
0.20 (190.2) (-320)
1345 78
0.20 (195.0) (-320)
1579 78
0.19 (229.0) ___-320)
1410 78
0.19 (204.5) (-320)
1422 78
0.22 (206,3) (.320 I
1338 78
0.18 (194.0) (-320)
1800 78
0,16 (261,0) (-320)
78
0.18 (-32 0)
1442 78
0,18 (2o9.2) (.3_220)
1417 295
0.18 (205.5) t12)
78
0,20 (-320)
1442 78
0,20 (2o9,2) (-_20)
1436 295
0.20 (206.3) J (72)
TEST
I,-
I--
z
rr UJ
D =E
Z REMARKS
0
OC
Z
uJ
LN 2 DID NOTFAIL AT FLAW'-
LN2 FAIL MODE
4
LN2 FAIL MODE I_
LN2 FAIL MODE [_
LN 2 DID NOT F L
AT F LAW I_1t_
LN2 FAIL MODE I_
LN2 FAIL MODE
LN2 FAIL MODE
LN2 FAIL MODE
LN2 FAIL MODE
LN2 LEAKMODEI} >
LN2 FAILMODE
LN2 FAILMODE
LN2 FAIL MODE _:>
LN 2 DID NOT FAILAT FLAW
LN2 FAIL MODE
LN 2
AIR
LN2 . FAIL MODE
LN 2
A,R I}>
I_ SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 1450 MN/m 2 (210 KSI-
BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADING SHOWN
I_ BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF LOADING SHOWN
}_> SPECIMEN NOT REANNEALED AFTER PRECRACKING
I_ SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2 (135 KSI --
BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADING SHOWN
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Table 41: Uniaxial Static Fracture 7_stsof 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Weld [,,fetal Fusion Line _>
0.069 1.80
1CW-2 (0.0271 (0.71_
W-4 0.071 1.78(0.028) (0.70)
0.071 1.78
1CW-5 (0.028) (0.70)
W-6 0.076 1.78(0.030) (0.70)
0.071 1.78
lCW-t 1 (0.028) (0.70)
0,064 1.78
1CW-20 (0,025) (0.70)
0.069 1.78
1CW-22 (0.027} (0.70_2
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
0.061 1,78
1CW-tO (0.024) (0.70)
0.064 1.78
1CW-13
(0.025) (0.70)
0.069 1.78
1CW-21 (0.027) (0.70)
u TEST
f_o=
0.028 0.150 1493 78
FAILURE {0.011_ (0.059_ 0.19 (216.5_ (-320 t
0.025 0.160 1582 78
FAILURE (0.010) (0.063) 0.16 (229.5) (-320)
0.028 0.155 931 78
i. LEAKAGE (0.011) _0.061) 0.18 _135.0) !-320)
0.033 0.170 1338 78
LEAKAGE 0.19(0.013) (0.067) (194.0) (-320)
0.018 0.109 1744 78
FAILURE 0.16
(0.007) 10.043) (253.0) (-320)
LEAKAGE 0.030 0.127 931 78
(0.012) (0.060) 0.24 (135.0) (-320)
0.038 0.208 1331 78
FAILURE 0.18(0.015) _0.082) (193.0} (-320)
0.025 0.132 78
START 0,19 --
SIZING (0.01.01 (0.052) 1-3201
0,025 0,132 1442 78
STOP O. 19
IO,01O) (0.052) (209,2) (.-32,0)
0.025 0.132 1201 295
FAILURE (0.010) I0.052 0.19 !174.2 ) (72)
0,025 0,132 78
START (0.0!0) (0.052) 0.19 -- (-320)
SIZING 0.025 0.132 1442 78
STOP (0.010) (0.052) 0.19 (209.2) (-320)
0.025 0,132 _ 1288 295
FAILURE (0.010) (0.052) 0.19 {186,8) (72)
0.018 0,114 78
START 0.16 _(0.007) (0,045i (-320)
SIZING 0.018 0.114 1442 78
STOP 0.16
(0.007) (0 045t. (209.2) (-320)
0.0t8 0.114 1251 295
FAILURE 0.16
(0.007) t0.045_ _181.51 I72)
UJ
" _ z cn u Z REMARKS
"E -" _:E _"
C) o E:
(j u [_D"
SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSI -- BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADING SHOWN
_ ASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF LOADING SHOWN
SPECIMEN NOT REANNEALED AFTER PRECRACKING
_ UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
_> CRACK LOCATED ON WELD
CRACK LOCATED IN WELD HAZ
LEAK MODE PRIOR TO Ops = 932 MN/m 2
z
LU
,
LN 2 FAIL MODE
LN 2 FAIL MODE [E_
LN2
LN2 LEAKMODEEE>
DID NOT FAILI.p._
LN2 AT FLAW
LN 2 [_
LN 2 FAIL MODE I_
LN 2
DID NOT FAIL
LN2 _ AT FLAW
AIR [_
LN 2
DID NOT FAIL
LN2 AT FLAW
AIR
LN 2
LN 2 FAIL MODE
AIR
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Table 42: Uniaxial Static Fracture Tests of 0.26 cm (0.10 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched 301 Stainless Steel Base [,qetal
Zz
0.262
2C-1 _(0.J 03}
0.2622C°2
(0.1 03)
0.2622C-3
(0,1 03)
0.264
2C..4 (0.104)
0.264
2C-8 (0.104)
0.262
2C-9 (0.103)
0.262
2C-16 (0.103)
0.2622C-5
(0.1 03)
u TEST
g
_- w"
_ TEST _" =" ---"
t4.1_ Z "r"
z _ PARAMETERS ¢3 "r _ Z u_ u
VO _ < 0
¢J
5.08 FAILURE 0.121 0.691 505 78 LN 2i (2_p__q)_ .!0.050)_ (0.2_ 72J_ 0.18 (73__..2_. (-32Q) ......
5.08 FAILURE 0.036 0.229 1710 78 LN 2(2.00) (0.014) (0.090) 0.16 (248.0) (-.320}
5.05 0.056 .... _87" ;1848 78 LN 2
_ 1-99_L_ FAILURE (0,022) (0.113) 0.19 ......(268.0) (-320)
5.08 FAILURE 0.019 0.414 1403 78 LN 2(2.00) (0.031) (0.163) 0.19 (203.5) (-320)
_0.04"6- -0._ I¢'Z4 ..... _/--_--
5.05 FAILURE 0.18 LN 2
(1.99) _(0._718) .. (0_.101)__ (206.0) (-320)
5.08 FAILURE 0.043 0.211 1386 78 LN 2(2.00) (0.017) (0.083) 0.20 (201.0) (-320)
5.08 FAILURE 0.043 _0-224 _[:JS" - 78 LN 2
(2.00) (?.01_7) . !0._.08. 8)_ 0.19 (205.2) _(._2q__
START 0.038 0.193 _ 78 LN 2(9.9!5_) (q,oz6)_ 0.20 _(-_329j
5.08 SIZING 0.038 0.193 1442 78 LN 2(2.00) STOP (0.015 L (0.07__ 0.20 (209.2) (-320}_
0.038 0.193 1407 295
FAILURE (0.015) (0.016) 0.20 (264,0) {721 AIR
I'-
Z
gJ
z REMARKS
FAIL MODE [_
FAIL MODE [_
FAI L MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE
FAIL MODE I_
NO CRACK
GROWTH
FAILED O UTSI D_
OF FLAW AREAIlJ_
SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CYRO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2 (135 KSI - BASED ON
ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADING SHOWN
I_:> BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF LOAD CYCLE
_,. SPECIMEN NOT REANNEALED AFTERPRECRACKING
_ SPECIMEN LOADED TO 1464 MN/m 2 (212 KSI) CYROGENICALLY AND UNLOADED DUE TO
TEST MACHINE MALFUNCTION THEN LOADED TO FAILURE
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Table43: UniaxialStatic Fracture Testsof 0.26 cm (0. 10inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched 301 StainlessSteel Weld Metal Fusion Line
i
0.262 5.08
2CW-1 (0.10__) (2.0Q} FAILURE
0.267 5.08 FAILURE
2CW-9 (0.105) (2.00)
0.264 5.08
2C_W- 13 (0.104) (2.00) FAILURE
• 0.267 5.08
2CW-15 (0.105) (2.00_ FAILURE
SIZING START
0.262 5.08
2CW-16 (0.103) (2.00) STOP
FAILURE
i I
I u TEST
¢1l ('_
I'--
• _ TEST = _
Z REMARKS
- AT ,E o
tw CJ Z
0.051 0.295 1379 78
(0.020) (0.116) 0.17 . _]200,_0) __-320__
0.041 0.218 1390 78
0.19
(0.016) (0.086) .... (201.6)..(3_20) __
0.135 0°747 0.18 656 78
(0.053J (0.294) (95.2) (-320)
0.081 _-- ()_4-1- 4- ...................929 7B
(0.032) (0.163) 0.20 (134.7)= (.320) ,
d.04-8 .... 0.152- 0.32 78
(0¢0_19) (0,060) - (-320)
...... -0.04'-'8" --0L'1-52 ........ 1442 78
(0.019) (0.060) 0.32 (209,2) (-320)
0.048 0.152 1372 295
.. (0.019) {_0.060) 0.32 (199.0) (72)
;:> PECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2 (135 KS1
BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADING SHOWN
_ BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF LOAD CYCLESPECIMEN NOT RE NNEALED AFTER PRECRA KfNG
LN 2 FAIL MODE_
LN 2 FAIL MODE
LN 2 FAIL MODE
LN2 NO CRACK
GROWTH
LN 2
F_.I LED OUTSI D_
AIR OF FLAW AREA|L...;
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Table 44: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched E_> 301 Stainless Steel Base _etal at 78OK (-320OF)
,m
,,
0,016 1.80
1 C-2 A (0,030 (0.71 )
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
SIZING
CYCLING _--
STOP
START
SIZING
0,074 1,80 STOP
1C-14 (0.029) (0.71)
START
CYCLING
STOP
STA RT
SIZING
0.011 1.18 STOP
1 C-16 (0.028 (0.70)
START
CYCLING _ -
STOP
STA RT
SIZING
0.014 1.80 STOP
1C-11 (0.029) (0.71)
START
CYCLING
STOP
START
SIZING
0,014 1.78 STOP
1 C-20 (0.029) (0.70)
STA RT
CYCLING
STOP
STA R T
SIZING
0.071 1.80 STOP
1C-21 (0.028) (0.71)
START
CYCLING
STOP
START
SIZING
0.069 1.78 STOP
1CW-12 (0.021) (0.70)
(BM) START
CYCLING
STOP
u TEST
oil (',4
z_u -- _ 0
L) _ _ C.) Z
0,018 0.099 0.18 -- 18 LN 2START __0_0_)_ (0,039_L _[-_32,DL
0.018 0,099 0.18 1442 78 LN 2STOP (0.007) _ (0.039) .(209"2) (-3201
0.018 0,099 0.18 1083 78 LN 2
START _.(00_). (0.039) (151.0) _0L__
0.069 0,113 0.40 1083 78
(0,027) (0.068) (157.0) (-320) LN2
0.018 b.099 78
(0,007) (_0_39j__ 0.1B -- {-320) LN2
0.018 0.099 0.18 1442 78 LN 2(0.007) (0.039| (209.2) (-320)
0.018 0.099 0.18 1063 7B
_ (0.0_QTL _(0,0_3_ .... J 1_57._ 0)_ _(,32J3}_
0.069 o.168 lO83 78 LN 2(0.07.7) _L_o_ ....0.41 jt 57.0) _I-_32QL
0.025 0.142 0.18 -- 78 LN_{0.010) (0,056) (-320]
0,030 0.142 0.21 1487 78 LN 2(0o012) (0,056) (215.6) (-320)
0.030 0.142 1442 78
(_Q,_O.32 L (Q.o___ o.21 LN 2
....... (209.2) _ [-32D)
0.069 0.110 0.40 1442 18 LN 2(0.021) (0.067) (209.2) (-320)
-0.023 O.132 0.11 -- 78
(0,009) (0.052) (-320) LN2
0.048 0.132 0.31 1442 78 LN 2(0,019) (0,052) (209.2) (-320)
0.0418 "_ 0.37 T'_ .... 78-" _-
(0.019) (0.052) (118.0) (-320) LN2
0.011 "'0_5"5 0.46 " 1-_- 78 LN 2(0,028) (0.061) (178.0) (-320)
0.0;18 -B'_ 0.16 _ 78 LN 2(0,O07) (0.044) __1 "_3._=0J_
0.018 0.ii2 0.16 1442 / 78
LN 2(0.001 (0.044) (209.2) _-320)
0,018 _ ....... 1227 _ _i8
(0,007 ..L0,_0_44__ 0.16 (178j0) (-320) LN2
0.043 0.122 0.35 1227 78
(178.0) (-320) LN 2lo,017J (o.o48)
o,o2o -_ ........ 78
(0.008) (0.051) 0.16 _ (-320) -LN 2
0.020 0.130 1442 78
(0.008) (0.051) 0.16 (209.2) (-320) LN2
0.020 0.130 1227 78
(0.008) (0.051) 0.16 _ 1_/8__0) (-320) LN2, -
0.069 0.I78 1227 78
(0.027) (0.070) 0.39 (178.0) (-320) LN;_
0.023 0.142 18
(0.009) (0.056) 0.16 .....-- __20.__ LN2
0.023 0.142 1442 18
(0,009) _(_.05.__ 0.16 _(2_.____._L __[.32__Q/_
0.023 0.142 938 18
_ (_Q_0__,)(0,056) 0.16 (136,0) (-320J L_N2_
0.064 0.173 938 78
10,025) (0.068) 0.31 (136.0) (-320) . t'N 2
[_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MNIm 2 (135 KSI --
BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGS SHOWN
_ BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLESPECIMEN NOT REANNEALED AFTER PRECRACKING
REMARKS
4791 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
3618 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
D>
810 CYCLES TO
BREAK-
THROUGH
420 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
CYCLED FOR
1485 CYCLES
1490 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
4130 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table45: Uniaxial Cyclic Testsof 0.071 cm (0.028/nch) Thick Surface Flawed
Cryostretched _> 301 StainlessSteel Basef,_etalat 295°K (72°F)
:E z :Z:"u PARAMETERS
_Z AT
_z E_
0.071 1.78
1 C-22 (0.028: (0.70)
0,074 ] 1_0
1 C-23 (0.0291 (0,71 )
0.074 1.78
1 C-24 (0.0291 10.70)
ICW-11 0.071 1.75
IBM) (0.028) (0.69)
1CW-t) 0,066 1.76
(Be| (0.026) (0.69)
1CW-I_ 0.06_ 1.75
(0.027) (0.68)
TEST
r_A 10,020 0.130RT (0.008) _ (0.051)
SIZING S_O_ _20 | 0.130(o.oo8) (o.o61)
__A.. R T (0.008) I0.051)PROOF_,_;_----_o o.13o(0.008) (0.051) 0,16
0.020 _ 0,130
START _B) (0.051) 0.16
CYCLING .... 0.069- 0.185
STOP (0.027) (0.073) 0.37
REMARKS
78
0.18 -- _ LN 2
1442 78
0.16 (209,2) (-3201 LN2
0.16 -- 295 AIR
__2L
1234 205 AIR
(179.0) (72)
1007 295 AIR 691 CYCLES TO
__ 146.0_ (72) TO BREAK-
1007 296 AIR THROUGH
( 146.0) (72 )
LN 2
SPECIMEN FAILE(
LN_ AT WELD FUSION
LINE DURING RT
AIR PROOF; SFECIME_
THEN GR PPED
AIR IN FRICTION
GRIPS AND
AIR CYCLED FOR 194'
CYCLES TO BREA
i 0.020_ 0,122 78 LN 2START _.008! 0_048 ( 0.17 -- _01__
SIZING 0,020 0.122 1442 78
[ STOP _J.O.0O8) (0_ 0.17 (209,2) __(_320.L LN2
_-- 0.0--_O- 0.122 " 295 AIR
START (0.008) (0.048) 0.17 -- (72)
PROOF 0.020 0.122 -- --1234 296 AIR
STOP (0.00S) (0,048) 0.17 (179.0) (72)
"-- 0.020 0,122 817 295 AIR 2 .r,58 CYCLES
i START O_L_OqB_ O_L 0.17 =J1185_5_..___(._._
CYCLING -- 0.011 0.168 -- 817 295 "-- TO BREAK-
STOP (0,028) (0.066) 0.42 (118.5) (72) AIR THROUGH
0.015 0.089 .... _8
START (0.006) (0.035) 0.17 -- (-320) LN2_
SIZING 0.015 0.089 1442 - 78
STOP (0,005)] (0.035) 0.17 (209,2) (-320) LN2_
o.o15 -'o.059 ---2_5--
START (0.006) (0.035) 0.17 -- (72(
PROOF 0.015 "0:()89 1:234 -_5--
STOP (0.006) (0.035) 0.17 (179.0) (72) AIR
0J)l 5 0.089 8;18 205
START _=006) L00_35)_ 0.17 (123.0) (72) AIR 4758 CYCLES
CYCLING 0.05_6 0.152 -- 848 295 TO BREAK-
STOP (0.025) !O_O_) 0.43 =_(123"0) (72) AIR THROUGH
0.020 0.130 70
START (0.0_).__) (0,051) 0.16 - (-320) LN2
SIZING 0.020 0.130 1442 78
STOP [ 0,008) J0,0511 0.16 _209,2 ) (-320) LN2
0.020 0.130 295
START __0.Q_)_R) (O,0_JL 0.16 - --_-L. AIR
PROOF _ 0.020 0.130 1096 295
STOP (0 008). [0.051 0.16 (159.0) (72) AIR
0,020 0.130 758 295
START _(_,00B_ _J_,0_IL 0.16 .__110,0) (72) AIR 6244CYCLES
CYCLING 0.066 0.175 -- 758 295 TO BREAK-
STOP (0_026.) _0.069 ) 0.38 _(110,0) (72) AIR THROUGH
0.023 o.14o _8
START _0_}) (O.O__L 0.16 -- (-320] LN2
SIZING 14,42 7B0,023 0.140
STOP [ 0.0_(_ (0.065) 0.16 (209.2) (-320) LN:_
0.023 0.140 295
START =_._3( _ [0_Z_ 0.16 -- (72) AIR
PROOF _ 0.023 0.140 12:_4 _5
STOP (o__@q( [0 _lF;fi) 0.16 _ (179.0_ (72_ AIR
0.023 0.140 699 295
START (0.009) (0.055) 0.16 (101.4) (72) AIR 6534 CYCLES
CYCLING -- 0.061 0.183 _ 295 TO BREAK-
STOP (0.0_4) (0.072) 0.33 (101.4) (72I AIR THROUGH
0.023 0,140 78
START _0.(]0_) ,. |O.OR_) 0.16 -- (.320)
SIZING 0,023 0.140 1442 78
STOP I_)_) _0 n_5) 0.16 (209.2) (-320)
0.023 0.140 295
START _jOj](_ f0_056| 0.16 _ (72)
PROOF _ 0.023 _ 0.140 1234 295
STOP (0_009) ! (0.05_1 0.16 (179J0) (72)
0.023 0.140 876 [ 296
START (0.00_) |0.055_ 0.16 (127.0) _ (72)
CYCLING 0.066 0.170 876 295
STOP (0.026) (0.067) 0.39 (12_.0) (72) AIR THROUGH
[_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSl - BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGB SHOWN
BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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wTable 46: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Cryostretched
301 Stainless Steel Weld Metal Fusion Line at 78°K (-320°F)
1 CW-7
1 CW..8
1CW-9
1CW-1 4
I CW-16
u TEST
I-
o,, _ --_ z
_j _ ',_. _ _" TEST _ _. Z Z u_ _EZ REMARKS
_3 _ _Z Z _ PARAMETERS _ O -.-J- o
_, ® ,,=,- =:
= < =< # s
0.018 0.132 78 LN 2START (0.007) 10.052) 0.13 -- _ (-320___
SIZING 0.O'i 8 0.132 1442 78 3273 CYCLES
0.061 1.78 STOP (0.007) (0.052) 0.13 320 LN2(209.2) (- ) TO BREAK-
0.018 0.132 101---"0 ........ -78
(0.024) (0.70) START (0,007) (0.052) 0.13 LN 2 THROUGH
CYCLING (146,5,) _L
0.053 0.160 1010 78
STOP (0.021) (0.063) 0.33 LN 2(146.5) (-320)
0.025 0.i 52 78 LN 2
START (0,0i0__ (0.060) 0.17 -- (-320)SIZING
0,025 0.152 1442 78 701 CYCLES
0.064 1.75 STOP (0.010) (0,060) i 0,17 LN 2.... _(2._0¢J2__ __320___ L TO BREAK-
(0.025) (0.69) 0,025 0.152 1255 78 TH ROUG H
START (0,_010)_ (0,060)_ 0.17CYCLING .......... _(1__2,0). _ -(_QJ_ LN2
0.058 0.152 1255 78
STOP .{0__023)_ (0_0_. __0"38 [_,0L _ (-.._3._0)_ LN2
0,015 0,104 78
START (0,006) (0.041) 0.15 -- LN 2SIZING ...... _{-._.20) _
0,015 0,104 1442 78 LN 2 6113 CYCLES0.069 1.78 STOP (0,006) _(0 0._4._41)............0.15 (2(_.2) (-3__2_)_ TO BREAK-
(0.027) (0.70) START 0.015 0,104 1010 78 THROUGH
CYCLING _ (_00,Q._6) (0.041) 0.15 LN 2(146.5) . [-320}_.
0.064 0.165 0.38 1010 78 LN 2STOP (0.025) (0.065) (146.5) (-320)
().027_ O. "r27 0.16 -- 78 LN 2
START (0.00__.8) (0.050). _(._20!_SIZING
0.064 1.78 : STOP 0.020 0.127 0.16 1442 78 LN 2 6350 CYCLES(0.008) (0.0501 (20_.2) (-320) TO BREAK-
0.020 0.127 0.16 793 78 LN 2 THROUGH(0.025) (0.70) START (0.008) (0.050) (115.0) (-320)
CYCLING 0.0 _-I "-_.]'-55 - 793 78
STOP (0.024) (0,061) 0.39 (115.0) (.320) LN2
0;0_0 - - 0,122 --7"8-
START (0.008) (0.048) 0.17 -- (-320) LN2
SIZING 6.0TO- 0.122 1442 78
0.066 1.75 STOP (0.008) (0.048) 0,17 (209,2) (-320) LN2 1123 CYCLESTO BREAK-
(0.026) (0.69) sTART 0.020 .... 0.122 i234 "_8 LN 2
CYCLING (g,_O_) (0.048) 0.17 _(179,0)_ (-320)
THROUGH
0.064 0.150 1234 78
STOP (0_0251 (0.059) j 0.42 LN 2(17_),01 (-320)
[_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO ACRYO-PRESTRESSOF aN/m 2932
(135 KSI -- BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LDADINGSSHOWN
BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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Table 47: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.071 cm (0.028 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Cryostretched
301 Stainless Steel Weld Metal Fusion Line at 295°K (72°F)
+.s
0.066 1.78
1CW-19 (0.0261 (0.70)
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
SIZING
PROOF
CYCLING
u TEST
el (N
=. _- z(3 e( c_¢n rr wuJA Z -1- v ::) _E
O'1" v
_ E ¢J o_ z
U u 0C C)
0.020 0.091 78
START (_0,008) (0.03.6) 0.22 -- (.3201 LN 2
0.020 0.091 1442 78
STOP (0.008) (0.036) 0.22 (209.2) (-3201 LN2
..... _50.020 0.091 0.22 -- AI R
START _.008) (0.036) (72)
0.020 0,091 1234 295
STOP i (0.008) (0.036) 0.22 (179.0/ (12) AIR
0.020 0.091 857 2950.22 A I R
START (0.0081 (0.036) (124.3} (72)
0.064 0.152 S57 295
STOP (0.025) (0.060) 0.42 (124t31 (7'2) AIR
:> SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2 (135 KSI --
ON ORIGINAL AREA} PRIOR TO LOADINGS SHOWN
[_ BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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REMARKS
2718 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
i
_=
Z!
--j
J
f#
Table 48: Uniaxia/ Cyclic Tests of 026 cm (0.10/nch) Thick Surface Flawed Cryostretched _>
301 Stainless Steel BaseMetal at 78°K (-320°F)
:='L) PARAMETERS _ _ ¢n _a
(..1 E n," ¢j
u TEST
ml ¢'N
I,-
I-"
z
0_ UJ
D :E
t-- Z
<: O
i
0,046 0.2.62 78 LN 2
START (_0,O18) (0.103), 0.17 -- (-320)
SIZING 0,046 0,262 O.17 1442 78 LN 2
STOP (O.01_8) (0.103) j (209.2) (-320)
0,046 0,262 0.17 1442 78 LN 2
START (0,018) (0,103); (209,2) (-320)
CYCLING 0.251 0,686 0.37 1442 78 LN 2
STOP (0.099) (0.210) (209.2) (-320)
0.048 0.267 0.18 -- 78 LN 2
START (0.019) (0.105) (.32Q)
SIZING 0.048 0.267 1442 78 LN 2
STOP (0,019) (0,1051 0.18 (209,2) (-320) --__
0.048 0,267 0.18 1227 78 LN 2
START (0.019) (0,105) (t78.0) (-320)
CYCLING 0,251 0.584 0.43 1227 78 LN 2
STOP (0.099) (0.230) (178.0) (-320)
0.025 0,152 0.17 -- 78 LN 2
START JJ_O !_) (0.060) (-320)
SIZ ING 0,025 0.152 O.17 1442 78 LN 2
STOP _,010) j_(O_ __ ._(.2_09,2 (-320)
0.025 0.152 0.17 1083 78 LN 2
START (0_0!0)_ (0_060) (1_57.O_ (.320)
CYCLING 0.254 0,533 1083 78 LN 2
STOP (0.100)._(0.210) 0.48 (157,0_1 (,320)
O.041 0,244 0.17 -- 78 LN 2
ST A R T (0.016) (0.096) _ _ _-_320)_.
SIZING 0.206 0.526 0.39 1442 78 LN 2
STOP (0.081) (0,207) (209.2: (-320)
0.206 0.526 0.39 1083 78 LN 2
CYCLINGI START (0,0_1) (0.207) (157.01 (-__20)
0.249 0.533 0.47 1083 78 LN 2
STOP (0,098) (0,2!0) (157.0: (-32Q)
0.036 - -- 0.175 0.20 -- 78 L N 2
START (0.014) (0.069) _-__20.) _
SIZING 0.036 0.175 0,20 1442 78 LN 2
STOP (0.014) (0.069) (209.21 (-320)
0.036 0.175 0.20 1082 78 LN 2
START (0.014) (0.069) (157.0] __-320J _
CYCLING 0.241 0.572_ 1082 78 LN 2
STOP (0,095) (0.225 i_ _0"42 (157.01 (-320)
0,262 5.08
2C-6 (0.103) (2.00)
0.262 5,08
2C-7 (0.103) (2.00)
0,262 5.11
2C-13 (0,103) (2.01)
0.264 5.08
2C-15 (0.104) (2.00)
0.259 5.08
2CW-12 (0.102) (2.00)
BM)
[_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSI BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGS SHOWN
BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLESPECIMEN NOT RE NNEALED AFTER PRECRACKING
_ APPROXIMATE DIMENSION
REMARKS
1000 CYCLES
TO FAILURE
2433 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
8012 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
CRACK
APPEARANCE GROWTH-ON-
(__-_ JADING
"_------- CYC LI C
47 CYCLES TO GROWTH
BREAKTHROUGH
5116 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
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Table 49: Uniaxia/ Cyclic Tests of 0.26 cm (0.10 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Cryostretched
301 Stainless Steel Base Metal at 295°K (72°F)
,.-
TEST
PARAMETERS
AT
SIZING
0.262 5.08
2C-10 (0,103) (2.00)
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
0.264 5.08
2C-12 (0.104) (2.00)
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
0.264 5.05
2C-14 i (0.104) (1.99)
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
0-269 5.08
2CW-6 (0.106) (2.00)
IBM)
PROOF
CYCLING
SIZING
0.262 5.08
2CW-8 (0.103) (2.00)
IBM)
PROOF
CYCLING
STOP
u TEST
n= ¢'_
uJ_" a:)..Z
a: cc ¢n=E _o z
0.041 0.229
START (0,0167 (0,0907 0.18 --
0.041 0,229 1442
STOP (0,016) (0,090) 0.18 (209,2)
0.041 0.229
START (0,016) (0.090)_ 0.18 --
0.041 0.229 1234
STOP (0.016) (0.090) 0.1R (179.0)
0,041 0.229 1214
START (0,01_ (0.090} 0.18 (176.07
0.249 0.625 1214
STOP (0.098) (0-246) 0.40 (116.0)
0.028 0.157
START (0,011)_ L__0,062) 0.18 -
0.028 0.157 1442
STOP (0.011 ) (0,062) 0.18 (209 -2)
0.028 0.157 0.18 --
START (0.011) (0,062)
0.028 0.157 1234
STOP (0.011) (0.062) 0.18 (179,0)
().02 B 0.157 1034
START (0.011) (0.052) 0.18 (150_0)
0.'249 0.559 1034
STOP (0.098) (0,220) 0.45 (150.0)
0.020 0.114
START (0.008) (0.045) 0.18 --
6,020 0.114 1442
STOP (0,008) (0,045) 0.18 (209-2)
0.020 0._I'14
START (0.008) (0.045) 0.18 --
0.020 0.114 1234
STOP (0,008) (0.045) 0.18 (179.0)
0,020 0.114 1034
START (0.008) (0.045) O.18 (150,0)
0.079 0._-8 1034
STOP (0.031) _ (0.070) 0.44 (150.0)
0,028 0.130 0-22 --
START (0,011) (0,051)_
0.028 0.130 1442
STOP (O.011 ) (0,051 ) 0.22 (209,2)
0,028 0,130
START (0.011) _9,051) 0.22 --
0.028 0.130 1234
STOP (0.0117 (0.051 ) 0-22 (179.0]
0.028 0.130 1234
START (0.01.!_ (0.051) 0,22 (179.0)
0.244 0.749 1234
STOP (0.096) (0.295t 0.33 (179.0)
0.018 0.119
START (0.007) (0,047) 0.15 --
0.01B 0.119 1442
STOP (0,007) I0,047) O.15 _209.2)
0.018 0.119
START (0.007) (OJ)47) 0.15 --
O.01B O.119 1234
STOP To_nQ/) m n47_ 0.15 (179,0)
0.018 0.119 1234
START (0,007) (0_047) 0.15 (179.0)
0.097 0.226 [ 1234
(0.038) (0.089) _ 0.43 (179.0)
78
(-320)
78
(-320)
295
(72 )
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
78
(-320)
78
(-320)
285
{72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
78
(-320 )
78
(-320)
295
(?2)
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
78
(-3207
78
_-3207
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
78
78
(-320)
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
295
(72)
::> SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSI BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGSSHOWN
_ BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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LN 2
LN 2
AIR
AIR
1992 CYCLES
AIR TO BREAK-
THROUGH
AIR
LN 2
LN 2
AIR
5665 CYCLESAIR
TO BREAK-
AIR THROUGH
AIR
LN 2
LN 2
AIR FAILED OUTSIDE
OF ARTIFICIALLY
AIR INDUCED FLAW
AFTER 4044
AIR CYCLES
AIR
LN 2
LN 2
AIR
AIR
AIR 2281 CYCLES
TO BREAK-
AIR THROUGH
LN 2
LN 2
AIR FAILED OUTSIDE
OF ARITIFICIALL
AIR INDUCED FLAW
AFTER 2814
AIR CYCLES
AIR
i
I
• i
=
.e=
Table 50: Uniaxial Cyclic Tests of 0.26 cm (0,10 Inch) Thick Surface Flawed Cryostretched
301 Stainless Steel Weld f,_etal Fusion Line at 78OK (-320°F)
u TEST
¢N
"_ _, Z_ _---_ AT _ Z -- _E _ g
_ W_ UJ
0.038 o.191 78
0,264
2CW-5 (0.104)
START (0,015) _((O,O75.__L 0,20 - _(_20___ LN2
SIZING 0.0.38 0.191 1442 78
5,08 STOP (0,015) (0.075) 0.20 (209,2) (-320) LN2
(2,00) 0,038 0191 1227 78
START (0,015) (0,075) 0,20 (178.0) (-3"2_0) LN2
CYCLING _ 0.249 0,630 1227 78
STOP (O.O98) (0.248) 0,40 (178.0) (-320) LN2
0.028 0.155 ?8
START (_11L _ 0.18 -- (-320) LN2
0,028 O, 155 1442 78
STOP _0,_Qll) (0.061) 0.18 (209.2) (-320) LN2
0.028 0,155 1227 78
START L0.0 ! 1 ) . (0,0....661)_ 0,18 _(178,0 __(;820__0 LN2
0.244 0,627' 1227 78
STOP (0,096 L (0.247) 0,39 (178.0 (-320).. LN2
0,028 0.155 78
S._.TAR._ T_ (0,011 ) (0,061) 0.18 -- (-.320) LN2
0,028 0,155 1442 78
STOP (0.011) (0,061) O,18 (209.2) (-320} LN2
0,028 0,155 .... T'0_'*J'-" --T"
START (0,011) (0.061) 0.18 (157,0 (-320) LN2
0-249 0,569 1083 78
STOP (0,098) (0,224) 0,44 (157,0) (-320) LN2
"0.020 0.117 78
START (0,008) (0,046) 0,17 -- (-320) LN2
0,020 0,117 1442 78
STOP (0.008) (0,046) 0,17 (209,2) (-320) LN2
0.020 -'6.'T_F- ----- 1227 _-"I_" .....
START (0.008) (0.046) .... 0.17 ,(._,.7.B,O_(-320) LN2
o_o-?_ -o.--_e- 122'7 T_
STOP (0.030) (0.070) 0.43 (178,01 (-320) LN2
SIZING
0-259 5.08
2CW-7 (0,102) (2.00)
CYCLING ---
SIZING
0.264 5,08
2CW-11 (0.104) (2.00)
CYCLING
SIZING
0.264 5,08
2CW-14 (0.104) (2.00)
CYCLING
REMARKS
3490CYCLESTO
BREAKTHROUGH
3985 CYCLES TO
BREAKTHROUGH
7900CYCLES
TO BREAK-
THROUGH
FAILED OUTSIDE
OF ARTIFICIALLY
INDUCED FLAW
AFTER 4033
CYCLES
[_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSI -- BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGS SHOWN
BASED ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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Table 51:
301 StainlessSteel Weld rJetal FusionLine at 295OK (72OF)
Uniaxia/ Cyclic Testsof 0.26 cm (0.10 inch) Thick Surface FlawedCtyostretched _>
F
c_ TEST
("4
. = z
Z¢m Z_ _ _" TEST Z_ _ _'_ _
::Z:"_ PARAMETERS _,, C.) ,,_ Z REMARKS
v O
'-'g g ,-, f_o ="W
START 0,028 0.163 76 LN 2(0_,_0_!1 ) (0.064) 0.17 -- (-3_>(_1
SIZING STOP 0.028 0.163 1442 78 LN 2(0._011 ) (0.064) 0.17 (2_O9.2) (-;];_0)
START 0.028 0.163 295 AIR LESS THAN
0.2.54 5.03 PROOF (0.011 ) (0.064) 0.17 -- |7_) 5475 CYCLES
2CW-2 (0.100) (1.98) _STOP 0.028 0.163 1234 295 AIR TO BREAK-
(0.011) (0.064) 0.17 (179.0) (72} THROUGH
ISTA RT O.028 0.163 0.17 1027 295 AIR
CYCLING S_STT (0.0t I) (0.064I (149.0.) (75)OP 0,246 < 0.742 >0.33 1027 295 AIR
(0.09_ 7) (0,292) (149.0) (72)
START 0.028 0.155 0.18 -- 78 LN 2
SIZING (0.0!!) (0.061) (-3_o)
[STOP 0.028 0.156 0.18 1442 78 LN 2
__0j011 ) (0.061 ) (209.2) (-320)
START 0.028 0.155 295 AIR
0.262 5.08 PROOF (0.011 ) 0_.0611 _0"18 -- (72) 2605 CYCLES
2CW-3 (0.103) (2.00) iSTO P 0.028 0.155 0.18 1234 295 AIR TO BREAK-(0.011) (0.061) (179.0) [72_ THROUGH
i STA RT 0.028 0.155 1234 295 AI R
CYCLING tO.q11_ ___(0j0061_ 0,18 (179.0) _{Z_._ . .
STOP 0.246 0.574 0.43 1234 295 AIR
(0.097) (0.226) (179.0) (72}
START 0.01_ 0.114 0.16 -- 78 LN 2
SIZING (0.007) (0_045) (-320)
STOP 0.018 0.114 1442 76
(0.007) (0.045) 0.16 (209.2) (-320) LN2
START 0.018 0.114 0.16 -- 295 AIR FAILED OUTSIDE
0.259 5.08 PROOF __ (0.007) (0.045) (72) OF ARTIFICIALLY
2CW-4 (0.102) (2.00) STOP 0.018 0.114 1234 295 INDUCED FLAW
(0.007) (0,045) 0,16 (179.0) (72) AIR
.... AFTE R 4600
START 0.018 0.11._. 0.16 1034 295 AIR CYCLES
CYCLING (0.007) (0,045) (150.0) (72)
STOP 0.086 0.198 0.44 1034 295
(0.034) (0.078) (150.0) (72) AIR
STA.RT 0.015 0.094 78
SIZING (0.006) (0.037)I 0.16 -- (-320) LN2
0.015 0.094 1442 78
STOP (0,0061 (0.037)I 0.16 (209.2) (-3_20) LN2
STA RT 0.015 0.094 295
2CW_5 0.269 5.08 PROOF (0.006) (0.0371 0.16 -- (721 AIR CYCLED FOR
(WM) (0.106) (2.00) STOP 0.015 0°094 ! 1234 295 2669 CYCLES(01006) (0.037) . 0.16 (179.0) (72). AIR
STA RT 0.015 0.094 1234 295
CYCLING (0.006) (0.037L __ 0.16 (179.0) (72) AIR
STOP 0.145 0.361 1234 295
(0.051) (0.142) 0.40 (1.79.0) (72) AIR
_ SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO A CRYO-PRESTRESS OF 932 MN/m 2
(135 KSI BASED ON ORIGINAL AREA) PRIOR TO LOADINGS SHOWN
[_ BASEO ON AREA AT BEGINNING OF SIZING CYCLE
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